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. CHAPTER I

'AN OVERVIEW OF THE USMES PROGRAM AND

THE USMES EVALUATION PROJECT

_

Introduction

This document contains the report of the USMES evaluation team on our

1974-75 investigation of the cognitive and affective responses of students

to USMES, an interdisciplinary, process curriculum designed to develop the

problem solving abilities of elementary school students. Included in this

evaluation of Unified Science and Mathematics for Elementary Schools are

the results of a pre-post control group design to assess the curriculum's

effects on students' basic skill development, their attitude change, and

their progress in complex problem solving as measured by small group perform-

ance on real-life relevant, simulated problem tasks. The results of our

interviews with USMES teachers and students, our unstructured observations

during site visitations, and our field staff's documentation of USMES usage

are also included in this report.

A companion document contains the results of our review of existing tests

and other measurement techniques for appraising the performance of children

in real complex problem solving. In the absence of any appropriate measures,

the evaluation team pursued a two-fold thrust: (1) evaluation of the USMES

program, and (2) new instrument development. It is the second report which

documents our work on the creation of new techniques for the assessment of

student's progress in complex problem solvi:rig.

18
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The Nature of USMES: Its Philoso and Goals

The following statement of the purposes and intentions of the USMES

program is drawn from two descriptive documents prepared by their Central

Staff: The USMES Guide (May, 1974) and the USMES Systems Approach to

EtentWicesareactDeveloilmplemuSation and Maintenance of a Real Problem

'Solving prasram in Elementar, Schools (March, 1974).

The goal of the USMES program is the development of thirty-two inter-

disciplinary units engaging the student in long-range investigations of

real and practical problems taken-from his or her school or community en-

vironment. 'By responding to these problems, called "challenges," the stu-

dent develops his problem-solving abilities, and does so in a manner that

gives him an experiential understanding (learning-by-doing) of the problem-

solving process, as well as the acquisition of its basic skills and concepts.

USMES intends to teach the cognitive skills and strategies of problem

solving as a new area of learning, and not merely as a new method or a

new content within an alraady defined area. Furthermore, this program

sees itself as interdisciplinary in nature, in that Its presence in the

curriculum would support and facilitate the existing disciplines--mathema-

tics, reading etc.

[USMES] will not fulfill every cognitive
and affective need;....other, more struc-
tured programs may beneeded to teach the
more formal aspects of the disciplines
which are within the cognitive xange of
children in grades 1-8. (The USMES Guide,

p. 9.).

USMES developers further believe that to learn the process of problem

solving, the student himself must analyze the problem, choose the variatl.es

to be investigated, search out the facts, and judge the correctness of the

19
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hypotheses and conciusion, The teacher acts only as a coordinator and

collaborator. This, they acknowledge, requires a new, more indirect style

of teaching.

Progress toward a solution to a problem requires the romhinnel efforts

of a group of students, not just an individual student working alone.

While some work rmay be done individually, the USMES construct provides

lor.a division of labor and an exchange of ideas--a total group effort.

A final essential characteristic sof this program is the relevance o

thetask. The "challenges" undertaken by the students must be both real,

i.e., embody some valid aspect:of school or community life rather than an

invented problem imposed prepackaged by the curriculum, and practical, i.e.,

the student's solution may lead to the actual improvement of that Situation

being investigated. The problemleads to an experience of useful accOmp-

lishment_in the student's life.

Issues Investigated During the 1973-74 USMES Evaluation

The 19i3-74 academic year was:the first period of responskbility for

the evaluation of the USMES program by the evaluation Project Director.

Some internal fOrmative evaluation activities by the USMES development staff

and limited assistance from evaluation consultants to the developers had

preceded the award of a grant from the National Science Foundation for the

independent evaluation of USMES. However, the informational needs of a

variety of audiences concernecLabout USMES had been largely unserved to

that point.

The evaluatiom team conferred with the National Science Foundation, which

sponsors both the program develtSment and its independent evaluation, with

2 0
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the developers of the USMES program and the members of their Planning

Committee, with on-site users of USMES and trainers o .osers, cd with

prospective USMES users and trainers. Our preliminary conversations with

these interest groups led to the identification of several critical areas

for investigation during the first year of 2a:comprehensive evaluation of

the program.

Their principal concerns were-addressecily the'following evaluation

activities:

a. documenting actual USMES usage and differentiating the student-

to-student and student-to-teacher interaction patterns fostered

under the USMES environment from those found in control classes;

b. investigating'"proof of concept," i.e., whether or not the pro-

gram is increasing students' abilities in comPlex problem solv-

ing;

c. comparing USMES and control students' Performance on standard-

ized tests of reading and Mathematics achievement, to answer

the concern of USMES teachers and principals, and of prospective

USMES users, that they remain successfully accountable for the

communication of basic skills;

e. studying the effectivenessiof USMES teacher training efforts at

the local and national levels;

. probing to discover indirect effects of the,USMES program... on

students' attitudes. on teaching styles. -on non-USMES

teachers and atudemts within the school.... , on the adminstrators

of selected schools.., on school scheduling.., on school practices.
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The 1973-74 evaluation pr lect remained without funding until March

22, 1974. As a result, the Evaluation team was unable to assume early

control of the evaluation activities to train observers, designate samples,

advise observers on data collection problems, and monitor the data collec-

.tion process--all necessary to insure complete, usable returns. These

problems resulted in a serious loss of usable data. The data losses were

most damaging to an adequate assessment of student performance in basic

skills and in problem solving, because the measures for these traits were

time consuming or otherwise difficult to administer, and they were disrup-

tive to the school day.

On the other hand, the schedules for site visitations,,interviews, and

mailing teacher questionnaires were little affected by the eight-month delay

in the grant award. Consequently, we salvaged as much as possible of the

originally planned student performance test data, but we also turned to and

relied upon the perceptions of the teachers trained and actually involved

the USMES project. The issues for investigation were broadened and, despite

the Eunder's concern for "proof of concept," the 1973-74 project assumed the

demeanor.of a Eormative evaluation for the continuing development of the
_ . .

USMES program, more than the thrust of a summative evaluation of the curricu-

lum's effects on students.

It was the judgement of the evaluation team that the information from

program monitoring, the interview data, and our unstructured observations

during the site visits provided very comprehensive, helpful, and illuminating,

information about the USMES program. We relied heavily on these kinds of

data in our assessmenE of USMES development, impLementation, and dissemination

chimIng the 1973-74 school year. The detailed evaluation report. for 1973-74-

2 2
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is given by Shann, August, 1975. A synopsis of this report is found in

Bender, August, 1975. These reports are available from the ProjeaDirector.

Focus of the 1974-75 Evaluation Project,

The original proposal to the National Science Foundation for the continued

evaluation of USMES during 1974-75 was broader in scope than the plan which

was funded. As amended, the 1974775 USMES Evaluation focused on student

effects of the program: their progress in problem solving; their basic skill

development; their attitudes toward mathematics, science, problem solving, and

toward various learning activities embodied by the USMES philosophy. Teacher

training, support networks for USMES users, formative program monitoring,

material resource usage, and program dissemination patterns were deleted as

areas for investigation under the revised evaluation plan for 1974-75.

The Project Director submitted the amended proposal to the National

ScienCe Foundation after she had conferred simultaneously with several repre-

sentatives of the Foundation's education directorate. Clearly, it was the

Foundation's overriding concern for an evaluation of USMES to pursue the

investigation of "proof, of concept." The assessment of other student effects

of the program and the-description and documentation of actual program usage

were also of interest to NSF.

Once the :Issues for investigation were specified, the evaluators selected

the following indicators through which we would gather some of the required

data:

a. the Picnic Problem and the Playground Problem, tests especially

designed for asseSsirg the performance of small groups on real-

life relevant, simulated tasks of complex problem solving;

2 3
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. selected subtezts of the Stanford Achievement Test to

measure students' basic skill development in the areas of

reading, mathematics, science, and social studies;

c. the Classroom Activity Analysis scales especially develop- -

ed for observing student-to-student and student-to-teacher

interaction patterns in USMES and control classes.

d. on-site visits for unstructured observations and interviews

to determine the actual patterns of program adoption or

adaptation.

f. interview schedules for on-site interviews with UonS teach-

ers about their perceptions of the program's effects on

students and on their own teaching styles;

g. interview schedules for direct interviews with USMES students

about how well they liked USMES and what they thought their

USMES units haVe taught them.

Additionally, we had hoped to locate an existing test which would

have been appropriate for measuring the problem solving abilities of in-

dividual children. An exhaustive review of the Problem solving litera-

ture failed to produce such's test. Having reaffirmed our thinking that

new tests would have to be developed to assess younger students' perform-

ance in complex problem solving, we directed our efforts toward new in-

strument development in addition to the evaluation tasks.

Organization of the Evaluation Report

Following this initial overview, Chapter II includes a discussion

of the methods and procedures used in this evaluation design. Actual

2 4
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treatments for both USMES.and control sample classes are characterized

in Chapter III. Interviews with USMES teachers and their students, and

conversations with principals provide the bases for Chapter rv.

In Chapters V, VI, and VII, students' basic skill development, their

performance in real-life relevant problem situations, and their attitude

changes are reported and discussed. Our perceptions about serious prob-

lems with USMES program maintenance and program dissemination are inclu-

ded in Chapter VIII. The concluding chapter summarizes this report,

offers spetific conclusions, and makes final recommendations regarding

development, implementation, maintenance, and widespread dissemination

of the USMES program.

The Report on New Instrument Development

It is the judgement of the evaluation team that our work on new instru-

----------Ment dev-elOpMent for problem solving can have meaningful application be-

yond the evaluation of the USMES program. We address that report to a

wider audience whose concerns may embrace the evaluation of other ciirric-

ula for elementary schools,.research on child development, or theoretical

development of models of problem solving. Furthermore, the evaluation

work and the synthesis of new measures of problem solving are conceptually

very different endeavors.

For these reasons, and because the 074-75 USMES Evaluation report

itself is already a lengthy document, we have decided to issue-a sep-

arate report of our work on new instrument,,development, for the.. assessment_,,,,,

of complex prOblem solving by elementary school children.
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CHAPTER II

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

USMES Evaluation was directed toward a comprehensive inves-

tigation of proof of concept of the USMES curriculum. In addition to asses-

sing the effects of USMES on students' performance in real, complex problem-

solving, the evaluation was designed to examine other student effects of the

program--students' basic skill development and changes in their attitudes

toward mathematics, .science, and various learning strategies. Another goal

of this evaluation was to document how USMES was actually being used in elem--

entary school classes.

Wide application of a variety of data collection technique6 4,13 required

to achieve these ends. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the sample

selections, the instruments of data collection, and the methods of analysis

which were employed for t a 1974-75 USMES evaluation.

Observer Training

One essential component of this evaluation was the training of competent,

responsible field staff personnel who would serve as on-site evaluators for

the test administration and for the observation of class activities in USMES

and control sample classes. Observers were sought in those geographical areas

.where there were sufficiently large numbers of USMES-trained teachers and thus

the promise of USMES activity. We prevailed upon USMES contacts (principals,

teachers, district level administrators) to recommend-responsiblepersons. In

general, these "observers' were college graduates who exhibited a sincere inter-

est' in elementary school education. Some had advanced degrees; some had been
.....

teachers themselves. They were employed on a part-time basis by the evaluation

.project for data collection from sample classes in their areas.

The ob'Terver training took place in Boston during a Ihree-day period in

-9-
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August, 1974. Conducted by two members of the evaluation staff, the observer

of personnel and their responsibilities, discussion of the time lines for

data collection, review of instruments which would be used, and practice in

administration or application of those forms which required special training.

Seventeen observers from 15 locations were trained to work on the evaluation:

Sample Selection and Procurement--

Some of the limitations to sampling for the previous year's evaluation

persisted for the 1974-75 evaluation. Random sampling was not feasible;

selections had to be limited to classes in those areas from which we had

trained observers. Moreover, the evaluation staff could not have visited a

great many widely scattered sites which could have resulted from random samp-

ling. Given these constraints, purposive sampling was done to insure that

USMES class selections represented a cross section of (a) grade levels, (b)

USMES unit challenges, (c) socioeconomic levels, and (d) teacher experience

with USMES--in a manageable number of geographic areas. The number of sample

USMES classes in each of the geographic areas was proportionate to the inten-

sity of USMES involvement expected by the program developers.

To achieve representation of a cross-section of teacher experience with

USMES in the sample of USMES classes, we selected teachers from each of the

following designations:

a. First-trial Implementation Teachers: Those who were new to USMES

who were attending their first national level workshop during the

Summer of 1974. There they received training and resource mater-

ials for newly developed units. Their implementation of the-Se'

new units was supposed to enable the developers to assess the

adequacy of the workshop training and the utility of the resource
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materials. By June, 1975, these teachers should have had one

year's experience with USMES.

b. Former First-trial Implementation Teachers: Those who had

received USMES training at a national workshop during the Sum-

mer of 1973, or during the Summer of 1972. These teacher's had

not been invited back to subsequent summer workshops by the USMES

Central Staff. During the 1974-75 academic year, these teachers

should have been experiencing their second or third year with

the USMES program.

c. Development Teachers: Those who had been invited by the USMES

Central Staff to attend subsequent workshops after their initial

experience with USMES training. These teachers were expected to

formulate anl try out ideas for new USMES challenges in their

classrooms. By June, 1975, they had had from two to four years'

experience with USMES.

Control classes were selected to match the USMES sample classes, one for

one, on the bases of (a) grade level, (b) socioeconomic level, (c) geographic

areas, and (d) general character of the school program--"traditional," "non-

graded," "open," etc.

While matching provided no assurance of equivalence of USMES and control

groups on all characteristics but the treatment effect, the criteria used

fcsr "matching" were most salient to the indices of program effectiveness.

Furthermore, random sampling was not possible.

In previous years' evaluations, control classes were chosen from non-

USMES classes in the same schools as the sample USMES classes. This practice

had the advantages of minimizing extraneous variance and of reducing the
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coMplexities of data collection from a larger number of schools. However,

this practice also had the undesired effect of reducing the treatment dif-

ference between USMES and control classes. In some cases, much contamination

of the non-USMES classes resulted from the influence of USMES teachers, stu-

t

dents, and materials in the same building (Shann, August, 1975, pp. 37-38).

For the 1974-75 evaluation, the control classes were selected from schools

neighboring the sample USMES schools.

The evaluation design called for a sample of 40 USMES and 40 control

classes which satisfied the criteria outlined above. In addition to sampling

more heavily from among those sites which were to have the most USMES usage,

we decided to select more classes from the middle school grades, because most

USMES usage is observed at these grade levels.

For both USMES and control classes, selection for the evaluation sample

must be distinguished from willingness on the part of teachers, principals,

and other administrators to have the classes participate in the evaluation

activities, and in turn, from implicit or explicit parental permission for

testing of students as required by a school district or, in one case, by

state law. The assurances for USMES classes were attained very readily in

most cases; an USMES school, in the person of its principal or district level

administrator, had agreed to participate in any evaluation activities, if

sampled, before the school could send teachers to a national USMES workshop.

Procurement of appropriate control classes proved to be much more dif-

ficult, and virtually impossible in a.few cases. The senior members of the

evaluation team devoted considerable effort toward identifying appropriate

sample_classes and securing permissions for testing. Without principals,

district administrators, and our field staff evaluators, our success in

2 9
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procuring sanpIee control classes wouL4 have hen gre,a

Con.trol ;es; could not.. e zte.fed for three sapii, USHES cla.sses

in Minnesote- ,rtheless, we 4 Lect data from three USMES clas-

ses. Observer o failed to meetthair commitments serious difficul-

ties in saou: 14 Permissions for testing accounted for theloss dE all but

the interview Ua from one USMES class in New Jersey two USMES classes

in Washington, It was pointiss then to pursue c. ecting control data

in the latter t7..o.locations.

Thus, toward the goal of 40 USMES and 40 control classes, we were abla to

collect usable pre- and post-test data on one or more measures from a total

of 37 USMES classes and 34 control classes. There were no effects of sample

attrition on the interview data collacted by the senior evaluation staff mem-.

bers from all 40 USMES teachers and three students of each of those teachers.

All other data were based on a maximum of 37 USMES and 34 control classes.

Characteristics of Sample Schools and Classes

The descriptions presented below are based on data from the School and

Class Information Forms shown in Appendices A and B. Because we assured par-

ticipating schools and teachers of anonymity, their names and any especially

distinguishing characteristics are not identified.

A. Geographical Distribution

"USMES schools" are scattered throughout the country. That is, evidence

of USMES usage and the presence of USMES-trained teachers can be found in

many states. However, program dissemination has been most apparent in college

and university towns where USMES Planning Committee Members or other USMES

contacts reside, and in metropolitan Boston towns located near the offices of

the Program Developers. The developers' continued efforts to disseminate the
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program ailst.ent urban settings have t with some slic<4 in

small Cilto CAL ocr city" schools are no.i. using USMES. 0,40 sLairs

which have KtifoosIthe most widespread use of USMES are Califz,rnia and

Michigan.

The :geg rLc (1.,stribution of sample schools and classes foT the 1974-

75 USMES ev. reflected this national pattern of USMES use. Locations

included it .att-tual sample were: San Jose, Los Gatos, Marina, Monterey,

Bakersfield- and Los. Angeles, California; Boulder, Colorado; Wash-.

ingti.on, D.C. Atta.-011151,.Georgia; Iowa City, Iowa; Plainfield, New Jersey; ArIiimg-

ton, Waltham alnif Watertown, Massachusetts; Lansing, East Lansing, and Sterl-

ing Heights, t chigan; Burnsville,- Minnesota; and Portland, Oregon. As stated

earlier in tid.ts remort, the number of sample USMES classes from each location

was proportiams4te to the intensity of USMES usage in that area, and control

classes were svlected from neighboring non-USMES schools in the same commun-

ities.

B. Popü1atthni±ties and Socioeconomic Levels

The distrihurt=ms of population densities and socioeconomic levels of the

communities In mhichsample schools and classes were located also reflected

the national picture of USMES usage. The community settings of the sample

schools ranged fran lightly populated but essentially suburban regions to

more densely popl/Matid "suburban" districts adjacent to large citiesandthem-

selves part of the citties' metropolitan area. Some small and middle-sized

cities,also the-program. In fact, most of the school systems interested

in trying U&IES were suburban systems. Very densely populated, large: utban

systems had toa;Imany other needs and immediate problems which prempted atten-

tion to USMES.. :Nor could very sparsely populated, rural systems provide the
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resources and personnel to support the program.

The socioeconomic levels of these communities in w:Lch the sample

schools were located also showed a constricted range. were middle

class, albeit from lower-middle, working class areas tc L(ttper-middle, fair-

ly wealthy suburban areas and university towns. However, irr) classes from

inner city schools or other impoverished areas were inzldlin the 1974-75

sample. And no truly upper class schools were included. Again, salools at

--these extremes did not use USMES.

C. Grade Levels

The grade levels taught by the sample USMES teachers and their- controls

were distributed as follows:

USMES Teachers
Grade Levels At That Grade

Control Teachers
At That Grade

2 1 1

2-3 1

3 3 3

3-4 2 3

4 7 7

5 6 6

5-6 3 1

6 7 5

7 2 3

7-8 2

8 3 5

37 34

Most of the lower grade classes in both USMES and control groups were

largely or completely self-contained. Departmentalized programs am both

groups were, observed mo-re frequently in grades 5 and 6, and alums:Et:exclu-

sively in grAiles 7 and 8.
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D. Class Size

TIhe ,sample USMES ciass rang from- 19 to 50 stuilerrs, th a mean of

29 studer's per class. Essentially-the same variabilitT.amdaverage for

c1P-..;-s sire were found for the contrul group: 15 to 50 students with a-mean

1

Tearher Characteristics

A The information below on teacher characteristics was culled from the

Class Information Form shown in Appendix B..

A. Teaching Experience

The number uf years of teachins experience for USMES and control teachers

im_the sample can be summarized as follows:

Statistic USMES Teachers Control Teachers

9.0 10.6

Mdn 7.3 9.0

Mode 7, 3

Range 2-27 1-39

37 34

Overall, the control teachers ware slightly more experienced. One ,can-

trot teor-h-er had nine,years more teaching experience than .any other tear

in the sample. 1.11=± that exception, the variability in the number of mrs

of zsaching experierce was similar Ear both groups.

1B. Teachers Specis'ilizee. Mraining in Mathematics anyd Science

The 2-SMES teachers, aaa group, aadi virtually the same! amount ofspecial-

imad, formal educational training In-math and science as :the control,teachers.

Only a small minority of either group--7/37 USMES teachers, and 5/34-:control

teachers--had undergraduate majors or minors in math or science. Fewer still

had graduate degrees with majors or minors in math or science. Both groups
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reported mmr_ educationalbackgronad in, the social ,sciences: eight USMES

teachers-mafumed in a social .arfftr:ce and five more minored in one of these

:areas; .:tr_fm- t:tstf. control teachers, count was eight majors and four minors

in the acrti? sciences. For-mozm of the teachers in the sample, their train-

ing in- mme,lematics and science s- limited to undergraduate methods courses,

Inservica courses, and graduate --tducational methods courses.

Observation 'af USMRS, and ControL=Classes

he Classroom Activity Analyata form shown in Appendix. C was developed

Lue:nabla an object±ve accounting of the kinds of activities which USMES

and control children puraued in class and the patterns of .:child-to-Child anti

child-ta.,-teacher interactions found in those classes. Observers were .trained

In its -nse, end they, weredirected, to -apply the-form-in-the sample-USMES-clas-

ses thl:tae the beginning, middle, and end of their USMES units.

The .E..trols for egth USMES class were to be observed three times with the

form-- and the timea--were maraliel the times selected fbr observing the

aniIe USMES classes-6 711ds.cmtem,aErvation teChnique anoLthe results of its appli-

zmaidmua atm reported in ,Chag.Lel. III.

:Observations ;anid,...other information acquired through our f ieldstaff

we:-Ize,tary to) diammentz-Tthetitafferences between the treatments which the

1JSFEES.t.,17Jannand the cumasol grAvu were receiving. Without this information,

one± cimjdUnmot detm=mirne- what, being evaluated. By- design, the USMES ap-

-:proach apilTd 'have resulted in. many different treatment groups .as there

'were .c1aases using USMES. ,What commonalities can be abstracted frOm actual

TrograrivluSe? Classes in the- cantrol .group were expected to be homogeneous

only-with_respecttn their-Tmon,mse of USMES. Yet, how can one characterizE

the lwtxtures of i'morte tradttionar" math and science -pranqgrams which control

3 4
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classes, recieved? These are -t-h.P issues addressed in Chapter III.

.Assessment of Student Effects if USMES

The USMES project :claims t.hAt, by vesponding to v?al-life, meaningful

challenges taken from the 1r:cal sdhoolb/community envilronment, students will

be involved in all aspects cf.-problem solving: "definitioii of the problem,

dotarmination of the important factors in the problem, observation, Alata col

lection and analysis, measurement, discussion and group work, formulation end

trial of suggested soLutiorsi clarification of values, decision making, and

communical-ion of findings tothers" (EISKES News, October, 1975, p. 2). 'The

program seEks to enhance these problem solving ailtilities of elementary sChool

students without impairing their basic skill development. In tact, the

project claims that 7Vhile investigatingreal prOblems, students learn

manymerchematIcs, so_ence, social science, and Language arts skills.

The desired affeive context for thas. approach to solving pt.s..:AicaI proh-

Lems hy scientific mcOnds involves -many broceres=als claims two: stadents

shouldhe hett ote± to arquire neea kiL when they see that their

work::cam 1a± some usefuLaccomplishmentv furthermore, "real pr.-31em solv

ingalso dEmann social skiLls like working cooperatively in small groups and

acceptimg constructive criticism from peers withoubecoming upset" (USMES

News, Otto:lot-Er, 1975, p. 2). The ultimate goals of7USMES are directedtoward

the.prepararion of young people "to care about the Iworld they livic in, to be-

lieve the v. can make a difference.

Mhms, Mgt investigation, of proof of concept'. all:-:the TISMES curTlim:mlu In -

clvdP4i-OhJective measurement=of -student_effectsthe program cogni-

tiveareas and several:aflEa=ive-areas. These werv: (a) has:it Skill. de-

velopmemt; perfOrmance anireal-life Trelevant tasks of complex ptoblem
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solving; and (c) changes in attitudes towardinath, science, problem solving,

group learning, selfdirected learning, and other referents salient to the

USMES philOsophy and approach.

Measurement of basic Skills was accompLishe.d with six: subtests of the

Stanford Achievement Te=q-/- battery, 1973etion. Since the administration

of these tests-was time-,consuming, disruptive to the floiul school schedule,

and therefore resented byrmany school personnel, only two of the six subtests

were given to every student in the sample. For the remainang four subtest .

- measures half of the classes received pre- and postadMinLsitrations of two

of those tests;. the balance of the classes received tiRe othem- =we tests.

The Picnic-Problem and the Playgrmnnd Problem, sgoelciaLly A.signed tests

of mmall group performance am saimmlatmd Idf -like problem za=c,:, were admin-

istered to eachsample class to assess their developmeurL=m: complex problem

solving. The manuals for.athdaitrat±art iJ the,q,e az.:72 shown in Appendices

D and E; the scarigiuittrl1 ,.-: e illastramli in AppermEres., E and G. Analysis

of the observers'. notesand. 44-dren'sEaudio tapes fram th administration of,

the Picnic and .Rlayground Prahlems yldedrEmr interval Lvelcognitive

scores and four ordinal rattngs of afi---Pmmilive performance in'these simulated

-real-life test situatrzons. (Neither.theffeeteeLoperii;nan, the evaluators were

entirely satisfied-with -1'11-ArailiAatty ,T,E-e*,4ress simulamEF&F=Oblem tasks for

.assessing the effectsrffIESME, buitmn...E.Lifem-existing 'measures Even approach-

their utility for theevaluatian.: Thus, a second majpr-thrust--new in-

strument devalopmenfor-compLexprohlem so_ving--was pumsued along with the

1974-75 evaluation:activitles.)
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Assessment of students' attitude change in selected areas relevant to

USMES required the development, pilot testing, and factor analysis of a two-

part Likert scale of attitudes. Item sampling techniques were used during

the more exploratory, instrument development pretesting. All students re-

ceived the same 52-item version for the post-test.

Analysis of Student Performance Data

A pre-test, post-test control group design was pursued for the collec-

tion-of student performance data in each of these three areas: basic skills,

problem solving, and attitudes. The factorial design for the data analyses

included odo independent variables: (1) treatment, to examine differential

performance of USMES versus non-USMES, or "controlillstudents; and (2) grade

level, to investigate whether any program effects are more pronounced at

certain 'grade levels or whether the student performance data show maturation-

al/developmental trends regardless of the treatments which the students re-

ceived. The dependent variables were the measures of student performance.

In general, the data were submitted to two kinds of univariate analyses.

First, two-factor repeated measures analyses of variance were conducted to

determine if the treatment groups at each grade level had realized statis-

tically significant gains on any of the measures of performance. Second,

covariance analyses were used to test the hypotheses that there were no sta-

tistically significant differences between the treatment groups on the stu-

dent performance measures once adjustments had been made for pre-test dif-

ferences.

The evaluators are aware of the controversy which surrounds the applica-

tion of analysis of covariance when the desired practice of, random assign

Ment of subjects to treatments cannot be foliowed. Some noted researchers,
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like Aiken (1970) and Cronbach and Furby (1970),state categorically that

the prOcedures of "matching" and "statistical control of concomitant vari-

ables" should not be viewed as substitutes for random assignment of subjects

to treatment conditions in the analysis of covariance, and that barring ran-

dom assignment, ANCONA should not be used. Yet, others,like Ferguson (1971,

p. 288-298),do advocate its use as a procedure for the statistical control

of one or more variables "uncontrolled because of practical limitations as-

sociated with the conduct of the experiment." Similarly, another authority

on the nature of use of analysis of covariance suggests its application "to

remove the effects of disturbing variables in tie1ds ot .h in which

randomized experiments are not feasible" (Cochran, 1957, 204). We sub-

scribe to the position articulated by Kerlinger (1971, p. 373) on this issue:

the use of analysis of covariance with intact groups is a poor alternative to

random assignment, but the procedure can be somewhat helpful in the face of

one of the major difficulties of eduCational.and sociological research--the

inability to set up experimental groups at wilt.

For some areas of the student performance data, other assumption for the

analysis of covariance, and even more general requirements for the analysis

of variance, could not be justified. The Stanford Achievement Test data

showed evidence of treatment-slope interaction and heterogeneity of variance,

and so for this data we do not report the analysis of covariance results be-

cause their validity is suspect. The ANCONA results are included for the

interval scaled problem-solving scores and for the attitude factor scores.

Further specification and discussion of the instrumentation, data col-

lection, scoring analysis, and results for the measures of. student perform-

ance are discussed in later chapters of this report. Assessment of basic

3 8
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skill development is treated in Chapter V; the examination of student per-

formance in problem solving is reported in Chapter VI; and the survey of

attitudinal changes is discussed in Chapter VIII.

Interviews and Other Data Collection ilullisjIleyisitations

The two senior members of the evaluation project staff visited each of'

the field sites 'included in the sample. These visits encompassed 19 USMES

schools and 15 control schools in nine states and the Distritt of Columbia.
--

The primary purpose of the site visitations was to interview USMES tea-

chers and their students about their appliCation of the USMES nr-rnnch and

their perceptions of its effects on students'. Strucqrg.Ctnt.exvi..ew schedules

Wer'e deVelOped'tO direct our conversations with teachers Snd"StOdent--TheS6-----
,

forms are shown in Appendices H and I. Further discussion of the interview-

ing techniques and the results of our interviews with the sample of 40 USMES

teachers and 120 USMES students can be found in Chapter TV.

Another purpose of our site visits was to thank the principals of both

USMES and control schools in the sample for their cooperation in the evalu-

ation project and to determine if we could correct any difficulties with

the,testing arrangements. We also used the occasion of these courtesy visits

to solicit any comments about USMES which the principals wanted to offer.

Their comments about the philosophy and substance of the USMES program are

reported in Chapter IV, but their views on problems with the implementation

and dissemination of the program are discussed separately in Chapter VIII.

Logistics for Data Collection

Much of the data for this evaluation were collected by the trained ob-

'servers who constituted our field staff. Upon receipt of the guidelines,

3 9
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timelines, manuals, forma and test blanks from th- evaluation office, they

onducted the September-October pre-testing and April-May post-testing of

basic skills, problem sal:Lying, and attitudes. They observed the sample

USMES and control classes three times during the year with the Classroom

:Activity Analysin Forms. And, it was they who made the arrangements for

the site vii-retlrms by the senior staff, members. Periodic telephone com-

munication and. rular Mailed correspondence between the project office and

the field staff mabled us to correct many problems which otherwise may have

resulted in serioms losses of complete usable data.

After gme-testiag, and again after the post-testing, observers mailed

s=ip.lgted.fzims: andanswer sheePAA-gliA).-M.4.0,9P.,9.44.ccA9.94.11

, tng, and ana1y43s. All scoring and computers analyses were accompliched at

the Boston. Untviersity Computing Center.

Computr_r output showing the pre- and post-test scores of their students

on the Stanford.Achievement Test were returned to the principals of sample

stbools alang.wirh manuals and guidelines for the appropriate interpretation

and use of these scores.

_Shamij.Fisphasis on NevInstrument Development

An exhaustive literature search conducted by the evaluation staff pro-

- duced no aplYropriate, valid measure of the problem solVing skills of elemen-

tary school students. Dissatisfied with several limitations of the simulated

complex problem situations offgxed-by the Picnic and Playground Problem tests,

the evaluatorsAirected substantial efforts toward the development of two

new measures of problem solving. One is a paper-and-pencil test of skills

in the componenta of the prohlem solving process. It contains some items from

the Sequential Test of EducatIonal Progress-Science, Level 4 and several new
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contextual multiple-choice items set in USMES-like, problem scenerios.
-

The other measure is considerably more complex in its administration,scor-

ing, and conceptual framework. It requires carefully trained examiners

to apply interview and observation techniques with individual children who

are working on USMES challenges. The method yields information about the

nature and sequencing of activities which children engage in-during their

attempts to solve "real," complex problems.

Results of the literature search and our work on the development, pilot

testing and refinement of these new instruments to measure problem solving

are contained in a document separate from this evaluation report.

Summary

This chapter detailed the evaluation design,for this project, particu-

larly its bases of sample 'selection, the characteristics of participating

sample schools and classes, the methods of data collection, and the techniques

of analysis applied to the resulting data.

Purposive sampling of new and experienced USMES teachers from 15 geo-

graphic areas was used to achieve a sample of USMES classes further repre-

senting a, cross section of grade levels, socio-economic levels, and unit

challenges. Control classes came from non-USMES schools which were located

in the same or neighboring communities as the USMES schools. These control

classes were selected to match the USMES sample classes, one-for-one, on the

bases of grade level, socioeconomic level, geographic area, and general fea-

tures of the schools' program.

Interviews were completed with all 40 USMES teachers and 120 students in

the'evaluation sample. However, the maximum sample size achieved for other

areas of the data collection was 37 USMES classes and 34 control classes.
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The sample attrition from the proposed complement of 40 USMES and 40 control

teachers can be attributed to problems with two observers who did not meet

their commitments to data collection, and to the very stringent requirements

of'one state's law for permissions for pupil testing.

The principal focus of the 1974-75 evaluation project was proof of con-

cept of the USMES program, and several i,1(12:ators besides the interview

technique, were used to acquire data on the program's effects on student per-

formance. The pre-test, post-test control group design governed data collec-

tion on students' basic skill development, their performance in problem solv-

ing, and changes in their attitudes toward math, science, problem solving

and various learning activities. Six subtests from the Stanford Achievement

Test battery were selected to measure basic skills. Problem solving ability

was assessed with the Picnic Problem and the Playground Problem, two tests of

small group performance in simulated, real-life problem situations. A Likert-

type attitude scale was developed to investigate attitude change.

The student performance data were submitted to two-factor repeated measures

analyses of variance to determine if the treatment groups at each grade level

had realized statistically significant gains from pre-test to post-test admin-

istration on any of the measures of performance. For some of the data, co-

variance analyses were also used to test the hypotheses that there were no

significant differences be.tween the treatment groups' adjusted post-test

performances.

A second major thrust pursued by the evaluation staff did not involve the

evaluation directly. These efforts on the development of new measures of com-

plex problem solving by elementary sohool children are documented in a sep-

arate report which may engage a wider audience than the present one on the

USMES evaluation.
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CHARACTERIZING ACTUAL TREATMENTS

n planning and excuting their research designs, many evaluators over-

look a crucial component of sound practice in evaluation studies--that of

describing the actual differences between the programs in the experimen:_al

and .control situations, or even of certifying that the treatments do differ

(Charters & Jones, 1973, p. 5).

Ilie_Aucial Need for ContrastinLActual Treatments for USMES and Control
Groups

Meaningful evaluation of an innovative curriculum project like USMES

must include a description of the way the new program is actually being

used in field settings, as well as a description of the more traditional

treatment groups, or "control" groups, against whose performance the suc-

cess of USMES-taught classes is measured. This descriptive component con-

tinues to be especially important for the evaluation of USMES.

Unlike more structured curricula which might prescribe relatively uni-

form student and/or teacher activities through texts, workbooks, teacher

guides, programmed instruction, etc., USMES is purported to be "an impor-

tant new style of education' (USMES Central Staff, March, 1973, p. 1) de-

signed to involve students in real problem solving. While a series of chal-

lenge units and tangible resource materials have been developed by USMES,

this program, according to its developers, is more accurately portrayed as

a philosophy of education than as a collection of materials. Each USMES

challenge unit should evolve from the children's identification of, and

action on, a problem which is real and important to them. And so by design,

the USMES approach could result in as many different treatment groups as

there are classes using USMES. Furthermore, we could assume that classes

in the "control" group were homogeneous only with respect to their non-use

-26- 4 3
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of USMES. Treatments and dosages could not be manipulated or controlled

--.-----
by the evaluators._

The purposes of this chapter are to describe how USMES classes actually

used the program, to differentiate the treatment USMES classes reCeived

from the math/scienceprogramsused in control classes, and to dist'inguish

between the classroom activity patterns of USMES classes and those of con-

trol classes. The primary bases for these descriptions are data from the

following forms: (a) School Information Forms; (b) Class Information Forms;

and (c) Classroom Activity Analysis Forms. These forms are exhibited in

Appendices A, B. and C, respectively. Also included is pertinent informa-

tion gathered from interviews with teachers and students. The interview

guides for teachers and for students are shown in Appendices H and I.

Lensth and Intensity of USMELEsase_Exbuienced y Samble_OMES Classes

Both empirical and logical analyses point to length and intensity of

USMES usage as among the most critical factors for determining the impact

of USMES on students. In response to the Program Monitoring Form used in

the 1973-74 USMES Evaluation, teachers emphasized that the most successful,

satisfying USMES units for both teachers and students were those pursued on

an intensive basis. Many teachers commented on the necessity of not spread-

ing an USMES unit over a long period of time. They recommended that once

a unit is started, it should be done often, not merely once a week (Shann,

August, 1975,. p. 44ff). Our interview data corroborated this viewpoint.

The 1973-74 teacher interview data also revealed that only a very small

minority of USMES teachers considered USMES a replacement for the subjects

of math, science, and socialscience in the school's curriculum, (Shann,

August, 1975, p. 40-41). The vast majority viewed the USMES program as a
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reinforcing supplement to regular class work in math and in social studies.

(More commonly, USMES was considered a replacement for science. In the ab-

sence of USMES, several classes would not have received any science.) Natur-

ally, teachers' optional use of USMES as a supplement to the regular curricu-

lum results in variable application of the program. But it stands to reason

that a brief and/or weak application of a treatment should not be expected

to influence student performance.

The program's developers, users, and evaluators alike agree on the impor-

tance of length and intensity, of USMES usage for determining the effects the

program may have. Operational definitions of these factors are agreed upon

and applied less readily. Within the limitations of this cross-sectional in-

vestigation of USMES, funded for a one-year interval, we have tried to charac-

terize, for the 1974-75 sample, teacher and student experience with the program

in prior years and during the 1974-75 evaluation year.

A. Teacher Experience with USMES

Those sample USMES teachers who responded to the Class Information Form

reportedly had one to four years' experience with USMES as follows:

Years' Experience
With USMES

Number of Teachers
Reporting

1 14

2 8

3 10

4 5

Total 37

Those having only one year's experience were rirst trial implementation tea-

chers trained during the Summer of 1974. The 2- and 3-year USMES teachers

were either development teachers or formerly trained implementation teachers.
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Those five teachers who had used USMES for all four, years it has been used

ill schools were development teachers who received the repeated invitations

from the USMES Central Staff to return to workshops and pursue ideas for new

unit development in their classes.

Of course, the sample of USMES teachers represents a selection bias--

their own or the developers' if not the evaluators'. One would expect that

USMES teachers must be predisposed to the program's philosophy or to otller

incentives at.tached to USMES usage, since they are volunteers to the program.

This orientation is probably more intense for the more experienced program

users.

The total-number of USMES unit challenges every used by the5e 37 tea-

-chers is distributed as follows:

Number-mf Units Number of Teachers Reporting
:aver 'Used That Ex2erience

1 11

2 7

3 7

4 6

5 3

6 1

7 2

Total 37

The list of units which they used virtually exhausts the units available

for implementation in Fall, 1974,and the new development units--those in

preparation for implementation in Fall, 1975. The unit challenges used by

the 37 sample USMES teachers during 1974-75 and in prior years are listed

below:
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Number of Sample Teach-
ers Who Completed Work
on the Unit During_74-75

Number of Sample Teachers
Who Used the Unit in

the Pas,t

dvertiSing

icycle Transportation
I

0

2

1

1

urglar Alarm 1 4

lassroom Design 2 0

nmmunity Service .0 1

nnsumer Research 1 5

lescribing People 1 5

Iesigning fox Human Proportions 0 4

)esigna,ab Mesign 1 1

)ice Design 0 4

:atingin S6hool 1 1.

:nergyMonservation 0 2

;ames -box Indoor Recess 1 0

;etting in Shalie 1 0

3i..tting There 2 1

;rowing Plant's 5 1

,unch Lines 1 3

lanufacturing 3 7

lass COmmunication 2 1

gature Trails 1 0

Drientation 2 0

Pedestrian Crossings 0 2

Play Area Design 3 1

School Rules 2 0

School Supplies 3 0

School Zoo 2 4

Small Group Dynamics 0 1

Soft Drink Design, 3 8

Sound in Environment 0 1

Using Fee Time After School 6 1

Ways to Learn 3 4

Weather Prediction 9 3
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Some of the units listed above may have been known by various names when

they were in their developmental stages: Units which were available for

implementation by 1974, that were not used by USMES teachers in the evalua-

tion sample were: Classroom Management, Community Gardsning, Making Schools

Safer, IN.anninit Special_Occastons, and Traffic Flow. However, these units

may:have been osed duringigg.4-75 by teachers who were not in the sample.

Oily one of the 37 sample USMES teachers for whom we had Class Informa-

Itian Forms responded "no" wilen asked if he/she had an interest in using

USNIFS-the following year. (Three of the 37 did not respond to that question.)

The reason the one teacher gave for not wanting to became involved in USMES

the fall:awing year was that she felt the logs (teacher accounts of the USMES

class activities required by the developers) took "too much time to write

up," and she felt "that there are times when it would not be appropriate to

tell the the developers certain things."

B. Student Experience with USMES

We had intended to investigate a practical, reliable way to document the

number of years in which students in the evaluation sample had experienced

at least one USMES unit prior to 1974-75, and then try to characterize the

intensity of that prior exposure to USMES. However, we learned from inter-

views with their USMES teachers during 1974-75 that for the vast majority of

the students, 1974-75 provided their first experience with the USMES program.

Furthermore, in a cross-sectional study using the class means as the units

of.,analysis, more refined data on students' prior experience with USMES was

of little value.
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C. Intensity of U,SMES Usage During 1974-75--

Intensity of USMES usage by the sample during the 1974-75 evaluation

year is described in several ways.

The total number of units used during that school year is distributed

as follows:

Number of Units Used
Number of Teachers Using
That Number of Units

1 23

2 11

3 2

4

Total 37

Further investigation of the intensity of actual program usage during

1974-75 revealed a variable pattern of USMES application. Teachers spent

anywhere from 3/4 to 5 hours per day, during 1 to 5 days per week, over 1

to 32 weeks per school year on USMES. Table 3.1 shows the means, medians,

and standard deviations for measures of time spent by the aample USMES tea-

chers on up to three USMES units during 1974-75.

Most of the USMES teachers pursued only one unit challenge during the

school year. Gn the average, they spent an hour and a half a day,- for three

days each week, over 12 to 15 weeks (or one semester) during the school year

on their USMES unit. But some individual classes used USMES intensively over'

a short period of time, while other classes received smaller doses of USMES

over great many weeks. Several other combinations of values for intensity

and duration of program use were also observed.

Design Lab Facilities in the USMES Schools

The 1973-74 interviews of sample USMES teachers, their principals,

and the team leaders for local USMES teacher training indicated that

4 9
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TABLE 3.1

Time Spent on USMES Activitiesincluding Design Lab aork
by 37 Sample USMES Classes During 1974-75

Time Spent On

ANIMINIMM

Unit 1 Unit 11 Unit 3

TC

Median
Weeks/Year

S

N for calculation

12.33

15.38

8.96

29

11.23

9.80

9.02

13

15.00

11.38

8.53

3

31

Median
Days/Week

S

2.97

3.12

.1.;b4

2.54

2..5

.89

1111wr

2.40

2.17

.49

V for calculation 32 13 3

R 1.30 1.08 1.25

Median
Hours/Day

1.319 1.65 1.33

S .i,62 1.10 .43

N for calculation 31 14 3

Total Number of Classes Which
Did That USMES Unit 37 14

Note--The N for a given calculation is lower than the total number of
classes doing a given number of USMES units because some teachers
indicated a "?" or no response to the item.
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many of these persons regarded the Design Lab as an essential part of the

USMES program. Several administrators would not encourage, or even allow,

their USMES-trained teachers to begin a unit before a Design Lab had been

set up in their schools (Shann, August, 1975, pp. 166-167). Some of our

respondents who observed this problem attributed it to the USMES develop-

ers' oversell of the Design Lab and its use as "bait" td schools for be-

coming involved with USMES. Whatever the source of this misconception a-

bout the'place of the Drsign Lab in USMES, the program's developers have

since made a concerted effort to correct the problem by clarifying the role

of the Design Lab in their newer written materials and through staff mem-
/

bers' explanations at workshops.

Also, from the 1973-74 interview of USMES teachers we learned of growing

frustration and resentment among these teachers about the program because

they were unable to use the highly touted Design Lab in the ways the devel-

opers described. If the facility existed in a school, typically it was not

staffed on a regular basis by someone other than the USMES classroom tea-

chers. In general, teachers were most reluctant to bring their classes

to unsupervised Design Labs. They felt that by themselves they were incap-

able of overseeing safe activity for many small groups of children.

Questions regarding Design Lab facilities in the schools were included

on the 1974-75 School Information Form to determine the existence of such

facilities and the patterns of staffing them among the 19 schools composing

the 1974-75 USMES sample. (No control classes came from schools where USMES

was being, or had been used.) Only three USMES sample schools did not have

some Design Lab facility. (In two schools the "Design Labc" were primarily

'industrial arts workshops and only secondarily Design Labs, but the dual
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function was an asset to USMES use; as industrial arts workshops the fa-

cilities were very well equipped, and they were readily available for USMES

use.)

Of the 16 schools with Design Labs, 13 had a manager for these facili-

ties. In most cases (8/13), it was a teacher who served as the Design

Lab manager. Paid teacher aides were the others who filled this position.

At one sight., bright, mature high school students came as volunteers to

the elementary school to assist the teacher who managed the Design Lab.

That teacher and his principal noted that the arrangement was very satis-

factory, and very satisfying to the student assistants.

Only six of the 13 Labs with managers were staffed on a regular basis,

but irregular staffing did not mean little staffing. One lab was staffed

"as needed," typically for about 20 hours each week. The number of hours

each week the 13 labs were staffed ranged from to 30, with a mean of 19.95

and a median of 12.

The pervasive concern expressed by teachers in 1973-74 about not being

able to use the Design Lab did not appear to be the case in 1974-75. Two
Al

reasons could account for this observation: the needs for Design Lab use

were met sufficiently since most schools had Labs, and they were staffed

by a manager; and/or the classes were doing units which by nature or by ap-

plication required lesser use of the facilities. Even in one school with

many classes using USMES, there was reportedly no complaint among teachers

about difficulties with Design Lab use.

Exposure to USMES in Sample USMES Schools

The extent of USMES,usage by other classes within the schools where the

1974-75 sample classes were located is another factor salient to character-
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izing the actual treatment received by the experimental group. Did the

classes receive the innovative program in contrast to other classes in the

schools, or did many classes in their schools use USMES? Furthermore, what

was the length of the commitments which the sample schools had been making

to the USMES program?

From the School Information Form, we obtained data on the number of

classes in the sample'USMES schools which completed at, least one USMES unit

during 1974-75, and the number of classes for the previous year. These num-

bers were distributed as follows:

Number of Classes Doing At Least One USMES Unit

School Durins,1973-74 Durins_1974:75

A 3 3

2 2

4 4

14 10

E 6 5

6 5

3 2

4 3

0 11

8 8

5 4

6 6

1 1

3 2

0 0 4

0 5

1

0 6

No response No response
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Schools lettered "I, 0) P, and R" were new to USMES in 1974-75. "S"

was ascertained. to be a three-year USMES school, and all of the remaining

schools in the sample had had USMES in the school curricula for two to four

years.

One point which these data bear upon which should be a concern to the

USMES developers is the lack of growth of USMES program users among the tea-

chers in the "old" USMES schools. And in several schools, the list on page

shows that the problem is not one o program maintenance but of program de-

cline since 1973-74. This occurred despite renewed investments by Lhe devel-

opers to train new USMES teachers from many of these "old" USMES schools.

More is said about these problems in Chapter VIII of this report.

Apportionment of Time Across School Sub ects and Activities by USMES r-,nd

Control Classes

One means of differentiating the treatments experienced by the USMES group

versus the control group was to investigate how much time was spent, on the

average, for various school subjects and activities by the two groups, when

the experimental group used USMES and did not use USMES. The three-way com-

parison could also enable investigation of another important question: "Where

does the time come from for USMES?"

The data for-these compairsons are summarized in Table 3.2. The medians,

means, and standard deviations for these time allotments are based only on

the responses provided by the sample teachers on page 1 on the Class Informa-

tion Form. Oftentimes teachers in self-contained classrooms are hardpressed

to say how much time they spend on various subjects because they need not

follow a prescribed schedule, and their plans are flexible, depending on stu-

dent interests. However, more precise estimates of time expenditures for
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TABLE 3.2

Average Number of Hours Each Week Reportedly-Spent-on
Selected School Subjects by USMES and Control Classes

School
Subjects

USMES Classes
Control
Classes.When USMES Done When USMES Not Done

Median Median X S Median

Mathematics 4.75 3.77 2.12 4.82 4.51 1.64 4.82 4.27 1.46

Science 1.75 1.99 1.99 2.65 2.67 1.68 2.33 2.56 1.68

-Social Science 2.50 2.42 2.08 3.17 3.33 1.90 3.52 3.35 1.49

Language Arts 4.08 4.50 3.51 4.77 4.95 3.28 4.21 4.87 3.29

Music .71 .80 .96 .97 1.13 1.19 .51 .75 .83

Art .92 1.01 1.15 1.01 1.35 1.26 1.00 1.23 1.28

.Physical Ed. 1.71 1.97 1.46 2.36 2.41 1.29 1.65 1.84 1.35

Special Projects 0.0 1.08 1.58 0.0 1.30 .32 0.0 .86 1.55

Other 0.0 .38 1.24 0.0 .60 1.46 0.0 1.01 2.52
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various subjects made by independent observers or through other monitoring

were beyond the scope of this-evaluation-project. Thus, interpretation oL

the statistics in Table 3.2 must be made with caution.

As to where time comes from for USMES, all Ither indicators--teacher and

student interviews and information from observers--pointed clearly to science

time as che primary source. Teachers reported taking some additional time

for USMES from selected other subjects, from recess, from special project

time, by condensing instruction in all subjects, or by "just taking the time"

without realizing what other area of instruction was reduced. But most fre-

quently, USMES was vieWed as a replacement for science and a supplement to

other subjects covered by the interdisciplinary program.

This primary, widespread use of science time for USMES was obscured by

the results Shown in Table 3.2. Expecting to find a greater discrepancy be-

tween average time spent on science by the experimental group when USMES was

done and when USMES was not done, we returned to the raw data for these aver-

ages from page one of the Class Information Forms themselves. It became clear

that some respondents probably misunderstood the point of our question. Tea-

chers' estimates of the time they spent per week on science when USMES was

done should not have included USMES time. Yet some teachers, for whose clas-

ses we knew USMES was the only "c nce," reported that USMES time as science

time in Column A, when USMES was done, and reported "0" science time in col-

umn B, when USMES was not done.

Other comparisons between time spent when USMES was done and when USMES

was not done may be distorted by similar misunderstandings among respondents

of by lack of clarity in the question itself. The averages suggest only ten-

tative conclusions. Time for USMES appears to have come primarily from science,
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language arts, and "physical education." (We determined that some teach-

ers in self-contained classrooms who reported borrowing time from "physical

educatio:i" were in fact referring to recess time.) Interestingly enough,

little time, on the average, appears to have been borrowed from regular math-

ematics instruction for USMES. Yet, in our interviews, most of the teachers

cited a number of math skills which were developed or reinforced by their

USMES units.

Differences between average times spent on various subjects by USMES

classes when USMES was not done and by control classes were minimal. For

a given subject or activity, the difference in average times between treat-

ment groups was rarely more than 20 minutes per week. The variability with-

in each treatment group was considerably larger.

The evaluators repeat the caution, however, that only tentative conclu-

sions can be drawn from the data in Table, 3.2. Inconsistencies and impossi--

bilities were present in the data. For example, one full-time teacher of a

self-contained class reported.only an 8-hour week. Another's time estimates

totaled a 50 hour week. Also, the summed means over subjects in Table 3.2

yield 18 hours 22 hours, and 2011 hours for weekly instruction time on the

various subjects spent respectively by USMES classes when USMES was done,

by USMES classes when USMES was not done, and by control classes.

Non-USMES Curricula in USMES and Control Classes

When asked to list the names of the science, social studies, math and

language arts programs and texts used by their classes, the 1973-74 sample

teachers responded on the Class Information Form with a lengthy set of replies

defying anything but gross categorization. To avoid the difficulty of anal-

yzing such unstructured responses again, we posed the question abo.ut curricula
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in the framework of a table calling simply for check marks in appropriate

cells of the table. (See question hq on page 1 of the Class Information

Form in Appendix B.)

The 1974-75 results were analyzed readily. Yet, not surprisingly, the

results again yielded tremendously variable patterns of curriculum usage

within each treatment group. The variation within treatment groups was as

large as the variation between each group, except with respect to USMES.

No control teachers were trained in USMES use. and none used its materials,

though (on page 3 of the Class Information Form), some control teachers re-

ported efforts to use the USMES philosophy in their classes. (These control

teachers in non-USMES schools had heard-about USMES at district faculty meet-

ings or through local USMES trainers' dissemination efforts. Other control

teachers asked the observers "What is the USMES philosophy?" After a descrip-

tion, some responded, "Oh, I teach like that.")

The data on the use of non-USMES curricula supported a few other general-

izations;

a. Only half of the USMES teachers reported using a single text for

math, or science, or social science, whereas three-quarters of

the control teachers did so.

b. None of the sample teachers in either treatment group reported

using SAPA; 12% in each group said they used SCIS; but 30% of the

USMES teachers also incorporated parts of ESS into their science

program whereas only 9% of the control teachers were using ESS.

c. One third of the USMES teachers used individualized math programs

for their students, whereas only 17% of the control teachers did

SO.
5 8
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Collectively, these observations suggest that USMES teachers may have been

more disposed to trying what most educators would regard as more innovative

curricula.

Activities and Interactions in USMES and Control Classes---

A. Expected Differences Between USMES and Control Groups

One of the premises of the USMES program is that teachers and students

using USMES engage in very di-fferent teaching/learning patterns from those

found in non-USMES classrooms. In the USMES mode of learning, the teacher

takes on a new role--that of coordinator/collaborator--rather than the di-

rector's role typically adopted by classroom teachers. Thus, USMES stu-

dents are expected to engage in active, hands-on, "learning by doing."

The "real problem" which the students tackle is supposed to provide a

focus for various student activities: collecting real data; constructing

measuring instruments, scale models, and test equipment; trying out suggested

improvements; preparing reports or summaries of their work; presenting their

findings to the proper audiences. Furthermore, the developers contend that

progress toward a solution to an USMES problem requires the efforts of groups

of students, not just that of an individual student working alone. By com-

parison, children in control classes would be expected to exhibit more

passive, structured, teacEer-directed, and teacher-dominated behaviors.

B. Procedures for the Observation of Student Behaviors

The Classroom Activity Analysis form shown in Appendix C was developed

by Susan Rogers, a former member of the USMES Evaluation Team, to enable as-

sessment of differences in the patterns of activities for USMES versus con-

trol classes. The categories on the form represent classes of student be-

haviors which could be observed in an elementary school classroom. The form
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underwent successive revisions and pilot-testing over a period of two years

in USMES and non-USMES classrooms.

Observers were trained for their proper use of the form. Upon entering

the classroom, the observer conducted seven rounds of observations. Each

round could take anywhere from a few seconds, if all the children were doing

the same activity, to a maximum of five minutes. To insure a uniform tlme

sampling procedure, the time period between the start of each round was set

at five minutes. During each round, the observer was to look at each child

as if taking a snapshot', then tally for each student that behavior category

on the form which best described what the child was doing. Lists of observ-

able student behaviors in each category accompany the Classroom Activity Form

in Appendix C.

The sampling unit for our use of this observational method of data col-

lection was the individual classroom, either USMES or control. Our trained

observers were to visit each USMES classroom in the sample three times during

the course of the 1974-75 school year--at the beginning, middle, and end of

an USMES unit, with the specific dates to be worked out by the individual ob-

servers and their participating teachers. Observers were urged to arrange

comparable time slots within a day and within the week for ubserving corres-

ponding control classes for the USMES sample. USMES classes were to be

observed while USMES was going on; control classes were to be observed dur-

ing math or science class periods.

There was attrition in the number of sample classes observed at each

successive observation point from the beginning, to the middle, to the end of

the USMES unit. Table 3.3 shows that the number of USMES classes observed

during the three periods declined from 33 to 26 to 22 classes; 37 should have
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TABLE 3.3

Results of 1974-75 Classroom Activity Analysis: Percentages of Observers'

Tallies in 29 Student Behavior Categories for USMES and Control Groups

Observation Period

Beginning

of Unit

Middle
of Unit

End
of Unit

-- ------

Treatment Grou. USMES Control USMES Control USMES Control

Number of Classes (33) (27) (26) (24) (22) (24)
---.--

Category of Student Behavior Percentages of Tallies in Each Category

1. MeasUres 1.6 0.1 1.6 0.0 1.9 0.2

2. Counts 0.1 1.1 0.5 0.1 0.3 0.4

3. Constructs/ ssembles 6.0 0.6 9.4 0.0 6.9 0.0

4. Graphs 2.2 1.0 1.1 0.0 0.9 0.0

5. Tests/ xperiments 2.3 0.6 2.7 1.5 1.0 2.5

6. Calculates 1.9 17.2 0.4 13.6 0.3 15.1

7. Records Data .1..4 1.0 2.7 0.0 2.3 1.7

8. Writes composition/illustrates 5.2 2.9 7.4 2.2 0.5 0.9

9. Writes (prestructured) 2.7 11.7 2.5 10.6 5.2 9.2

10. Reads How-to-cards; plays tapes 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

11. Reads (prestructured) 2.7 6.0 1.1 13.4 3.1 5.8

12. Free Reading 0.7 1.1 1.5 1.0 1..4 0:1

13. Talks to another-task 6.6 3.4 5.7 3.7 5.7 3.7

14. Talks to another-social 4.4 5.2 3.1 3.4 4.6 3.6

15. Takes part in small group discussion-task 7.6 1.5 6.1 1.3 4.6 1.8

16. Takes part in small group discussion-social 1.8 0.6 0.8 1.4 2.2 1.6

17. Gives prestructured information to teacher 0.9 2.8 0.8 1.5 1.1 1.8

18. Gives original information to teacher 3.1 1.2 3.0 0.8 3.8 1.1

19. Seeks information from teacher 2.8 3.7 1.7 2.1 2.8 2.4

20. Talks to teacher-social 0.4 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.7 0.0

21. Takes part in class discussion or pre-
sentation

5.4 1.4 5.9 1.8 3.1 2.4

22. Listen/look at child 4.3 4.6 5.5 6.2 7.5 9.5

23. Listen/look at small group 2.5 0.9 1.8 0.7 1,7 1.0

24. Listen/look at class 1.8 0.3 4.1 1.3 1.9 3.2

25. Listen/look at teacher 19.4 16.5 17.7 20.4 20.1 19.4

26. Listen/look at film or AV materials 0.1 2.4 0.0 3.5 0.2 2.1

27. Collecting materials/maintenance 2.6 2.2 3.6 1.9 3.9 1.7

28. Resting/waiting 6.4 7.0 5.5 4.6 . 7.9 5.4

29. Fooling around 3.0 2.9 3.3 2.7 4.6 3.2

TOTAL PERCENTAGES 100.2 100.0 99.8 99.9 100.2
-....

99.8
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been observed at each point. The trained observers reported some difficul-

ty in making arrangements with the teachers to conduct the observations.

Additionally, they 'noted that USMES teachers who had agreed to have their

classes observed at an appointed time using USMES decided "at the last min-

ute" to change their plans and not use USMES. When the observation of an

USMES class could not be achieved, the control match was.not scheduled for

observation.

For those classes which were observed, the resulting data from the Class-

room Activity Analysis forms were organized as follows:

a. The frequencies of the behaviors for each round in each class

were tabulatel and keypunched.

b. Next, for each record set containing the tallies 'of an observer

for one visit to one classroom, the frequencies were averaged

across the seven rounds.

c. For each group (USMES and control) during each observation period,

the behavior frequencies averaged across rounds were then averaged

for groups within periods.

d. These average frequencies were expressed as percentages of total
_

frequencies for each group in each observation period.

C. Results of Classroom Activity Analysis

The relative frequencies of student behaviors for USMES and control groups

during the three observation periods are presentAd in Table 3.3. Several

trends and comparisons are noteworthy:

a. Teachers continued to dominate class activities. In both USMES

and control groups students spent the largest percentages of

class time listening to' and/or looking at the teacher, as indi-
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cated by line 25 of Table 3.3. These figures from the 1974-75

analysis are similar for USMES and control classes. (In compar-

ison to the 1973-74 classroom activity analysis, there was an

increase in teacher dominated activity in the first two observa-

tion periods for (JSMES Groups, but the amount of observed time

control classes spent looking at and listening to the teacher

declined from the 1973-74 analysis to the 1974-75 analysis.)

b. Especially noteworthy are the significantly larger amounts of

time which control classes spent on structured kinds of activi-

ties: calculating (line 6); writing--prestructured (line 9);

and reading--prestructured (line 11). Indeed, there was a sus-

tained emphasis in control classes on these three activities.

They consumed 35% of their observed class time during the first

'observation period, 38% during the second, and 30% during the

third. The corresponding percentages (sums for lines 6, 9 and

11) for 0SMES classes were only 7%, 4%, and 9% respectively.

c. USMES students spent slightly more time than control students on

the following, activities: measuring (line 1); graphing (line 4);

testing/experimenting, in the first and second periods only

(line 5); and recording data (line 7). The differences are

small, but they are persistent and collectively noteworthy.

They also spent substantially more time constructing and assem-

bling--more physical, hands-on, activity (line 3). It would

appear from these combined data (lines 1, 3, 4, 5, and 7) that

USMES students do engage more frequently in some component activ-

ities of problem solving.
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d. Even though USMES teachers were more directive than expected,

for the balance of the time USMES students engaged in more cre-

ative and more self-directed activity than the control students.

During the first and second observation periods they more often

pursued composition writing or illustrating (line 8). Through-

USMES students engaged more frequently in talking to an-

other about task-related matters (line 13), in taking part in

small group discussion about task-related matters (line 15), and

in giving original information to the teacher (line 18). During

the first observation period, USMES students spent slightly less

time than control students giving pre-structured information to

the teacher (line 17), and seeking information from the teacher

(line 19).

These observational data tend to support the USMES developers' claims

about the roles which teachers and students play in the USMES curriculum:

To learn the process of real problem solving,
the students themselves, not the teacher, de-
termine the route they will take. The chil-
dren analyze the problem, choose the variables
that should be investigated, search out the
facts, and judge the correctness of the hypothe-
ses and conclusions. The teacher is an invaluable
resource, a coordinator, a collaborator (USMES
News, October, 1975, p. 2).

D. Com arisons with the 1973-74 Classroom Activit Analysis Results

The 1973-74 Class Activity Analysis results are reproduced in Table

3.4 of this 1974-75 evaluation year report to facilitate comparisons between

the two years' data. The form and observational procedures were essentially

the same for both years. However, there was an important difference to

which the reader is alerted, which is essential for meaningful comparisons.
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TABLE 3.4

Results of the 1973-74 Classroom Activity Analysis: Percentages of Observers'
Tallies in 28 Student Behavior Categories During Fall, Winter, and

Spring Observation Periods for USMES Control Classes

Observation Period FALL WINTER SPRING

Treatment

Number

Group
USMES
Imp. Control

USMES
Dev.

USMES
Imp. Control

USMES
Imp. Control

of Classes (10) (10) (14) (7) (6) J (5) (3)

Category of Student Behavior Percentages of Tallies in Each Category

1. Measures 1.2 0.0 1.8 2.0 0.0 2.5 0.0

2. Counts 0.0 0.4 1.2 0.9 0.0 0.9 0.0

3. Constructs 7.9 0.4 11.6 0.0 0.0 2.8 0.0

4. Assembles 4.5 0.0 3.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 0.0

5. Tests/Experiments 18.4 0.8 1.3 2.1 5.7. 4.0 0.0

6. Calculates 8.2 11.7 0.9 1.9 10.6 0.6 12.7

7. Records Data 6.2 1.8 1.1 6.5 0.2 2.3 0.0

8. Writes/Illustrates 0.2 0.2 5.6 2.5 4.1 3.9 0.0

9. Writes (pre-structured) 0.4 5.7 2.1 0.0 6.1 0.0 6.3

10. Reads How-To-Cards 0.2 0.0 0.8 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0

11. Reads-Task 0.1 ..9 2.8 4.7 0.8 4.3 0.0

12. Free Reading, Writing, Drawing 0.5 0.9 3.4 2.2 1.2 1.2 0.6

13. Messes Around with Materials 1.1 1.2 1.3 0.1 0.9 1.4 0.0

14. Talks to Another-Task 2.2 1.0 2.8 3.2 3.5 4.6 3.9

15. Talks to Another-Social 3.8 4.7 1.5 3.2 7.2 4.1 8.0

16. Small Group-Task 2.3 0.3 12.4 0.0 1.4 1.4 0.0

17. Small Group-Social 1.1 1.9 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

18. Gives Pre-structured Info to 0.6 1.5 0.5 1.0 2.3 1.8 9.4
Teacher

19. Gives Original Info to Teacher 3.3 0.8 1.3 2.2 1.7 6.1 0.0

20. Seeks Info from Teacher 2.9 3.5 2.0 1.7 2.7 2.6 3.2

21. Talks to Teacher, Social 0.2 0.4 0.3 2.3 0.0 0.1 0.0

22. Takes Part in Class Discussion,
Presentation

4.9 11.2 6.7 17.1 4.4 8.7 10.7

23. Listen/Look at Child 7.3 1.9 4.8 13.2 4.2 2.7 2.3

24. Listen/Look at Small Group 1.4 7.2 1.2 2.1 1.2 0.3 0.0

25. Listen/Look at Class 2.3 2.6 7.2 3.2 0.4 0.5 1.9

26. Listen/Look at Teacher 14.1 31.0 13.2 21.0 30.1 28.4 26.3

27. Collecting Material/Maintenance 2.6 4.6 4.2 0.7 2.0 2.8 3.5

28. Resting/Waiting/Fooling Around 2.2 2.6 4.9 6.2 9.1 10.3 11.1

Total Percentages 100.1 100.2 100.0 100.0 99.8 100.2 99.9
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In 1973-74 the observation periods for USMES classes were Fall, Winter,

and Spring, and this seasonal distribution of observations was expected to

correspond roughly with the beginning, middle, and end of USMES units. But

while the developers had urged that USMES units be pursued over the school

year,, more frequently units were pursued for shorter periods. The variable

lengths of time which the 1973-74 sample classes pursued USMES account in

part for large attrition in the number of sample classes observed over the

1973-74 school year, as shown in Table 3.4. (The reader is referred to the

1973-74 evaluation report for additional information about the data base

for 1973-74 activity analysis--Shann, August, 1975, Chapter III.)

The developers no longer suggest that USMES challenges be pursued for

an entire school year, and any changes in the patterns of students'-activi-

ties from beginning, to middle, to end of their work on the solution to an

USMES challenge was of interest. Therefore, the three observation times for

the 1974-75 activity analysis were changed from Fall-Winter-Spring, to be-

ginning-middle-end of USMES unit work. In both years, observers were urged

to visit each control class at approximately the same time of day and day of

week as the USMES "match" for that class.

One major difference between the two years' results is that in the 1973-74

data the expected shifts in activity emphases over the course of the unit (i.e.

the 1973-74 school year) were found. Students were more active and self-di-

rected at the be!ginning of their units than toward the end of the year, when

the USMES teacher dominated more class time. In the 1974-75 data, little

variation can be seen in the patterns of activities from one observation

period to another. More careful time sampling would have to be achieved to

answer the questions which arise from this comparison of 1973-74 and 1974-75

6 6
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In both years, virtually no time was spent by USMES students using How-

to-cards (line 10 of Tables 3.3 and 3.4). Many sources of evidence support

the conclusion that students are simply not using these resources.

The 1973-74 student activity data show that in the Fall, USMES students

were spending a great deal of the observed class time (18.4%) testing and

experimenting. However, from the 1974-75 results, this figure was only 2.3%),

and it remained low throughout the unit work. This difference may be attri-

buted to reduced use of the Design Lab in 1974-75.

The 1973-74 USMES evaluation report documents that during that school

year, many persons thought the Design Lab was e,-,sential to USMES and that

no one should attempt an USMES unit without access to a Design Lab (Shann,

August, 1975, p. 167). The developers made a deliberate, concerted effort

to correct teachers' misconceptions about the role of the Design Lab in

USMES, and the developers offered new units fJr implementation in 1974-75

which, by nature, did not stress Design Lab use. If not done in the Design

Lab, testing and experimenting may not have been going on, or these activi-

ties may not have been so obvious to observers. We offer this explanation

because in 1973-74 teachers were clamoring to use the Design Lab and they

voiced frustration and disappointment when they, could not do so. However,

teachers rarely offered comments about the Design Lab in our 1974-75 inter-

views with them. Furthermore, we learned directly from the 1974-75 student

interviews that they used their labs infrequently, if at all.

In both years of classroom observation, the control classes spent sub-

stantially larger amounts of time than USMES classes on calculating and on

prestructured reading and writing. But this difference between USMES and

control groups was even more pronounced in 1974-75. It may have been that
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the 1974-75 control teachers were more reluctant to have their classes

observed since they were from non-USMES schools and perhaps had a lesser

sense that we were interested in program evaluation, and not teacher evalu-

ation. In response, perhaps they more frequently directed their students

to workbook exercises during observation periods.

In 1974-75 the USMES teachers were more directive at the beginning of

the units than the 1973-74 sample USMES teachers. Our 1974-75.interview

data suggest an explanation for this curious result. Many teachers reported

that their instructors at Summer 1973 USMES workshops were urging them to

refrain almost totally from directing their students' work on an USMES unit.

(This report may not have been factual, and indeed the developers acknOwl-

edge the importance of some teacher direction with USMES. Nevertheless,

those teachers' perceptions were real.) With experience in teaching USMES,

those ceachers expressed more and more confidence about the importance of

teacher direction at certain critical points in their USMES units.-

Chapter Summary

One essential component of sound evaluation practice is a description

of what the experimental program is like, not just in concept but in prac-

tice, and of how it differs from the treatment applied to the control group.

Without this documentation, one could not make meaningful comparisons be-

tween the performance scores of students in the experimental program and the

scores of students who did not receive the innovative curriculum.

For this USMES evaluation, the description and differentiation is es-

pecially important. Treatments and dosages could not be assigned at random,

manipulated, or controlled by the evaluators. USMES classes in the sample

received diverse applications of the program. Some USMES classes experienced
5
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brief applications of the program throughout the entire school year, while

others had their USMES time concentrated'in intensive periods over a few

weeks only. Many combinations of levels of intensity and duration of usage

were reported by the sample USMES teachers, but, on the average, classes

spent 11/2.hours a day, for three days each week for 12 weeks on their USMES

units.

For most USMES classes, the time for USMES came primarily from science

time. The statistically "average USMES class" reportedly borrowed some

additional time for USMES from other subjects,most notably from social.studies

and language arts. Precise data on how teachers fit USMES into their overall

programg could not be obtained without continual monitoring of USMES classes

during the USMES and non-USMES portions of their curricula, before or after

and during periods of USMES use.

Design Lab facilities were present in all but 3 of the 19 sample USMES

schools. Of the 16, 11 had recognized Design Lab managers, 6 of whom staf-

fed their Labs on a regular basis. The managers were teachers or teacher

aide's. One of the teachers was assisted in the Lab by two mature high school

students who enjoyed working with the younger children. Labs were staffed

from to 30 hours per week; the mean was 20 hours and the median was 12

hours.

The distribution of average times spent on non-USMES school subjects and

activities for USMES classes when they did not pursue USMES was very similar

to the distribution of average times for control classes. The measures of

variability in these times for each subject or activity were very large in

both the USMES group and the control group.
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Similarly, both USMES and control groups represented tremendously vari-

able patterns in the kinds of non-USMES curriculum materials an'd programs

they used. There was as much variability within treatment groups as there

was between treatment groups, except for the fact that no 1974-75 sample

control classes were using or hed used USMES.

Despite this variety in the nature and intensity of the treatments which

the groups received, the results.from the 1974-75 Class Activity Analysis in-

dicated that there were clearly distinguishable differences observed in the

kinds of activities pursued by USMES versus control students. Teachers con-

tinued to dominate class activity 16% to 20% of the time in both treatment

groups. However, during the remaining observed class time, USMES students

exhibited a wider repertoire of behaviors, and they spent larger amounts of

time in more active, self-directed, and creative behaVior than the control

students. When the control students were not Eocusing on their teachers,

they were spending much of the balance of the observed class time in very

structured activities--prestructured reading, prestructured writing, and cal-

culating--probably on worksheets or in workbooks for mathematics and/or science.
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CHAPTER IV

INTERVIEWS WITH USMES TEACHERS AND

THEIR STUDENTS

The interview was retained as a data collection strategy for the

continued evaluation of USMES during 1974-75 because valuable insights

about the program had been gained from the 1973-74 interview results.

The Interview Res ondents

In 1973-74, we directed our interviews toward USMES teachers, their

princ4pals, and selected district level administrators who had authority

over local USMES .teacher training efforts. For the 1974-75 evaluation pro-

ject, administrators were not interviewed with prepared questions since we

felt that many administrators seen during 1973-74 were not sufficiently

familiar with the program to have other than general comments. We hasten

to add, however, that some administrators knew the program extremely well,

and they offered many valuable insights about USMES training and USMES usage.

Thus, for the 1974-75 site visitations, the chief administrator present in

every sample school was seen by the Project Director and the Associate Di-

rector. Yet, in most instances, our visit was a courtesy call to thank the

principal for his or her school's participation in the USMES evaluation pro-

gram and to determine if we could correct any problem situations or misunder-

standings which may have arisen about our testing program.

In those instances in which administrator wanted to discuss other issues,

we did so. The administrators''comments about the USMES approach and its

effects on students are contained in this chapter. Their insights about

problems with program maintenance and dissemination, which are distinct

from their views on the substance of the program, are presented in Chapter.

vIII. 7 1
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Another difference between the two years' evaluation programs was

that for 1974-75, children were added to the interview schedule. This

proved to be a valuable addition, for not only did it give the evaluators

information about how children liked the program, and what they derived

from USMES, but also it gave us a check on the teachers' perceptions of

the effects of the program. Though by no means a new idea, this practice

reinforced our notion that adults should consult with children to see how

a program i affecting them.

USMES Teachers were retained as a major category of respondents for

the 1974-75 interviews because, along with their students, they are closest

to the program in practice. As a group, they are most knowledgeable about

its use.

Arrangements for the Interviews

The two senior officers of the evaluation project staff conducted the

interviews in a period from January through March, 1975. This time period

intervened the periods of pre-testing and post-testing when the management

of data collection activities consumed much attention from the evaluation

project staff. Also, that time for interviewing was selected in the hope

that all sample USMES teachers would have completed at least one unit with

their present classes, and they may even have started a second unit. 'In

fact, we found that apprOximately half of these teachers had just begun a

first unit, and the other half had finished one unit. It was rare to meet

a teacher who had begun a second unit by March.

7 2
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Schedules for the interviews had been arranged by our field staff

evaluators, so that the teachers and principals were prepared for our visits.

Students were not advised about our visit, however, and they seldom knew in

advance who we were or why we wanted to talk to them.

The co-operation from the schools to facilitate our conducting the in-

terviews was '-utstanding. In no instance did a person with whom we re-

quested an interview refuse to see us, or make a begrudging remark that we

were imposing on his/her time. Our receptions at most schools were more than

courteous; they were warm, friendly, interested, and very accomodating.

All 40 USMES teachers in the evaluation sample were interviewed. We also

queried 120 students, three from each of these teachers' classes. No con-

trol teachers or control students were interviewed, but we did visit the

principals of both USMES and control sample schools to thank them for co-

operating in the USMES evaluation project. We extended this courtesy at

the time of the site visits to any other administrators who had assistPd

us in securing permissions to test in the schools. The Project Director fol-

lowed these visits with personal letters of thanks to these principals

and other administrators. (A view held by several of our field staff eval-

uators was that these concerted and substantial public relations efforts

helped to extend the schools' commitments to the evaluation program through

the post-testing.)

Focus of the Interviews

Unlike the 1973-74 interviews, which encompassed discussion of the pro-

gram's effects on students, the effectiveness of teacher training, the use

of supportive materials, and other issues as well, the interviews for the

7 3
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1974-75 evaluation project focused on proof of concept. Also during 1973-

74, the first year of a comprehensive USMES evaluation, we felt that it

would_be inappropriate to use a structured interview technique based on

our preconceptions of what was important to evaluate. Instead, the stra-

tegy of intensive interviewing with interview guides enabled us to ask

questions about what interested us, but also to elicit from each respond-

ent those concerns he or she considered to be of first importance in their

use of the USMES program. But for the 1974-75 evaluation project, our in-

creased level of information, our experience with the respondents, and our

narrowed focus directed us to employ a more structured interview whose re-

sults were both pertinent to critical issues and easier to analyze.

Thus, the 1974-75 interviews focused on the USMES program as it effects

students' cognitive and aEective development and as it affects teachers'

classroom behavi.or during USMES units and during non-USMES instruction.

These issues provide the substance of this chapter.

Despite our focus on proof of concept, we concluded the interviews for

teachers and principals with a general question as to whether they had any

other comments about the program which our conversations hadn't touched upon.

This question tended to elicit much more negative comments than our preced-

ing, direct questions. In general, the interview respondents seemed be

expressing sincerely favorable comments about thee merits of USMES approach

and its effects on students--the substance of our interview questions de-

signed to probe for proof of concept. However, most of the negative feedback

promoted by our concluding question was directed toward other issues--prob-

lems with teacher training, logistical support for USMES teachers, and in

turn, with program maintenance and widespread dissemination. Teachers' and

74.
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administrators' comments on the latter group of issues are addressed in

Chapter VIII.

The remainder of the present chapter will be divided into four sec-

tions: (a) interviews with USMES teachers; (b) interviews with USMES

children; (c) conversations with principals; and (d) a synthesis of re-

sponses.

Interviews with USMES Teachers

All of the 40 USMES teachers whose classes were selected to participate

in the USMES evaluation program were engaged in on-site interviews. The

purpose was to evaluate the teachers' percept-ions of the goals of USMES,

and of the effectiveness of the USMES units in achieving these goals. The

evaluators also sought to identify the teachers' perceptions of the effects

USMES was having on their own teaching behavior.

The actual number of the sample of USMES teachers interviewed was 45.

The extra interviews occurred when it was suggested at a school that we in-

terview a teacher who had had extensive experience with the program, or when

USMES teachers who were not selected for ne sample overhead our introduc-

tion to a sample teacher for the interview and asked to be interviewed too.

In the interest of good public relations, we did so.

A. The Strategy of Teacher Interviews

The interviews were conducted by a pair of evaluators; one actively

queried each teacher whi', the other remained on the side and recorded the

pertinent information. While the.interviewer sought those specific percep-

tions indicated on the sample form (Cf. Appendix H), she did not follow the

form with question-to-answer rigidity. The conversation was guided by the

form, 'but was allowed to flow as the teacher freely related his/her own

7 5
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impressions.of the USMES experience. Encouraging the teacher to speak

openly and frankly, the interviewer fostered a non-judgmental climate.

The "a" through "d" sets of responses found on the form provided support

for the recorder but were not given as pre-defined alternatives to the tea-

cher.

The observers provided an outside source for confirmation of the val-

idity of the data acquired in these interviews. Having performed several

previous classroom observational tasks both for the USMES staff and for

the evaluation team, these observers were quite familiar with the classrooms

in question.

B. Responses from USMES Teachers

Primary Goals-- Questions one and two inquired of the teachers' ability

to clearly identify the primary purpose of the USMES program. The first

question attempted to ask this without prejudicing the response:

"What do you see as the primary goal of
the USMES program?"

Most teachers readily identified the primary goal of USMES to be ar increase

in the student's ability to solve problems. Twenty-six teachers indicated

this goal specifically and five others in equivalent terms. Thus, 697. af-

firmed this goal without prompting. Of these, 14 teachers also noted the

secovdary goal--to teach children to solve problems on their own, i.e. with-

out the direct intervention and direction of the teacher. Only three tea-

chers saw the USMES goal primarily as an attempt to integrate math and science

in the curriculum.

The second question specifically mentioned "problem solving" and asked

for affirmation of the teachers' unprompted response about the primary goal

7
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of USMES:

"To what extend-do you see real life problem
solving as a goal?"

Thirty teachers saw it as "very important" and four more had already af-

firmed its primacy in their first response. Another four qualified their

answers, but implicitly affirmed that problem solving was the intended ma-

jor focus. With this prompting, then, 847 of the USMES teacher respondent:;

expressed clear understanding of the basic goal of USMES.

Essential Characteristics-- The next set of questions, three through

six, queried the teachers on their perceptions of some of the elements claim-

ed to be essential to the USMES program. This third question askedft

"Have the problems you've solved come
about naturally, or were they contrived?"

One of the claims for the superiority of the USMES program is that their

"challenges" are based on real, not artificial or "canned" problems. But a

.
"real" problem arises, naturally, and is not contrived by the instructor. In

response to this question, 18 teachers identified their problems as contrived,

and three more described a problem arising in a clearly contrived manner.

Only 14, or 31%, based their units on real problems.

Those teachers who used contrived problems either defended their method

by noting that regulated and planned teaching schedules do not ordinarily

allow for spontaneous problems, or argued that even when a problem-producing

event does occur, leis the teacher's introduction which tUrns it into a

problematic frame of reference. Some teachers clearly indicated that they

were specifically prepared to teneh a single unit, such as "Weather," they

found it interesting, and introduced it as such to their students. Yet an-

other reason for contriving the problem was an agreement made between EDC and

7 7
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development teachers to try certain units. Several teachers were caught

in the bind of not being able to follow "natural" problems, but being

forced to continue the agreed-upon problem.

Another essential element in the USMES program is that the students

be able to solve the problem they have engaged. Question four asks:

"Was a solution to the problem found?"

Nineteen teachers responded in the affirmative,and II more reported that

their units were still in progress. Of the eight who responded in the neg-

ative, some noted that their units--Zoo, Plants, Mass Media, Weather--were

too broad in gcope for the children to be able to envision them as a single

problem. However, several small problems and solutions were found through-

out the unit pr.icess.

Not only does the USMES philosophy require that a real problem he ini-

tiated and solved by the students themselves, but that they also experience

their solution-and feel that it has had some practical efiect. Question

five asked:

"Were the children satisfied with their
solution?"

While 22.responded in the affirmative and another ll noted that their unit

was still in process, the interviewers felt that these teachers had mentally

transposed this question into "Were the children satisfied with their unit?"

Also, the 25 who responded to question six:

"Did the students feel the solution made
a difference--was it implemented?"

appeared to be referring more to the various sub-problems and sub-soltions

within the unit than to the unit as a whole.

7 8
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Generalization of USMES Approach-- In this next set of questions, seven

to nine, the evaluators wanted to know if the problem solving skills, learn-

ed through the USMES units, were learned well enough to be applied to non-

USMES situations. Did these skills become part of the teachers' and stu-

dents' general repertoire of teaching/learning behavior?

A strong majority (80%) of the tea-hers responded "yes" to the seventh

question:

"Have you used the USMES approach to solve
problems for which UtMES units don't exist?"

When asked for specific examples, the teachers\typically referred to small,

individual, often inter-personal problems, or tu the indirect-style of tea-." .,,,,.,

ching fostered by USMES. Few had actually pursued the solution of problems

with'the Potential magni-u-de and complexity of USMES challenges. To questj.on

eight:

"Who raised the problem?"

the same 80% of the teachers again admitted that they had, rather than the

student9. Question nine:

"Was the problem solved successfully?"

again brought an a1mos exclusive response of "yes."

The evaluators' intent in posing this series of questions was to probe

whether USMES teachers were transferring the more indirect, USMES style of

teaching to other areas of their teaching. After examining and reflecting

.UPOn their responses, we could see that the teachers were strongly affirming

their support of the USMES philosophy and method because of their USMES

training. Some insisted that t'-ey had always taught in this indirect approach;

others felt that they had always wanted to teach in this manner, but that

USMES had given them the structure and support Chey needed to accomplish it.

79
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The question of transfer of the USMES method to other areas of teaching

needs to,be addressed in greater depth with a variety of indicators in sub-

sequent USMES evaluations.

Manuals-- How useful are the manuals? Questions ten through thirteen

were intended to investigate this area of conflict raised in the previous

year's evaluation. Throughout the years of USMES implementation, teachers

were not using the manuals. Among the majority who did not use this refer-

ence were some teachers who called for concise manuals with a "how-to-do-it"

approach, particularly for the point of introducing a challenge.

However, another group of teachers noted that if the USMES philosophy

requires student-discovered problems, and a process which supports their prob-

v;m1 solving efforts, then of what support or value is a manual in which a

specific problem is established and a structured procedure for solving that

problem is set out in detail? Does the USMES manual conflict with the USMES

philosophy in the eyes of most USMES teachers? And if manuals are developed

which are more supportive than directive in format, will teachers use them?

After establishing the teachers' range of experience, the interviewers

sought to focus on those units which the teachers had taught in their class-

rooms but had not been trained for in the USMES training sessions. Question

eleven asked:

"How many (units) had'you seen presented
before you used them?"

and twelve:

"How did you learn to do the others?"

In response to these questions, only two teachers referred to the manuals as

their resource. The others offered a great variety of alternatives, almost

a different one for each person intervieWed.

8 0
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When they were prompted and asked specifically if the manuals had been

helpful, their responses were equally divided into positive and negative

comments. The following are a digest of these responses:

"flow charts are helpful"
"helpful for geometric designs"
"encouraged by other teachers failings"
"use it as a referenCe when I get into

trouble"
"Read it before school started, but have not

used it since"
"I look for ideas from the past"
"interesting to compare other situations"
"good for younger students, but not for

7th and 8th grades"
"suggests some activities"
"skill charts help anticipate skills"
"would be lost without it"
"it prejudiced my approach, so I stopped

using it" (Five made similar comments.)
"I don't read them." (Five comments.)
"too technical...too deep...too wordy"

(Six comments.)
"my workshop training was sufficient."

Further urged for suggestions on how the manuals might be improved, the

teachers added these comments:

"they should be less directive"
"need a short summary of ideas"
"more diagrams are desired"
"make them shorter, more concise" (Several

comments0
"teacher needs only the philosophy and

'challenge"
"more activities at the 7th and 8th

grade levels"
"more pictures"
"material on how to present a challenge"

(four),

"more teacher comments on how skill sessions
are used in class."

The evaluators concluded that as many as half the teachers would not use

a manual of any sort for USMES; the balance wanted a concise, prescriptive

reference despite its incompatibility with the USMES philosoohy.

8 1
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USMES in the Curriculum-- In questions fourteen through seventeen, the

interviewers intended to reassess the place USMES was assuming as it found

its way into the elementary school curriculum. Was it a new curriculum

program, added to and supplementing the traditional subjects? Or, as a

supposedly interdisciplinary curriculum, was it replacing one or more of

these traditional areas? Question fourteen began:

"Are you currently supplementing USMES
with other math, science?"

Twenty-seven confirmed that they were supplementing this program with math/

science, but all of these further specified that the addition had been made

in the area of mathematics. Their explanation was that USMES was their

science program, and therefore not supplemented 12/ science.

But this affirmation raised an interesting paradox for the evaluators.

When asked:

"What math are they learning from the
current unit?"

the teachers immediately responded with a lengthy list of mathematical appli-

cation skills--addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, fractions,

percent, measuring, graphing, drawing to scale, probability, the metric sys-

ten, and moredepending only on the particular USMES unit each teacher had

used. When asked:

'What science are they learning from the
current unit?"

they responded hesitantly and in generalizations. USMES teaches the scien-

tific method, but, for most of its units, not the content of science. The

teachers identified its contents more readily as mathematics. Possibly this

reflects the general preference most elementary school teachers have for

teaching mathematics over science. Or it possibly indicates that the set
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of skills defining "elementary mathematics" is better defined and agreed upon

.,than any set of skills that might be called "elementary science." With USMES,

they can appear to teach science while in reality they are teaching applied

mathematics.

Question seventeen:

"Where is t.he time coming from that you
use for USMES?"

confirmed the response to question fourteen. Ten said "from science" and four-

Jteen said "from science plus another area." This represents 53%. The remain-

ing teachers offered a variety of non-patterned answers. Seven just insisted

that the time needed was "simply taken:" no other subject suffered.

Changes in Behavior-- To question eight2en:

"What is happening to children as a result
of USMES?"

the teachers offered an assortment of answers, all positive. In essence, they

said that their children are becoming more enthusiastic and capable students:

"More inquisitive," "more verbal," "interact more," "look for facts," "better

observation skills." They firld that the students are learning to work together:

"better tlass discussion," "form own groups," "respect for others," "better group
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inappropriate for some children. Those lacking the basic skills (reading,

math) would be ill-suited for USMES. Those children who need strong struc-

ture or who are weakly motivated would also be "lost" in the program.

Finally, there is the student who simply isn't peer-oriented and does not

work well in groups. "No one method is appropriate for all kids," was the

one comment which seemed to epitomize the others. USMES is most effective

with that student who is relatively mature and more advanced in sociabil-

ity and basic skills. It is least successful with those who are weak in

basic skills, inner discipline, and social skills.

In question twenty, the teachers were asked:

"DO you find that, as you use more units,
you handle them differently?"

No radical changes were announced here. Each teacher who had moved into

a second unit felt more comfortable with its process. They allowed the

students to do more, were more confident that a solution would emerge, and

responded to unplanned opportunities more readily. They became a bit more

confident of their own response and teaching style, e.g., they became di-
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"Do you see a cumulative effect on
children as they are exposed to more
units?"

the sample was too small to offer any reliable insight.

This same kind of question was then directed to the USMES teachers them-

selves:

"Has your perception of the program
changed as you continue to use it?"

Their responses indicated that no-radical changes had occurred. In gener-

al they were more enthusiastic. Some indicated that some direction on their

part was appropriate at certain times in this basically non-directive pro-

gram. Some had expected more science and math, but were more than compensa-

ted by the presence of the socialization and problem solving skills they had

not expected in so high a degree.

The final question, twenty-three:

"Do you see yourself as becoming more or
less directive in the USMES units as you
continue to use the program?"
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C. Summary of Teacher Responses

These interviews with the teachers speak favorably for the USMES pro-

gram. Occasionally r answers tended to become more general than speci-

fic; when this occurred, the highly positive attitude would have to be

tempered in an objective evaluation as the evaluator recalled that these

teachers had been selected and reselected by USMES, and that they themselves

elected to remain and work with the program. Those with a lower, negative

evaluation of their USMES. experience were no longer with the program. Thus,

the general evaluations are susceptible to bias. However, the specific com-

ments, observations, and recommendations made within these interviews bear

several marks of being fair and free of bias. Their accuracy was later con-

firmed by our observers as being for the large part valid.

USMES teachers perceive that they understand and practice the USMES

teaching philosophy, with two exceptions: problems are more often contrived

than discovered; and teachers are uncertain as to the amount of structure

and direction they should supply. As a result of USMES use, thei students

seem to be developing some problem solving skills which they sometimes carry
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preparing them with nothing more than: "Ms. X would like to talk to you

about school." The interviewers estimate that about 25% were selected de-

liberately on the basis of their high verbal ability, and the remaining 75%

could be described as randomly selected. Clearly, the overall sample did

represent students higher than average Yoal ability. Understandably,

some teachers tried to prevail upon the observers to select such students for

an interview situation. However, this bias toward students with higher ver-

,-
bal ability is also indicative of the population of largely suburban' Middle

class students who receive the USMES treatment.

The intended numerical sample of 120 was increased slightly as four

additional students were added to the group. Two were added to give infor-

mation when two of the original 120 claimed not to have participated in an

USMES unit; two more were mi.ltakenly sent into the interview sessions and

were allowed to remaiii.

A. The Strategy of Student Interviews

The student interview strategy differed from the process followed with

the teachers. Interviewers related to the children one-to-one. We felt
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interviewer could serve both as correspondent and recorder. Fearing that

tape recorders would intimidate the respondents, we avoided their use in

both teacher and student interviews.

B. Responses from USMES Students

Orientation-- Items one and two were intended merely to introduce the

topic and orient the student's thoughts. They also allowed the evaluators

to determine if the student had been prompted for the interview.

"Has your teacher told you why you've
been asked to talk to me?"

If the student identified USMES in his answer, the interviewer broadened

the focus to "other things you do in school" as well. If he did not know

why he had been iuvited into the session, the interviewer said:

"Well, I'd like to know what children like

. or don't like about school. (Indicated as

Item 2.)

General Estimate of USMES-- Questions three through five were intended

to explore the students' perceptions of USMES: Was he aware of it? Did he

like it? Could he identify its basic directions?
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Interestingly, another 50 responses indicated that mathematics was a

favorie, while only 16 volunteered "science." This pattern of responses

could be an indication that "science" is not identified as such when it

is taught in the elementary grades. Or could it be that elementary school

children simply prefer mathematics to science; mathematics is a relatively

popular subject in those grades. Too, in the face of increased complex-

ity and uncertainty, the students too may be finding greater appeal for

some acttvities with immediate answers, simplicity, and closure.

Question four was limited to those students who did not mention USMES

directly or indirectly in response to question three. The interviewers

prompted them by calling to mind each of the specific USMES acttvities

found in a unit and then asking for their rcsponse. Did they enjoy it,

qid if not, why not?

Here the interviewers became aware of the language difficulty between

ordinary adult terminology about USMES on the one hand, and that of the

child on the other. The interviewers had been briefed by the observers and

were informed on the type of USMES activity experienced by each student.
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as such, and most understood "problem solving" to mean soll.:ng mathe7

matic problems or talking about personal problems. As noted above, "math"

and each of its sub-categories are readily identified. The responses to

question four were not always informative because the responses may indicate

more the ability of the student to identify these items than they do a re-

port on student preference toward USMES accivities.

Question five initiated an open-ended description by the child of the

USMES activity he/she experienced. Out of this discussion, the interviewer

was to judge whether or not (a) the child saw that his individual work was

a part of a group effort and (b) whether or not he saw the individual ac-

tivities forming a series which moved toward the solution of an overall

problem. While 84 affirmed the first topic and 73 affirmed the second, the

interviewers again felt that these numbers did not truly reflect the stu-

dents' actual perceptions. Their estimate is that 60% of the students saw

themselves working in groups in a group effort, while 40% were conscious

only of their individual activity. Further, ofthe total group of respond-

ents, about 40% could not see that their individual activities were directed
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Group Work-- Group work rather than individual work is the USMES

method of learning to solve a problem. Do the students portray this as-

pect of the program? Question six asks:

"When you work on USMES, do you work
alone or with others?"

Twelve responded "alone" and 88 (727) said "with others." The remaining

24 were mixed, sometimes one and sometimes the other--a response which

could be compatible with the USMES format. An "others" answer, it should

be noted, could indicate either the desired group work, or the traditional

classroom format.

Question seven asked:

"When you work with others, do you
always work with the same people or
with lots of different people?" -

Fifty-two responded "with the same people," or "just with my friends," and

50 "with different people." To question eight:

"Who chooses the people you work with?"

32 said the "teacher," 46 said "each child," and only six "a leader."

n--- -C 10 tn hnth tnnnhn, n,r4
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multiplication, fractions, and percentages; and about a dozen particular

descripttve responses such as "how to find area," "how to take a poll,"

etc. Nine noted that they were learning the metric system.

---
Under "science," 60 could make no response.at all. Those_who could

noted specific situations: "how to grow plants," "how to electrify some-

thing," "how to use a humidity chart," "how to use paint on various surfaces."

Overall, there was a paucity of response to "science." Science does not have

easily identified sub-categories like "subtraction" for these students,

but a lower profile in the curriculum is also indicated.

To the question:

"What kinds of things did you learn about
solving problems?"

the students responded, for the most part, in terms of socializat:.on skills

they had acquired. "If you work together, its easier," "everyone has Ideas--

you choose the best one," "sit down and talk it over," "how to solve argu:-

ments," "you can't give up." Forty-four could not identify any problem-

solving skills they had learned.

nflpstinn rpn. also in three parts asked re students to evaluate their
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The students were evenly divided in their ability to see ways in which

their USMES training could relate to other classroom uses--66 saw no further

use; 66 infer its transferrability. Some of these areas of use were identi-

fied as subject areas--math, science, measurement--and others as socializa-

tion skills: "I feel more comfortable talking in front . groups;" "prob-

lem solving skills can be used in all areas;" perseverance, how to organize

work, and-hbw to collect information. Again, languag2 was a problem.

'The younger children in particular could not grasp the intent of this ques-

tion. And if a student saw USMES as a series of activities and not the so-

lution of a problem, the question had no meaning.

Practical Problems-- "Real" problem solving, in the USMES philosophy,

requires that the problem be practical and relate to the students' immediate

situation. Questions eleven through thirteen explored this USMES quality

through the child's perceptions. Question eleven asked:

"Do you really think that (name problem)
needed to be Alanged?"

Seventy-seven responded "yes' 1 only 16 "no." In general, the 16 simply

rouldn't qPP nrohlem which needed so1vin2. For the balance of the resnon-
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Eighty-six of the children were of the conviction that children can truly

solve problems, and only four totally deferred this power to adults. How-

ever, the remaining students added interesting qualifications: "both work

together," "it takes the teacher to steer the students in the right di-

rection," "if the teacher agrees," Its good to give ki:!r; a chance, but

a grown-up should make certain the solution is o.k. before its used." Even

in the indit approach of USMES, many of the students recognized a healthy

interdependence between student and teacher. A different wording of the

question may have produced a larger recognition of the interdependency.

Design Lab-- In the previous year, the Design Lab was a highly stressed

element in the USMES program--so much so, according to the evaluators, that

many hesitated to begin using the USMES program until they had acquired

access to this Lab. Actually, the Design Lab was not intended to be as es-

sential to UEMES teaching as the teachers had perceived it to be. Questions

fourteen, fifteen, and sixteen intended to follow up on this issue through

the perceptions of the students: how important is the Design Lab in this

year's program, and how is it being used?
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"Do you use it as often as you like?"

Thirty-two responded "yes," 40 "no," and 15 made other comments somewhere

between these two responses.

Clearly, the Labs, with further teacher experience in USMES, were not

perceived to be as essential as in the previous year. They require contin-

ual supervision and some funding. Neither of these resources were as plen-

tiful during this 1974-75 academic year.

How-to-Cards-- Finally, the evaluators wanted some student Perceptions

on the "how-to-cards" and their mode of use during this year. The type of

card these opinions reflect were those used prior to the revisions most re-

cently made by the USMES developers. Question seventeen asked:

"Have you ever seen a "How-to-Card?"

Thirty-five said "yes" and 85 "no." Fully 70% could not identify them. Those

wh,:; could were further asked:

VDo you know how to use them?"

Twenty again affirmed "yes,"andll could identify them but did not know how

to use them. Finally:
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"how-to-card" whereas individuals will not. Even when this group activity

is pursued and students learn to use the cards, they still prefer to ask

someone than go to the cards.

C. narz...9fIttlentResonSumses

The interViews of students indicated that almost all of them enjoyed the

USMES program, and that slightly aver half were able to recognize their USMES

units as problem-solving activity. The remainder perceived their USMES work

as a single activity or group of activities, but with no problematic frame-

work.. Some of these students could not relate their activities to anything

else because, in f,tr, neither students nor teacher had identified a problem.

In other Cases, the students were not able to perceive the problem because

the unit did not lend itself to the identification of an overriding problem

toward which the unit's activities could be directed.

The mathematics content of the various USMES units was readily identified

by the students. Neither the science content nor scientific method was.

Those students who could sense the problem-solving focus of their units

saw that their solutions could be employed and could actually effect change.
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Conversations with Principals

There was no prescribed interview schedule for administrators. We met

with every USMES principal and with every control principal to thank each

one for his/her cooperation and to ask about difficulties encountered with

the evaluation program.

The onfiPerSistent problem for both USMES anc l. control principals in-

volved the amount of time i-equired for the testing and the resultant disrup-

tion which occurred, most notably for the SAT's. The time demands were re-

sented by many of these persons. Disruptions to normal schedules were most

severe in classes which were not self-contained, and especialiy in the seventh-

and eighth-grade classes which faced rigid schedules for the change of classes.

There simply was not enough time in their regular class periods to administer

two SAT subtests; either four periods had to be usedOne for each of four

subtests--or elaborate changes had to be made which affected many more stu-

dents.

Beyond this general complaint, the number and kinds of comments which

administrators wanted to offer were related to their knowledge of the program.

The largest group of administrators--half of the USMES principals and almost

all of the control principals--had little to say. The USMES principals knew

that the program was being used by some of their teachers; they were only

generally aware of the intent of the program; they knew that our field staff

evaluators were observing classes and administering tests at various times.

The control principals were also aware of the observers and the testing

Some' of the control principals expressed a desire to know more about the

program, although all felt that their schools had a sufficient number of

new programs and activities at the present time. There were no additional

9 7
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complaints from either these USMES and control principals. Everything

seemed fine to them.

A smaller group of USMESTrincipals aud one control principal (who had

previously been an USMES principal) were very knowledgeable about USMES.

They had been to USMES workshops; a few had even taught workshops occasion-

ally. They were interested in the program, and they-kept themielves informed

of the USMES activities and the units' progress in the building. They tend-

ed to be quite happy with the program.

&few of these principals mentioned that the lack of science content on

the part of their teachers was a real hindrance in their dealing with USMES.

(They attributed the same problem to SCIS usage.) Two principals arranged

schedules so that science consultants could teach the science-oriented units,

because they felt their teachers couldn't handle them. A few of these prin-
_

cipals expressed dissatisfaction with the workships, both national and local,

because they felt they were not preparing the teachers to use the program.

Some of these principals pointed to the problem of trying to keep teachers

in the program, and of recruiting new teachers. They acknowledged the danger

of the program's simply phasing itself out. But by-and-large, this group of

principals were supportive of USMES. They felt the program was influencing

student and teacher behavior, was accepted by parents, and enjoyed by

students.

Another small but very persuasive group consisted of some of those prin-

cipals who had been associated with the program for the longest period of

time, and had been the most supportive of the program. They were very knowl-

edgeable about the USMES philosophy and approach, and they tried to keep

informed of the program's development. They were--to put it succinctly--

9 8
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the kind of principal the program needs. From these principals emerged the'

greatest amount of dissatisfaction,- but not with the conceptual'framework

of the program, because that's what attracted them to USMES in the first

place. Their dissatisfaction stemmed from themay the program was being de-

veloped and implemented, the training models, and the selection of personnel

for all these phases. Because of the importcnce of these issues and the

fact that they came from both principals and teachers, we have devoted as

separate chapter to the presentation and analysis of these comments:

'A Synthesis of Responses

A sample of 40 USMES teachers was selected to be interviewed by the two

senior members of the evaluation staff during the months of January, Febru-

ary, and March, 1975. For each USMES teacher'interviewed three of his/her

________stud.ents_were_also___inte.rviewe.gL_TP...Addition, the evaluation staff....members___.

spoke informally with the administrators in the schools of both the USMES

. and control teachers.

The interviews focused on the effects of USMES or student and teacher be-

havior. Other issues arose in the course of the interviews with teachers

and administrators, but these are discussed in Chapter VIII, since they do

not relate directly to the questions in the interview scheduleS. (It is

necessary to keep this in mind, as the material in the two chapters may appear

contradictory. Although the data in both chapters were derived from the same

interviews, the issues discussed in each chapter differ.)

Most of the points in the foregoing chapter came from pairs of sources:

teachers and students; tea-chers and administrators. This built-in system

of checks helped to establish the validity of the information. Another source

9 9
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of information, our discussions with the observer at each site, lent further

credence. The issues are summarized with the objective of noting major points

of agreement and disagreement from all sources.

There was no disagreement on the subject of children's enjoyment of USMES.

Children did enjoy USMES and they looked forward to using it. All agreed

that each child derived something from the program: increased knowledge in

content areas, or ability to solve problems, or socialization skills, or in-

creased feeling of self-worth (because every child could be successful in

some aspect of USMES). What each child derived from USMES appeared to be a

function of the teacher, the challenge, and the child.

The philosophy of USMES received complete support from teachers and admin-

istrators. There was not a single instance of anyone in either group ques-

____tioning_the_value_nf_a_problem-solving approach in education. Since these
_

- _

largel-Y-i-e-rf:Selected USMES users favored a real problem-solving approach, it

follows that they also favored an integrated approach to ..leaching the disci-

plines, in order to solve the problems. And in theory, they did. But in

practice, there were difficulties. Departmentalized programs, rigid time

schedules, and teachers with limited content background (especially science)

made the integrated approach difficult.

The nature of the'USMES challenge was another factor which made the prob-

lem-solving approach and the integration of the disciplines difficult to

implement. Some challenges simply did not lend themselves to a problem solv-

ing approach. Very often, the challenge was not perceived as a problem by

the children, who simply saw,what they did as a series of unrelated activities.

In some instances, even the teacher did not perceive the USMES unit as a

problem.

1 0 0
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Administrators and teachers supported this perception by asking whether

USMES was teaching problem solving or was just a series of activities, often

seen as "gimmicks." For those students and teachers who saw a challenge as

a problem, there was some feeling that the method of solution was general-

izing to other areas.

While USMES appeared to be teaching new skills, it was seen mainly as

reinforcing old learning. Teachers and students had no difficulty identify-

ing the specific aspects of mathematics being learned, but neither students

nor teachers could identify very much science involved in the program. Other

content areas, e.g., language arts, social science, were identified by some

teachers as being heavily involved in the program.

Although the content emphasis was a function of the particular challenge,

it was also a function of a specific teacher's likes and dislikes. Teachers

still tended to stress those areas which interested them or which they felt

most comfortable teaching. And so, they tended also to choose those chal-
.

fenges with which they:felt most coml!ortable. As a result, those units which

emphasized the social science contents of mathematical applications were most

often used.

Teachers continued to learn to use the program through workshops ox by

word-of-mouth rather than by using the manual. Other materials developed

specifically for USMES e.g., how-to-cards, technical papers were also get-

ting minimal usage, both by students and teachers. Even the Design Lab u-

sage declined noticeably'over the last year.

All-in-all, however, the interviews revealed that USMES appeared to be

fulfilling some of its promises. There were indications that children felt

capable of dealing with their environment, and that teachers, through less

directive teaching v. were enccuraging children to solve their own problems.
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directive teaching, were encouraging children to solve their own problems.

USMES seemed to be changing the behavior of both teachers apd students in

what the developers could view as a positive way.
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CHAPTER V

THE EFFECTS OF USMES ON STUDENTS'

BASIC SKILL DEVELOPMENT

Back round for This Assessment

The paramount goal of the USMES program is the enhancement of students'

abilities in real problem solving. However, two important criteria for the

selection of an USMES unit challenge have been that the problem has the

potential for a substantial acquisition of facts and scientific concepts

and also for mathematical structuring appropriate to the age.level (USMES,

EDG; September, 1972, p. 5). Additionally, the USMES developers have sug-
,

gested that the group communication required for the solution of USMES chal-

lenges would enhance language arts skills essential to improvement in other

cognitive areas.

One aspect of the original conception of USMES was that of an integrated

mathematics, science, and social science program. Inherent in this concep-

tion was the notion that these disciplines, particularly mathematics and

science, could be taught not just as discrete skills but by an 'integr-al-ed

problem solving approach. In their concern to remain successfully account-

able for the communication of basic skills, USMES teachers and principals,

as weli as prospective USMES users, asked: "Will students' scores in the

basic skills decrease if these subjects are no longer taught as separate

content areas?"

Over the past few years, the empahsis of USMES 14s been modified gradu-

ally. USMES no longer claims to offer a replacement for the study of rrvIth,

science, and social science as discrete disciplines in the curriculum. In-

deed, the vast majority of USMES teachers interviewed during 1973-74 accepted

-85-
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USMES as a supplement to regular class work, especially in math and social

studies. (More frequently, USMES was the replacement for other science in-

struction.) Teachers felt that math skills in particularneeded to be taught

directly, and then they could be reinforced by the problem solving activities

of USMES (Shann, August, 1975, p. 41).

With the shifting claims about the role of USMES in the school's pro-

gram came a new version of the perennial question about accountability for

basic skill development: "Since time spent on USMES may detract from time

spent on instruction in basic skills, will students in USMES classes fall be-

hind students in control classes in basic skill development?I' It is this

general question which the evaluators address in this chapter of the report

Use of the Stanford Achievement Tests-

Previous evaluations of USMES have shown no difference in the rates of

basic skill development for USMES and control groups, as measured by The

Reading Comprehension and,Mathematics Computation subtests of the Stanford

Achievement Test Series (Shann, 1975; Shapiro, 1974). However, the usable

data bases were small, and were not truly representative of the wider geo-

graphical and socio-economic distributions of USMES users. In the interest

of continuity, the SAT was selected for the 1974-75 evaluation program, and

the previously administered reading and math subtests were included in the

group of subtests administered to sample classes in 1974-75.

One of the criteria for the original selection of the Stanford battery

was that this series was used more widely than other test batteries under

consideration. Its selection would maximize the probability that at least

some sample schools would be using it, and the requests for additional test-

ing time for the USMES evaluation could be minimized.'
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Very few schools in the 1974-75 sample used the SAT as part of their

school testing program. Many principals and teachers, particularly those

in the control sample, voiced objection to the time demands for the SAT ad-
.

ministration. Howevery most of the sample schools did agree to cooperate

in giving the SAT's for this USMES evaluation.

One notable exception was found in an urban school district where the

earlier, 1964 edition of the SAT series was being used. Harcourt-Brace,

the SAT publishers, had not formulated equations for transforming scores

from the 1964 versions of the SAT to their equivalents from the 1973 edition,

and it was understandable that the school district would not add to its al-

ready extensive testing schedule. The district s testing director has pro-

vided the evaluation staff with SAT data from the 1964 version of the SAT

for the three sample classes and their controls in his district. However,

the data have had to be analyzed separately.

A few teachers who were selected for the evaluation sample and who co-

operated in other aspects of our testing program refused to-allow adminis-

tration of the SAT's. In two geographical areas,which encompassed a total

of 10 sample classes (USMES and control), the limitations to testing were

severe, and the procedures required for securing parental permission could

not be fulfilled by the evaluators working at a distance. Pre-test data

withc t any post-test nesults was the case for a few additional classes.

ScOres for two classes on two subtests had to be deleted from the analysis

because the wrong subtests were administered at post-test time. The number

of sample classes with both pre-test and post-test data on a given subtest

is shown in Table 5.1.
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TABLE 5.1

Number of Sample Classes with Pre-test and Post-test
Scores Used in the Analysis of Stanford

-Achievement Test Data

SAT
Subtest Treatment 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8 Total

Reading
Comprehension

USMES

Control

11

11

13

12

7

6

31

29

Math
Computation

USMES

Control

10

10

13

12

7

6

30

28

Math
Application

USMES

Control

5

4

5

3

2

3

12

10

Math
Concepts

USMES

Control

5

6

7

7

3

3

15

16

Science
USMES

Control

5

6

6

5

4

3

15

14

Social
Science

USMES

Control

5

.4

.
6

5

2

3

13

12

1 06
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Six subtests of the SAT's were given. As in prior years' evaluations,

Reading Comprehension and Math Computation were administered to all sample

classes in which SIAT's could be given. Four other SAT subtests whose con-

tent related more directly to the focus of the USMES program were intro-

duced in the 1974-75 USMES evaluation plan. These were the subtests of

Math Application, Math Concepts, Science and Social Science. To reduce the

demands for testing time, one-half of the USMES classes, and their controls

received the Mathematics Concepts and Science subtests, while the other half

of the sample received the Mathematics Application and Social Science sub-

tests. The sample was divided to ensure that all grade levels would be re-

presented by all distributions of subtest scores.

Procedures for Test Administration and Scorinz

Pre-test and post-test,administration of the SAT's was accomplished in

the Fall (late September and early October) and in the Spring (during May)

tor both USMES and control classes. The tests were given by our trained

field. staff. Classroom teachers were encouraged to remain in their class-

rooms during the administration of these-tests.

Table 5.2 lists the form of the test given to each grade, and to those

sample classes encompassing combinations of grades. These designations were

based on information contained in the publisher's test catalogue (Test De-.
..

partment, Harcourt, Bracei_Jovanovich,-Inc-., 10).

The sample classes with more than one grade represented were found in

"non-graded" schools. From consultation with the teachers for those sample

classes we determined that most of the combinations were based on ability

groupings; still the teachers and students could identify each child's

placement by using the traditional grade level designation. The Level
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TABLE 5.2

Form of SAT for Pre-test and Post-test by

Single Grade and Combinations
of Grades

Grade Pre-test

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Primary I

Primary II

Primary III

Intermediate I

Intermediate II

Advanced

Advanced

Post-test

Primary II

Primary III

Intermediate I

Intermediate II

Intermediate II

Advanced

Advanced

Combined Grade Pre-test Post-test

2,3 Primary II PriMary II

3,4 Primary III Primary III

4,5,6 Intermediate I Intermediate II

6,7 Intermediate I & II Advanced

7,8 Advanced Advanced

. ........... .....
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of the SAT administered in such classes was the level which was appropriate

for the average of the given combination of grades. It was not feasible to

administer more than one level of single classroom because

testing times varied across leve n- . directions differed as well.

Students who received Primary I, II,-or III level SAT booklets respond-

ed in the booklets, and their answers were transferred to Digitek answer

sheets for optical scanning. The older student pt Intermediate I,

Intermediate II, or Advanced level tests, responded directly on the machine

scorable answer sheets.

Test scoring was accomplished at the Boston University Computing Center.

The scoring programs yielded, for each student, a raw Score and its corres-

ponding scaled score on each of the subtests he took. The calculation of

the scaled scores is described in the following paragraph taken from the

Normg Booklet, Form A, of the Stanford Achievement Test (1973, p.

Scaled scores on the ,Stanford Achievement Test
were obtained through .a computerized application

. ThurstQn. ....

development a system
of inter-battery standard scores which per-
mitted the translation of taw scores at each
level to standard scores,with comparability
across levels for a test area. The scale
values were derived by setting the median
raw scores of grade 3 and grade 8 in the Fail
standardization equal to 132 and 182 respec-
tively.

Data Analysis

The scaled scores, rather than the raw seores, were used in all analysis.

The analyses were computed with packaged statistical programs at the Boston

University Computing Center.

1 09
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As expected, there were in most classrooms some instances of loss of

data from pre-test to iiost-test due to both student absenteeism and to the

mobility of students. However, unlike the 1973-74 evaluation when the

usable results were so limited that studen tther than classroom had to

be used as the unit of analysis, the 1974, evaluation could employ the

classroom, which hadben the sampling unit, as the more approprihte unit

of analysis.

Of course, treatment group was one factor which was of interest as an

independent variable in the hnalysis of SAT scores. Its levels included

"USMES" classes, which received some form of the USMES treatthent as de-

scribed in Chapter III, and "control" classes, i.e., those non-USMES sample

classes which received their regular school program. Grade was also used

as an independent variable in the analysis of SAT scores, because perform-

ance in the basic skills should be expected to increase over grade levels.

Blocking on grades was achieved with the following groupings: grades 2-4;

grades 5-6; and grades 7-8. These particular groupings were selected be-

cause they yielded reasonably large cell n's for an approximately propor-

tional design. None of the combination grade'sample classes in the "non-

graded" schools for which we could obtain SAT data included students in a

class which overlapped our grade blocks, i.e., we had no classes of both

fourth-and fifth-graders, nor of both sixth- and seventh-graders.

The data for each subtest were submitted to a repeated measures analysis

of variance to investigate whether classes from either treatment group

realized statistically significant gains in any,of the six content areas

from Fall to Spring. This method of analysis also enabled us to examine,

for each test, whether USMES classes differed from control classes, and
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whether there were significant differences among grade levels, as grouped

-",
for thi"s analysis. Several interaction effects could also be investigated.

The data were also submitted to analysis of covariance to test whether

post-test scores between USMES and control groups differ significantly

once adequate statistical ances were made for pre-test differences

between the treatment grni wever, these ANCOVA results are not pre-

sented here because the validity of those results are suspect.

The covariance procedure assumes that the 'correct form of regression

equation has been fitted. We had anticipated that linear regrtssions would'

be appropriate however, our continued investigations of the SAT data sug-

gest that curvilinear equations may give a better fit for some SAT svutest

data, more so.forthe _control_group than the USMES.group_.

Another assumption required for the valid use of covariance is that

error effects have a common variance. The SAT data do exhibit departureS

from homogeneity'of variance. Since this assumption is the natural exten-

sion of one required for an analysis of variance,- the problem of heterogen-

eity affects the inferences one can draw even from the repeated measures

analysis.

Questionable scaling procedures also affect both sets of analyses. We

are concerned that the formulae given by the test developers really have not

achieved comparability of translated, scaled scores across test levels for

a given test area.

The more serious problems with the analyses of covariance disuaded us

from presenting those results here, but indeed the problems render suspect

even the results of the repeated measures analyses, which we do present here.

Therefore, we urge the reader to examine too our presentations of the

SAT data analyses in their simplest forms: the tables of means and standard
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deviations by treatment groups and grade levels, and the graphs of the

means for each subtest.

Before observing the actual results of the analysis of SAT data, one

should consider what results to expect. Significant increases in basis

skills scores from the lower to higher elementary grade levels for both

treatmero_ groups wolOd be consistent with expected growth patterns for these

areas 0: Further one would hope to find significant growth

from pre-test to post-test administration for both treatment groups with-

in each grade level. Those concerned that the USMES program does not at-

tempt to increase problem solving abilities at the expense of basic skill

development would hope to find no significant differences between treatment

groups.

The actual results of the ahalysis of SAT da;A are presented below by

subtest:

A. Reae.,g Comprehension

The a:lading Comprehension subtest measures rea !rig comprehensional tasks

varying ±rom simple recognition to making inferen, 6 from several related

sentences in varying content areas.

The test questions sample the following skills:

Comprehension of global meaning.

Comprehension of the meaning of detailed infommation.

Comprehension of implied meaning.

Use ,xt- :ontext for word awl paragraph meanings.

Drawi inferences from what has been said.

ThE -..atifficulty of the items and the length of the selected paragraphs

increases from the Primary I through the Advanced Forms.
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Results of the two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance for
wy

Reading Comprehension subtest scores are shown in Table 5.3. The means

and standard deviations for treatment groups at each grade level are given

in Table 5.4

There were no significant differences in Reading Comprehension scores

between treatment groups. As expected, there was a significant overall

difference (p < .01) among grade levels, with the higher grades scoring

higher on this subtest. Further, there were significant differences (p <

.01) between pre-test and post-test administration. However, the size of

these differences was dependent on grade level, as indicated by the signi-

ficant interactJun effecz (p < ..06) for grade by test administration.

Examination f tb0 means in Table 5.4 shows that the gains made by

USMES and contr.14 gruups were very similar. The means table also reveals

the nature of the si4nificant interaction between test administration and

grade level. 3he Ola.sses at grades 2,4 gained approximately 11 points;

the classes in 10a4R 5 and 6 averaged about a 7-point gain; those in

grades 7 and 8 Oi.'ned about 1 point from pre-test to post-test administra-

tion. This res u74. may he the function of a ceiling effect of the test.

More likely, tht? taction'ef.fectsimpLy_mixxQ
_

gains in readinA comprehension ahility.

B. Mathematics com4x4ation

All forms of the Mathematics Computation subtest of the SAT measure

skills in the four hclmic operations - addition, subtraction, multiplica-

tion and dirvision. liTw, numbers used in the problems become larger as

one progresses from the, Frimary I test through the Advanced test. In

addition to basiC cooputation, there are questions requiring knowledge of
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TABLE 5.3

\Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for SAT Reading Comprehension

Source df Sum of Squares Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss '59 37276.00 631.80

Grade(G) '2 25406.00 12703.00 63.269**

Treatment(T) 1 163.00 163.00 .812

T x G 2' 865.00 432.00 2.154

Error 54 10842.00 200.78

Within Ss 60 4709.00 78.48

Tests(A) 1 1684.00 1684.00 35.633**

G x A 2 471.00 235.00 4.983*

T x A 1 1.00 1.00 0.021

TxGxA 2 1.00 0.50 0.011

Error 54 2552.00 47.26

Total 119 41985.00

*p < .05

.01
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TABLE 5.4

Means
a

and Standard Deviations for
SAT Reading Comprehension

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels -:--

5-6 7-81

Total
for

Treatments

11 13 7 31

Ere 137.25 165.50 183.50 159.54
(12.06) (14.44) ((6.93)

USMES
:Bost 14E.85 '172.79 184.89 167.03

(5.56) (14.39) (5.96)

N 11 12 6 99

:Pre 138.08 167.46 171.69 157.19
(11.30) (12.27) (9.90)

Control
Post 149,.>80 174.62, . 172.13 164.69

(8,..47) (11.73) (10.10)

22 .25 13 60

Total
for

-Pre 137.67 166..44

,

178.05

Grades Post 149..33 173.67 179.00

aClass means were used as the unit of analysis.
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greater-than and less-than relationships, common and decimal fractions,

percent, average, exponents, simplification of expressions, and graphing.

The results of the repeated measures analysis of variance for this

Mathematics Computation subtest scores are reported in Table 5.5. TiThle

5-6 contains the means and standard deviations for treatment groups at

each grade level on this subtest.

*gain, grade differences were statistically significant

grades achieving higher:scores on math computation, as expected. Overall

pre-to-post differences:were also significant, but these had to be quali-

fied by grade level. TTmpection of the means table reveals that both treat-

ment groups at all grade levels realized gains in math computation subtest

scores, except the control group at the seventh- and eighth-grade level,

iwhich witnessed a slight decline in performance. However, both treatment

-;groups achieved lesser katreases from pre-test to post-test as the grade

level increased. This result is consistent with what one should expect,

given the growth curve far many areas of basic skill development.

C. Mathematics_Axplication

This test is designed to assess the student's ability to compute in or-

der to solve problems which occur in life situations. The pupil is required

to analyze'the problem and utilize his knowledge of mathematics properly.

At the primary level, the problems are read to the pupil in an attempt to

separate his reading ability from his mathematical competence.

In Tahle 5.7, the results of the repeated measures analysis of Mathema-

tics Applacation scores are given, while Table 5.8 contains the means and

standard deviations for this subtest.
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TABLE 5.5

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
SAT Mathematics Co.vutation

Source df Sum oif Square Meatti...Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 57 31917.24 559.95

Grade(G) 2 24567.63 12263.81 94.406**

Treatment(T) 1 70.60 70.60 0.543

T x G 2 512.93 '256.47 1.971

Error 52 6766.08 130.12

Within Ss 58- 2363.07 40.74

Tes,ts(A) 1 980.91 980.91 72.115**

G x A 2 640:83 320.42 23.556**

T x A 1 3.51 3.51 0.258

TxGxA 2 30.51 15.25 1.121

Error 52 707.31 13.60

Total 115 34280.32

*p < .05,

**p < .01
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TABLE 5.6

Meansa and Standard Deviations for
SAT Mathematics Computation

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

10 13 7. 30

Pre 141.53 166.04 186.53 162.65

(7.78) (10,34) (4.50)

USMES
Post 152.63 172.39 188.28 169.5.1

(8.88) (8.64) (5.78)

/

N 10 12 6 28

Pre 140.58 169.14 180.60 161.40

(5.25) (8.6) (7.31)

Control
Post 153.57 174.76 179.02 168.84

/
(8.22) (10.8) (9.98)

20 25 13 58

Total
for

Pre 141.1 167.5 183.8

Grades Post 153.1 173.5 184.0

aClass means were used as the unit of analysis.
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TABLE 5.7

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
SAT Mathematics Application

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss

....
21 17473.00 832.05

Grade(G) 2 12847.00 6423.50 23.935**

Treatment(T) 1 4.00 4.00 0.015

T x G .2 328.00 164.00 0.611

Error 16 4294.00 268.38

.Within Ss 22 3038.00 138.09

Tests(A) 1 803.00 803.00 8.978**

G x A 2 489.00 244.50 2.734

T x A 1 215.00 215.00 2.401

TxGxA 2 100.00 50.00 0.559

Error 16 1431.00 89.44

"rotal 43 20511.00 477.00
111=1116,

*p ,c .05

**p < .01
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TABLE 5.8

Means
a and Standard Deviations for

SAT Mathematics Application

Treatment Group 2-4

----..--

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments
---

N 5 5 2 12

Pre 130.89 163.87 183.0 153.32

(2.84) (18.6) (1.41)

USMES
Post 153.91 167.79 191.14 165.9

(24.0) (16.07) (8.10)

----

N 4 3 3 10

Pre 133.74 168.66 180.67 158.29

(3.08) (8.05) (5.43)

Control
Post 142.04 172.89 173.66 163.4

(11.43) (12.14) (0.85)

N 9 8 5 22

Total
for
Grades

Pre

Post

132.2

148.6

1.7

169.7

181.6

183.1
,

aClass means were used as the unit of analysis.
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No treatment differences were statistically si3nificant. However, the

grade level differences were highly significant at p4( .0001; not sur-

prisingly, classes at the higher grade levels scored higher in Mathematics

Application.

There were also significant pre-to-post differences. Examination of

the means in Table 5.8 reveals a similar pattern to the one found for Math-

ematics Computation data, with a decline in score increases at higher grade

levels and with a slightly lower post-test than post-test mean score only

for the control group at the seventh- and eighth-grade level. However, the

interaction effect one would expece to be associated with this distribution

of mean scores was not significant, at least in part because the number of

classes which received the Mathematics Application subtest was less than

half the number which received the Mathematics Computation subtest. Corres-

pondingly, the number of degrees of freedom for the analysis of Mathematic

Application scores was much reduced, and so, the test of significance was

less sensitive.

D. Mathematical Concpti

The items in this subtest are concerned principally with instructional ob-

jectives related to number, notation, operations, geometry, and measurement.

The items are dictated to those students who take the Primary lev,els of this

subtest, so that the effect of reading ability on their scores is minimized.

The results of the repeated measures analysis of Mathematical Concepts

scores are shown in Table 5.9. Means and standard deviations for this sub-

test are presented in Table 5.10
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TABLE 5.9

Repeated Measures Analysis of'Variance
for SAT Mathematics Concepts

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 30 24268.00 808.93

Grade(G) 2 15002.00 7501.00 20.955**
-

Treatment(T) 1 31.00 31.00 0.087

T x C . 2 286.00 143.00 0.400

Error 25 8949.00 357.96

Within Ss 31 2637.00 85.06

Tests(A) 1 119.00 119.00 1.377

C x A 2 333.00 166.50 1.929

T x A 1 6.00 6.00 0.069

TxCxA 2 18.00 9.00 0.104

Error 25 2161.00 86.44

Total 61 26905.00 441.07

*p <

**p < .01
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TABLE 5.10

Means
a
and Standard Deviations for
SAT Mathematics Concepis

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

USMES

N 5 7. 3 15

Pre

Post

141.93
(7.32)

137.28
(27.67)

166.83
(8.87)

175:42
(12.70)

182.63
(9.93)

186.31
(11.07)

161.69

164:88

Control

N 6 7 3 16

Pre

Post

144.99
(7.47).

143.30
(26.20)

167.71
(9.57)

173.85
(12.15) ,

175.44
(14.46)

160.64

163.00177.08

(14.00)

Total
for

Grades

N 11 14 6 31

Pre

Post

143.60

140.60

167.30

174.60

179.00

181.70
,

aClass means were used as the unit of analysis.
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There is evidence of growth in math concepts scores uver grzde levels,

as indicated by the significant F-ratio (p ( .01) in Table 5.9 for grade

differences. However, within each block of grades, there was no significant

increase in these scores from pre-test to post-test administration. Of all

of the six SAT subtests which were administered, Mathematical Concepts is

the only one for which there is no statistically significant difference on

the factor of the repeated measure. In fact, an examination of the means

in Table 5.10 reveals a slight loss from pre-to-post scores for both the

USMES and control groups in grades 2-4, with the USMES group losing more

than the control group. Slight gains occurred at the higher grade levels.

There was no significant difference in Mathematical Concepts scores

between treatment groups. The means in Table 5.10 show that the pattern

of insign-ificant gais or losses within a grade block, and tile pattern of

significant differences among grade levels, were similar for both treatment

groups.

E. Science

The SAT Science subtest purports to measure the child's ability to un-

derstand basic concepts in the natural and physical sciences. The concepts

included are: matter; energy; change in the physical universe; the en-

vironmental interaction of living objects; the effect oE heredity and en-

vironment upon living,objects; the interdependence of living objects; the

basic processes of science; the basic measurement sIilIs of science, and

the ability to test hypotheses.

Results of the two-factor repeated measures analysis of variance for

Science subtest scores are shown in Table 5.11. The means and standard de-

viations for treatment group at each grade level are given in Table 5.12.
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TABLE 5.11

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for SAT Science

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 28 '23670.00 845.36

Grade(G) 2 18150.00 9075.00 43.648**

Treatment(T) 1 287.00 287.00 1.38

T x G 2 451.00 225.50 1.085

Error 23 4782.00 207.91

Within Ss 29 1345.00 46.38

Tests(A) 1 402.00 402.00 12.913**

G x A 2 197.00 98.50 3.164

T x A 1 20.00 20.00 0.643

TxGxA 2 10.00 5.00 0.161

Error 23 716.00 31.13

Total 57 25015.00 438.86

*p 4,°. .05

**p < .01
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TABLF- 5.12

Means
a

':7;:gm4*.ecrd Devixtions for

SKT -snidence

Treatmelt '-;roups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6

Dotal

TmEatments

5 6 15

Pre 136.8 165.69 187.72 162.-,00

(9.13) (14.04) (9.44)
USMES

Post 144.31 174.74 188.63 168.30
(5.41) (17.05) (11.75)

6 5 3 14

Pre 138.03 172.21 177.10 158.61
(8.93) (8.67) (8.22)

Control
Post 144.22 178.73 173.10 162.73

(11.39) (5.45) (12.88)

11 11 7 29

Total
for

Pre 137.50 168.70 183.20

Grades Post 144.30 176.60 182.00

a
Class means were used as the unit of analysis.
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Grade lewi-C eremlfe were statistically sigilLficant at p .0M1,

and overall ditfe-eI-Obsi=scores between pre-test ,and post-test admitnis-

tration were siKAritmmt t p .0L As expected, classes at the 4gher

grade levels tenee-t. -1,?..come higher an this subtest, and in general, ?ast-

test performance s410ificantly better than pre-test performance.

inspection of ,711kiin4rklin3 in Table 5.12 reveals,:however, that themates

of change from pcl, .estt te-post-test administration-varied accordinvto

grade level. Ther -steady growth from pre=-10 post-test scores ..ob-

served for both U'VIES Pince-control groups in grades 2-4 and in grades 5-6.

In contrast, ther wrirtually no growth from pre-test to post-test means

for the USMES grat, ,_11 grades 7 and 8, and there was a decline in the av-

erages for the cont.wal group in this grade block. In fact, the control

classes at the f iEt and sixth-grade level out perfarthed the control

classes at the seventh- and eighth-grade level.

Referring to efte rf-Psmilts of the analysis of variance for Science scores

in Table 5.11, one cm that thisiinteraction effect for grade by test

administration was iLLI__itignificant..at the .05 level. However,,the F-ratio

of 3.0 approached r2Lasely the value of 3.42 which is required for statis-

tical significance at p=.05 and the nature of this interaction is a note-

worthy aspect of the Science subtest data.

F. Social:Science

The Social Science Tp,q.t is designed to measure the pupil's ability to

understand concept in s-.1.1ocial science disciplines: Geography, History, .

Economics, Politiiai 'Science, Anthropology, and Sociology. The abilities

to infer, to reason, tapredict, and to conclude are measured in different

"ways through the r z.-7 Mill 17: f. globes, interrelated maps, demographic data,
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political posters, as well as through questions Tah -Al call far the display

of these inquiry skills directly.

The results of the repeated measures analysis c ariance for the Social

Science subtest scores are reported in Table 5.13, Table.5.14 COQ-.

-tains the means and standard deviations for treatment ,==eups at each grade

level on this subtest-

As shown in Table 5.13, the test score differences attributable to the

main effect of grade were highly significant at p Furthermore,

pre-to-post administration differences_were_significant at p,.< .01. However,

two first order interaction effects were also significant. Interpretation

of pre-test to post-testdifferenzes required qualification by grade level

.and by treatment group.

The USMES groups at all three grade level blocks showed gains from pre-

test to post-test, but their rates of growth declined at the higher grade

levels. The pe...terns of change for the control classes were less consistent.

The control group at the lowest grade level, grades 2-4, showed virtually

no change in average performance from pre-to-post test time. The control

classes Im;grades 5 and 6 averaged six points higher on LL.,,e post,test than

on the pre-test, and the control group at the seventh- and eighth-grade

level witnessed a 7-point decline in average performanc7a.

Results of the analyses of all SAT subtest data are snumarized and dis-

cussed Later.in a concluding section to this chapter.

Additional Problems for theAnalysis and Interpretation, :cif SATIMata

As indicated earlier in this .chapter the analysis of znuar.dance was re-

iected asan appropriate method for analyzing the differences,between the

treatmentgroups. A covariance adjustment for pre-test differences between
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TATBLE 5.13.

Repeated Measu re Analysis of Variance
Ear SAT Sia1 ScLecce

Source df Sum af Squara Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 24 1

i

16547.00 689.46

Grade (G) 2 11967.00 5983.50 28.071**

Treatment (T) 1 90.00 90:00 0-422

T x G 2 440030 220.00 1-032

Error 19 4050.00 213.16

Within Ss 25 953.00 38.12

Tes-ts (A) 1 192.00 192.00 8387 **

G m.... A 2 159.00 79.50 3-472*'

T x A 1 138.00 138.00

Tx GxA 2 29.00 14.50 0,633

Error 19 435.00 22.89

Total 49 17300.00 357.14

*p < .05

**p < .01
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'ABLE 5.14

Means
a
and. S.,adard Deviations for
SAZ 'Social Science

Trearamnit.Groups _2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

5 6 213N

-Pre
I

139.10 166.50 184.60 158.80
(6.89 (15.83) (3.42)

USMES
To= 147.80 .173.50 188.00 165.80

(6.54) (13.89) (0.00)

N 4 5 3 12

143.21 173.50 178.80 164;70

(4.27) (12.36) (4.64) _......,

..

Cant=o1
Posr: 142..60 179.50 171.50 165;20

(12.08) (12.70) (7.20)

N 9 11 5 25

"Ilirtaal Prr. .44)4.9,0 169.70 181.2ff.

.,...-cJor

Sas= 1.45.50 176.20 178.10

ieans were. ,asee the unit of aaalysis.
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USMES and control groups would have been desirable, but a critical assump-

'tion, of homogeneity of variance, cnuld not be justified.

A. careful review of the st.w.lar.a., deviations, which were presented along

with the means and cell n's in the 1J-receding secion, alergited us to the

presence of additional proems tor-analyzing and interpreting the data.

Table 5-15 contains only the st...dard deviations on pre-test and post-test

for both treatment groups, at grade level. In studying these data lwe

were st=ick with what seemed to :he: a very large range among the standard de-

viations of the cells. When we =crmpared these _standard deviations with those

in the SAT norms booklet, Guar apurehenSion 1.1as reinforced. In Table 5.15 we

have included the standard deviathons from tie SAT Norms Booklets, (1973)

for comparison. (The stand-ard deviations fc=- the treatment groups should

be consistently smaller:than those presented in the norms booklet, because

in this evaluation class ;Gleans were used as the unit c±-Tianalysis.)

Trying :U.': reach some .4gacscralization about the reasons for this larle

spread in the standard dev:ations proved futii e:. not sill of them were Ilarger

than expert,Pd (we even oh_s#E7v:_ an S of 0.00 for a calf_ c stnew ing two cies-

ses which. :aChieved. Oiani---ir;il-rxmarsQl; they -were not concentratedi at one grade

level; the,Gn-rioua .no t- limited to a single --test area; the size of

the standamideviatimus was nor ..consiatent even from F:1-test .to post-test

within a specific test area and _Level. We considered saveral explanations

to account_for rthe extremely varied .standard deviations.within the cell:5,w

The very small standard deviations occurred only at the seventkr-

eighth-grade vL Ic seemed_ that these extremely. small :s"7s could..be at-

tribute to.-the sma1l:1=11116er of classes wirin the cells, ..sitme.

the standamd::deviations in Tab1e--::5.15 .are measures of be deviation af rss :

means, the ..unit-GEE analysis, from: th-P cellmeans. The extremely 1:ae
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TABLE 5.15

Standard Deviations aT Scares
on 6 SAT Subtesrs

SAT
Subtest

Treatment
Group Test 2---4

Grade _Levels

5-6 7-8

Reading
Comprehension

USMES

Contra:I

Norms*

Pre
Post

Pre
Past

12-06

5.56

11.30
8.47

^.,(1--12)

14,44
14.39

,

13.37
11.-3

~(14-15)

6.93
5.96

9.90
10.10

"0(14-15)

Mathematics
Computation

USMES

Control

Norms

Pre
Post

Pre
mrst

7.78

8.88

5.25
82.

"04'6' )

10-34
9.64.

6.6
10.-ff

....(8,-4.°)

4.50

5.78

7.31

9.98

...(8-10)

Mathematics
Application

USMEF

Contra'

Norms

_Pre

Past_

?me
Tnst

f

2.84
14.0

3.08
21..43

-..,45-6)

1111.6D17
8..05

12.114

-.04940)

1.41

8.10

5.43
0.85

"0(9-10)

Mathematics
Concepts

USMES

Control

Norma

Pre
:Post

Pre

:Post

7.17 8.87

12.

9,57
12.15

...4(6-70

9.93
11.07

14.46
14.0

,....(6-7)

27.-5,7

7.47
26.2_

,...40,-771,

Science

USMES

Control_

:T.re

Post

Tre
Post

9.13
_5.41

:8.93

LI.39

..ft., -5)

14..04

1T7,..05

a.67
"5.46

...r(21-12)

9.44
11.75

8.22
12.88

..(11-12)Norms

Social
Science

USMES

Contral

Notas

Tre_
1.7..(1=,

Pre
Post

i&189

4454

.1442-7

m1.08

-fflr..;e24-4)

15.,83

L1A9

1:2.36

3.2.213

9-1.0)*

3.42
0.00

4.64

7.2

..%0(12-13)

*The aPproximate 5tmmdand deviatImms:775.rom rhe. MT:Worms 35ook1et.

*
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standard deviations could not be explained so readily.

The observation that the very large standard deviations were found prin-

cipally in grades 2-4 drew our attention to the fact that the data for this

block of grades did differ in one important respect from the data for grades

5-6 and for grades 7-8. This difference is illustrated in Table 5.16. The

levels of the SAT which were required for both pre-test and post-test admin-

istration to classes in grades 2-4 encompassed five levels of the SAT. For

grades 5 and 6, only two levels were needed for both pre-cest and post-test

administration. In the block for grades 7 and 8, only one level was required.

Scaled socres for the SAT were developed in such a way that this use of

various levels of the sequential battery should not have made a difference.

The test developers claim that their scaling procedure resulted in a sys-

tem of inter-battery standard scores which should permit the translation

of raw scores at each level to standard scores with comparability across

levels for a test area. Thus, if the appropriate conversion tables were

used, the choice of test level, within the narrow limits offered for a grade

level, should not have made a difference in the scaled score which an indi-

vidual obtains. Our observation of extremely varied standard deviations

among the cells of Table 5.15 lead us to question the validity of this claim.

The seriousness of this problem of heterogeneity of variances for the

USMES evaluation is diminished greatly by the consiStency of the results

of the analysis of basic skill development, over previous evaluations and

within this evaluation. Sophisticated analyses are not needed to ascertain

that the national sample of USMES classes performed at least as well as their

control matches on the six selected subtests of the Stanford Achievement

Test battery., 133
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TABLE 5.16

Forms of the SAT Administered Within
Groups of Grades

Test , Grades 2-4 Grades 5-6 Grades 7-8

Pre-test

Primary I

Primary II

Primary III

Intermediate I

Intermediate I

Intermediate II

Advanced

Post-test

Primary II Intermediate II Advanced

Primary III

Intermediate I

Intermediate II
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Discussion anjumeaLx

A pre-test, post-test
control group design was used to investigate

whether USMES students maintain the same level of basic skill development

as control students, even though USMES usage may detract from the amount

of basic skills instruction which USMES students can receive. Baiic skill

development was measured with Fall and Spring .administrations of selected

subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test battery: (a) Reading Comprehen-

sion, (b) Mathematics Computation, (c) Mathematics Application, (d) Mathe-

matics Concepts, (e) Science, and (f) Social Science.

Several problems were encountered in the collection, analysis and in-

terpretation of the SAT data. However, none of these problems prevented

an unequivocal response to the expressions of concern abOut accountability

for the communication of basic skills. Clearly, USMES students do not fall

behind their control counterparts in their performance on tests of basic

skills. On all six post-test measures, the overall USMES meanlaas higher

than the overall control mean.

The odd-numbered figures, from Figure 5.1 through Figure 5.11, are pre-

sented to aid one's review of the pre-to-post changes in mean scores on each

subtest for USMES and control groups at each grade level. The F-ratio for

overall pre-post differences from each of the repeated measures analysis

was statistically significant, except when scores from the Mathematical

Concepts subtest were used as the dependent variable. This general pattern

of increases in score means from pre-test to post-test administration for

, .....

both treatment groups can be observed in the graphs,

The USMES program purports to enhance the problem solving ability of

elementary school students without imparing their basic skill development.
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Figure 5,1 Graph of means on SAT Read-

ing Comprehension Subtest

showing pre-to-post differ-

ences,

Key: Grades 2-4:
USIO:

aades 5-6: C)
Control:

Grades 7-8: 0

Ww4.11101-

Figure 5,2-- Graph of means dn SAT Reading

Comprehension Subtest showing

grade level differences,

Key: Pre: USW:

Post: 0 Control:
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Figure 5,3.- Graph of means on SAT Math.

ematics Computation Subtest

showing pre-to-post differ.

ences,

Key: Grades 2.4: A

Grades 5-6: 0

Grades 7-8: 0

138

USMES:

'Control:

2.4 5-6 7.8

Figure 5.4.- Graph of means on SAT Mathematics

Computation Subtest showing grade

level differences,

Key: Pre:

Post: ()

USRES:

Control:
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pre post

Figure 5.5.- Graph of means on SAT Math-

ematics Application, Subtest

showing pre-to.post differ-

'ences.

Key: Grades 2-4: A

Grades 5-6: 0

Grades 7-8: 0

USMES: --------

Control:

190

180

170

160

150

140

13

12

2.4 5-6 7.8

Figure 5.6.. Graph of means on SAT Mathema-

tics Application Subtest showing

grade level differences.

Key: Pre:

Post: ()

USMES: -----------

Control:
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142

re post

Figure 5.7.. Graph of means on SAT Math.

ematica Concepts Subtest

showing pre-to-post differ.

ences.

Key: Grades 2.4:

Grades 5.5: ()

Grades 7-8: 0

USMES:,

Control:

11~1.111.1101.111.

190
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_2.4 5.6 7-8

Figure Graph of Means on SAT,Mathematics

,Concepts Subtest showing grade

level differences.

Key: Pre: .

Post: 0

USMES:

ontrol:
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pre post

Figure 5.9.. Graph of means on SAT

Science Subtest showing

pre-to-post differences.

Key: Grades 2.4: L

Grades 5.6: 0
USMES.

ri

Grades

Control:

7.8: LI

2-4 5.6 7.8

Figure 5.1U-- Graph of means on SAT Science
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time from these areas. Some of the classes are not self-contained, and for

these classes, schedules and amounts of time are mandated for basic skills

instruction.

Clearly, USMES usage, as practiced by sample classes representing a

wide distribution of geographic areas and socioeconomic levels, did not

affect basic skill development adversely. Previous investigations on this

issue yielded similar results. The measurement of basic skills has been

a costly and time consuming activity and sample teachers, principals, and

their students have become increasingly resentful that this kind of test

administration is disruptive of the school day, and sometimes is threatening

to students.

We recommend that the resources devoted to comparing the basic skill

development of USMES and control students Should not be expended in the

future. Moreover, the issue of basic skill development should be of dimin-

ished importance in light of the patterns of USMES usage in most schools.

Most frequently, the time for USMES comes from regularly scheduled science

time, and to a lesser extend.from project time. Hence, one should not ex-

pect USMES children to fall behind in the basic skills areas of reading,

language arts, and mathematics which are of primary concern to most elemen-

tary school personnel. Stated simply, the issue is not an issue.
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CHAPTER VI

STUDENT PERFORMANCE ON SIMULATED REAL-LIFE

PROBLEM TASKS: RESULTS OF THE PLAYGROUND

AND PICNIC PROBLEMS

The primary objective of the USMES program !3 the enhancement of elem-

entary school students' abilities in real, complex problem solving. Accord-

ingly, tue primary responsibility of the USMES evaluation project staff has

been the investigation of whether USMES is achieving this goal.

This determination of proof of concept has been difficult and challen-

ging for the evaluators, because the "state of the art" of measuring the

problem solving abilities of children is itself so limited. After an exhaus-

tive review of the problem solving measures reported in the research litera-

ture in psychology, general education, science education, and mathematics

education, we determined that no available measure was appropriate for evalu-

ating USMES-styled problem solving.

Existing tests were faulted as measures of "real" complex, USMES-like

problems for a variety of reasons: they measured skill on arithmetic word

problems; or they required only quick insight into artificial puzzle situa-

tions; or their items relied heavily on specific content which many USMES

and control students could not be expected to have acquired; or the tests

purported to measure problem solv4 processes, but in our judgement and

that of our consultants, they measured factual recall. Other tests were

dismissed because their application was limited to high-school-age students

and adults. Still other tests of problem solving designed for younger stu-

dents were rejected because they were judged technically inadequate, with

little or no reliability evidence, poor item statistics, ambiguous items,

or low quality testing materials.
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This assessment of the state of the art concerning the measurement of

problem solving necessitated that the evaluation project assume a two-fold

thrust: (1) program evaluation, and (2) new instruMent development for

measitring children's abilities in complex problem solving. Yet, the imme-

diate need shared by the funding agency and the program developers for proof

of concept.forced us to apply the best available techniques for the 1974-75

evaluation, as we concurrently pursued new instrument development.

Our research on problem solving and the results of our new instrument

development work are reported in a separate document whose publication and

distribution will follow closely the availability of this evaluation report.

The 1974-75 evaluation of USMES students' participation and growth in problem

solving skills offered in the present document is based on the results of

several indicators: classroom acitivity analyses, teacher interviews, stu-

dent interviews, and the Playground and Picnic Problems. It is the results

of the latter two indices which are reported in this chapter.

Conceptual_Basis for the Playground and Picnic Problems

The USMES philosophy is an eclectic one; it encompasses features of the

theoretical positions expressed by Dewey, Bruner, Gagne, and others. Most

consistently evident in the USMES developers' written statements about the

.USMES approach, however, are references which call to mind John Dewey's "five

logically distinct steps" of the problem solving process:

1. Recognizing that a problem exists

2. Identifying the nature of the problem

3. Searching for possible solutions

4. Analyzing the adequacy of the tentative solutions

5. Testing the most promising of the tentative solutions (Dewey, 1910)
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Guilford (1965, p. 8) compared many recent theories about creative

production, and he concluded that the most remarkable thing about them was

their similarity to those of Dewey. The USMES developers' parallel to

Dewey's conceptualization is illustrated in the followirig statement:

"To learn the process of real problem solv-
ing, the students themselves, not the tea-
cher, determine the route they will take. The
children analyze the problem, choose the vari-
ables that should be investigated, search out
the facts, and judge the correctness of the hy-
potheses and conclusions (USMES Guide, 1975, p.

The Playground Problem was conceptualized according to this description

of the problem solving process. This test required that students develop a

plan for a playground which would serve children in their school and/or

neighborhood. A catalog of equipment, cost data, and measuring instruments

were given to the students along with the information that they could spend

up to $2000.

The pre-test, post-test control group design used In the evaluation neces-

sitated that a parallel form for the Playground Problem be developed, since

retest results from such a unique test would be affected by memory factors.

To answer this need, the Picnic Problem was developed. This test challenged

_

students to develop plans for a class picnic. The students were provided

with a photograph of various foods available to them and a map drawn to

scale which included the locations of their school and three park areas as

possible sites for the picnic. Along with measuring instruments, the stu-

dents were given cost data and the information that they could spend up to

$25. They were to assume that 25 students would be going on the picnic, and

that a school bus would be provided for their transportation, free of charge.
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Neither the playground problem nor the picnic problem satisfied the de-

velopers' concern that these tests meet all the criteria for "realness."

The tests were simulated problems whose solutions would not have immediate,

practical effects on students lives. Nevertheless, data shown later in

this chapter indicate that the vast majority of students tested with the Play-

ground and Picnic tasks were motivated to accept the problems. In that sense.

we can say the tasks were meaningful to the students.

Another of the developers' criteria for "realness" is that real challen-

ges are "big" enough to require many phases of class activity for any effec-

tive solution. The Playground and Picnic Problems did not meet this criter-

ion. In the interest of observing reasonably larger samples of children we

had to abbreviate test times to approximately one hour.

Depsite these limitations, the Playground and Picnic Problems have other

important features in common with USMES-styled, real problems: they have no

"right" solutions; they have no clear boundaries; they require students to

use their own ideas for solving the problems; and they elicit group efforts

toward the solutions to the prob1e3ms.

Test Administration

The field staffers of the evaluation team were specially trained to ad-

minister the Playground and Picnic Problems. To help standardize adminis-

tration procedures, the Project Director developed Administrator's Manuals

for both.the Playground and Picnic Problems. These are shown in Appendices

D and E.

Both tests were designed for administration to small groups of children.

The pre-test, post-test control group design called for Fall and Spring test-

ing in both USMES and control sample classes. Two groups of five children
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were randomly selec'ted from each sample class. In the Fall, one group re-

ceived the Playground Problem, the other, the Picnic Problem. In the Spring,

the same two groups of children from each class were to receive the alter-

nate form of the test they had worked on in the Fall. If any student was

absent for the post-testing, another student was to be selected randomly to

take the place of the absentee.

The distributions of sample USMES and control classes with pre-test and

post-test scores used in the analysis of the Playground and Picnic Problems

are shown by grade level in Table 6.1

Scoring Procedures and Scorer Reliabilqx

The USMES developers have emphasized repeatedly the importance of stu-

dent involvement in all aspects of Cie real problem solving process. Some

of these aspects are: determination of the important factors in a problem;

determination of how to measure these factors; data collection, recording,

and analysis; discussion and group work. A scoring protocol for the Play-

ground Problem was developed which would enhance reliable assessments of

students' performance on several of these aspects.

A behavioral assessment included rating scales on four.aspects: motiva-

tion to accept the problem; commitment to task; allocation of responsibili-

.-ties for efficiency of manpower; and the nature of group leadership. The

cognitive assessment included four summary rating scores on variable identi-

fication, measurement, calculation, and recording. Observers' notes and

students' audio tapes were the bases for these behavioral and cognitive as-

sessments. The students' drawings of their proposed playgrounds were anal-

yzed to yield four product scores: scale, labels, landmarks, and area

designation. In summary,then, for the Playground Problem, 12 scores were
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TABLE 6.1

Number of Sample Classes with Pre-test and Post-test Scores Used in
the Analysis of the Playground Problem and the Picnic Problem

Grade Level by Treatment

Treatment Group

Grade Levels

2-4 5-6 7-8 Total

P ayground Problem

USMES

Control

14 13

12
.13

6

8

I 33

33

Picnic Problem

USMES

Control

14 13

12 14 8

33

34
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derived frum the scoring protocol: four behavioral, four cognitive, and four

product scores. The actual derivation of scores is described in the Scoring

Manual shown in Appendix F.

A parallel form of the scoring protocol was developed for the Picnic

Problem. The specific variables likely to be identified and the desLriptions

provided in the rating categories had to be changed to fit the context of the

Picnic Problem. In addition, no product akin to a drawing of their playground

design resulted from the Picnic Problem, so product assessments were not a-

vailable for the Picnic test. The Picnic Problem Scoring Protocol, shown in

Appendix G, yielded assessments on four behaVioral aspects and four cognitive

aspects of the students' work to the solution of the problem.

Four persons, college graduates with backgrounds in education and psycho-

metrics, were involved in scoring the Playground and Picnic Problems. The

original training only involved two scorers. During the first training ses-

sion, a staff member explained the conceptual bases of the Playground Problem

and its scoring protocol. Then, individually, at home, each scorer analyzed

the same 10 tests. Only Playground Problems were used in this original train-

ing session.

During the second training session, a scorer interreliability check was

done. The two scorers compared their score sheets for any discrepancies.

There were several areas of disagreement. The taped interviews with the chil-

dren were replayed, and the observer sheets were reexamined. The problems were

resolved after considerable discussion. By the end of this session, there was

general agreement on the procedures for scoring and on how to rate various

kinds of responses.
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The third training session was held several weeks later, when thy scorers

were very familiar with the Playground Problem. They were given 10 Picnic

Problems to score in the same manner that the Playground Problems had been

socred, after a general explanation of the Picnic Problem. At the follow-

ing session, the score sheets were compared. This time, careful attention was

paid to discrepancies on scoring of the behavioral aspects, since the scoring

schemes for these aspects were identical for both the Playground and Picnic

Problems. General agreement was found for the most part, and discrepancies

were resolved in the same manner as for the Playground Problem.

Three months later, two additional scorers had to be trained to complete

the scoring of the tests. Their training was 'similar to that received by

the original scorers. The new scorers continued to score the 20 Playground

and Picnic Problems used in the original training until close agreement oc-

curred. This was completed in 3 sessions. Towards the end of the scorYrig

process, all coders reconvened and compared their scores on the same three

tests. Agreement among raters remained high.

Other Reliability and Validity Evidence

The Playground Problem and the Picnic Problem as tests.are unusual, even

unique. Appropriate use of these tests requires skilled administration by

a trained examiner to a group of five children who should work as a team on

the creation of a solution to a complex problem. There is no one, right,

readily derived solution for either problem. These features make an appro-

priate reliability assessment somewhat difficult and exceedingly rigorous.

Test-retest reliability is not an appropriate method because the tests

are so unique that, according to our observers, students can remember their

work on the Playground and Picnic Problems eight months after their adminis-

tration.
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Internal consistency reliability estimates were inappropriate, given

the variety of distinct behavioral and cognitive assessments which the scor-

ing protocols were designed to yield. Low interscale and scale and scale-

total correlations may indicate only that the scoring protocols were assess-

ing various distinct aspects of problem solving.

Equivalent forms reliability checks would have been most appropriate,

and the most rigorous assessment of the problem solving tests' reliability.

Indeed, it had been our intention to conduct studies with children who were

not part of the evaluation sample to determine the equivalence and stability

of the Playground and Picnic Problem as assessments of problem solving and

to investigate the influence of time limits, degree of structure in directions,

and group vs. individual performance on students' performance with these tests.

However, the USMES developers had serious objections to the use of simulated

problems in these tests, so that costs and efforts for additional study of

these tests by evaluation team did not seem to be warranted.

We did compute correlations between the scores on the Playground Problem

and the Picnic Problem, at pre-test time and at post-test time, on the four

cognitive scales which both tests offer: identifies, measures, calculates,

and records. These coefficients are shown in Table 6.2 for USMES classes, for

control classes, and for the total sample. In one sense, these correlation

coefficients are indices of the equivalence within classes of the two forms of

the problem solving test. However, the tests were administered to assess pre-

and post-test performance of two randomly selected groups within each class, not

to study equivalence reliability in the evaluation sample. Therefore, each

correlation coefficient in Table 6.2 reflects the correspondence in perform-

ance of two different groups of children within the same class. Not only
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TABLE 6.2

Correlations Between Picnic and Playground Problem Scores
on Pre-test and Post-test for USMES and Control

Classes, and for Total Sample

.11IVEIMIsall
Variable Treatment Group Pre

.0.0,
Post

Identification

USMES

Control

Total

0:356*

0.351*

0.354**

.1.1111wW1

0.172

0.305*

0.248*

USMES 0.450** 0.348*

Measures Control 0.511** 0.277

Total 0.479** 0.299**

USMES 0.561** 0.351*

Calculates Control 0.570** 0.402**

Total 0.558** 0.370**

USMES

mo...
0.429** 0:335*

Records Control 0.526** 0.231

Total 0.476** 0.271*

*p 4: .05

**p 4t .01
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would the size of the correlation coefficients be diminished by non-equiva-

lence of the test forms, but also, the values would be suppressed by non-:

equivalence of the two groups randomly selected from each class, even though

each group of five was sought to be representative of all the children in a

class.

The correlation coefficients between pre-test and post-test performances

on the Playground Problem and on the Picnic Problem are shown in Table 6.3.

Again, the coefficients are based on scores for two different groups of five

children in each class. This, one group took the Playground Problem in the

Fall, another group from the same class worked on the Playground Problem in

the Spring. Both groups' scores on a variable constituted a pair, and the

pairs for all classes were the data on which the correlation coefficient for

a given variable was computed.

The pre-post correlations for the Picnic Problem socres were somewhat

higher than the pre-post correlations for the Playground scores on the same

variables, as the coefficients in Table 6.3 indicate. This result can be

explained by the difference in the number of factors which the children could

investigate readily on the two tests. There are several variables in the

Picnic Problem which, for the older children, were very obvious factors to

take into consideration: cost of admission to the parks, cost of food, time,

distance, and size of parks. For the Playground Problem, only the cost,

size, and placement of equipment were the more obvious factors to study,

and the latter two variables did not lend themselves.to measurement and

calculation as readily as the variables from the Picnic Problem. (The re-

\

quired covariation in the pre-post scores on the Picnic Problem which must be

present for correlation can be attributed largely to grade differences, as
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TABLE 6.3

Correlations Between Pre-test and Post-test on Playground
and Picnic Problems for USKES.and Control

Classes and Total Sample

..111=

Variable Treatment Group Playground Picnic

Identification.

USMES

Control

Total

0.334*

0.253

0.303**

0.308*

0.525**

0.414**

USMES 0.328* 0.503**

Measures Control 0.223 0.542**

Total 0.282* 0.516**

USMES 0.323* 0.565**

Calculates Control 0.571** 0.617**

Total 0.439** 0.578**

USMES 0.227 0.294

Records Control . 0.317* 0.497**

Total 0.275* 0.395

USMES -0.020 0.341*
Behavior

Control 0.492 0.177

USMES 0.334*

Product Control 0.219

Total 0.251*

*p < .05

**13 4C .01

aThe scoring protocol for the Picnic Problem does not yeild a
product score.
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indicated by the anPllysis of variance results presented later in this

chapter.)

The correlation coefficients in Tables 6.2 and 6.3 are not satisfac-

tory as reliability evidence for the problem solving tests because two dif-

ferent groups of children from a class were involved in a pair. The prob-

lem of experimental mortality suppressed the correlations even further. In

some classes one or more of the children randomly selected to take part in

the pre-test seven or eight months earlier had moved or was absent at post-

test time.

The validity of the Playground and Picnic Problems was established only

through content validation. (If a criterion was readily available, the tests

need not have been developed.) The conceptual bases for both the tests and

for their scorj_ng protocols were designed to match as closely as possible

the developers' viewpoints on what constitutes problem solving, as they ex-

pressed them in written materials about USMES and in conferences with the

evaluation staff.

Some additional validity evidence is available in the test results them-

selves. From the tapes and the test administrators' notations, it can be

observed that groups of children who offered solutions to the Playground and

- Picnic Problems did perform activities which the developers regard as ele-

ments of the problem solving process. The children identified variables or

or factors to investigate; they collected data and performed calculations;

they thought of various solutions and picked the one they deemed best.

Factors likely to detract from the tests' reliability and Validity were

anticipated in the scoring protocols for the tests. The numbers of sets of

test results which contained any evidence of specific reliability or validity
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problems are listed in Table 6.4 for the Playground Problem and in Table

6.5 for the Picnic Problem. Although inclement weather affected 25 admin-

istrations of the Playground Problem, part of which had to be done outdoors,

the scorers felt that the problems were not serious enough to warrant in-

validating those tests. Other instances of problems affecting reliability

and validity tended to be correlated. Thus, "outside interference" was al-

most always accompanied by the problem of a "noisy testing environment."

And, "prompting by an observer" was certainly regarded too as a "deviation

from correct procedure."

Negative evidence for the reliability and validity of a set of Playground

or Picnic test data had to be substantial on one of the factors in Table 6.4

or 6.5 before the set was invalidated. More rigorous standards would have

resulted in too small a data base for the analysis. Three or four sets of

both Playground and Picnic test results both for USMES and for control clas-

ses had to be discounted principally because in those instances the observers

deviated seriously from the scripts provided in the manuals.

Results

The scoring procedures for the Playground and Picnic Problems incorpor-

ated both behavioral and cognitive assessments. Additionally the Playground

Problem yielded a product, the students' drawing of their playground design,

which was rated for various features too. The analysis and results from

each kind of assessment are given below in separate sections.

A. Behavioral Aspects

Rating scales were developed to assess four behavioral aspects oF the

students' work to the solution to a problem: (1) motivation to accept the

problem; (2) commitment to task; (3) efficient allocation of responsibitities;
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TABLE 6.4

Distribution of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings of Reliability/
Validity Problems for USMES and Control Classes

on the Playground Problem

Nature of Problem

A. Biased selection of
students.

B. Prompting by observer.

C. Prior student experience
with test.

D. Inclement weather.

E. Noisy testing environ-
ment.

F. Outside interference,
interruptions.

G. Observer deviated from
procedure. (15.2)

USMES I Control1.=1.11
Pre Post I Pre Post

1

(3.0)1 (0.0)

4 1

(12.1) (3.0)

1 0

(3.0) (0.0)

3 8

(9.1) (24.2)

2 1

(6.1) (3.0)

2 1

(6.1) (3.0)

5 4

I (0.0) (0.0)

6 2

(18.2) (6.1)

0 0

I (0.0) (0.0)

4 9

(12.1) (27.3).

I 2

I (6.1)

0

(0.0)

I 3 0

(9.1) (0.0)

7 8

(12.1) (21.2) (24.2)

1
Figures in parentheses are percentages.
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TABLE 6.5

Distribution of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings of Reliability/
Validity Problems for USMES and Control Classes

on the Picnic Problem

Nature of Problem

A. Biased selection of
students.

B. Prompting by observer.

C. Prior student experience
with test.

D. Inclement weather.

E. Noisy testing environment.

F. Outside interference,
interruptions.

C. Observer deviated from
procedure.

USMES I Control

Pre Post I

1

(0.0) (0.0)

0

(0.0)

0

4

(12.1)

(0.0) (0.0)

(0.0) (0.0)

1

(3.0) (0.0)

1 2

(3.0) (6.1)

0 3

(0.0) (9.1)

I

Pre Post

(0.0) (0.0)

0 3

(0.0) (9.1)

o
(0.0) (0.0)

(0.0) (0.0)

(0.0) (0.0)

0 0

(0.0) (0.0)

4 2

(11.8)

1
Figures in parentheses are percentages of the number of groups which
took the test.
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and (4) style of group leadership. The same scales could be applied to

both the Playground Problem and the Picnic Problem. (The actual rating

stimuli and categories are described in the scoring protocols shown in Ap-

pendices F and G.)

Distributions of these ratings of the four behavioral aspects are shown

in Table 6.6 for the Playground Problem and in Table 6.7 for the Picnic Prob-

lem. These tables show that almost all of the children in both USMES and

control groups who received the Playground ProblethWere motivated at least

initially to attempt to solve it, and they were only slightly less accepting

of the Picnic.Problem.

Since the rating on motivation to accept the problem is the number of

children in a group of five who show any interest in solving the problem,

the raw data on this Acale can be treated meaningfully with parametric sta-

tistics. The means on this scale for the Playground Problem were, for the

USMES group, pre:=4.64 and postz=4.82. For control classes, the pre-test

mean was 4.61 and the post-test mean was 4.85. The average numbers of chil-

dren who attempted the Picnic Problem were similarly high in USMES and con-

trol groups. The pre-teLe average for USMES classes was 4.52; the post-test

average 4.58. For the control group, the pre-test mean was 4.61, the post-

test mean was 4.85.

There are no noteworthy differences between USMES and control students

which appeared on any of the four behavioral rating scales for either test

of problem solving. Overall, both treatment groups obtained slightly higher

ratings on the Playground Problem than the Picnic Problem.

B. Cognitive Aspects

The scoring protocol for cognitive aspects of the students' problem
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TABLE 6.6

Distributions of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on
Behavioral Aspects of Students' Performance

on the Playground.Problem

Treatment Group Test

Ratings

0 1 2 4 5

Motivation to Accept the Problem

USMES Pre 6.1a 6.1 87.9
(N=33) Post 3.0 12.1 84.8

Control Pre 3.0 3.0 21.2 72.7
(N=33) Post 15.2 84.8

Commitment to Task

USMES Pre 6.1 9.1 9.1 36.4 39.4 *
Post 9.1 30.3 60.6

Control Pre 3.0 27.3 69.7 *
Post 6.1 6.1 21.2 66.7 *

Efficient Allocation of Responsibilities

USMES Pre 6.1 21.2 9.1 36.4 15.2 12.1
Post 33.3 6.1 30.3 6.1 24.2

Control Pre 21.2 3.0 63.6 6.1 6.1
Post 36.4 3.0 36.4 24.2

Style of Group Leadership

USMES Pre 30.3 12.1 12.1 45.5
Post 21.2 12.1 6.1 3.0 57.6

Control Pre 12.1 9.1 9.1 6.1 63.6
Post 15.2 12.1 15.2 6.1 51.5

a
The data are expressed as percentage,; of the N for that treatment group.

*The rating options for these categories were 0 through 4 on17.
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TABLE 6.7

Distributions of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on
Behavioral Aspects of Students' Performance

on the Picnic Problem

Ratings

Treatment Group Test 0 1 2 3 4 5

Motivation to Accept the Problem

USMES Pre 3.0a 3.0 3.0 15.2 75.8
(N=33) Post 3.0 9.1 15.2 72.7

Control Pre 2.9 2.9 2.9 5.9 17.6 67.6

(N=34) Post 2.9 11.8 23.5 61.8

Commitment to Task

USMES Pre 3.0 6.1 3.0 21.2 66.7 , *

Post 15.2 12.1 30.3 -42.4

Control Pre 1 2.9 5.9 11.8 26.5 52.9
Post 5.9 5.9 23.5 64.7

Efficient Allocation of Responsibilities

USMES Pre 6.1 39.4 9.1 30.3 3.0 12.1
Post 51.5 9.1 18.2 3.0 18.2

Control Pre 2.9 50.0 11.8 35.3
Post 44.1 35.3 2.9 17.6

Style of Croup Leadership

USMES Pre 27.3 6.1 15.2 3.0 48.5
Post 30.3 3.0 15.2 51.8

Control Pre 26.5 14.7 17.6 35.3
Post 14.7 11.8 17.6 14.7 41.2

aThe data are expressed as percentages of the N for that treatment group.

*The rating options for these categories were 0 through 4 only.
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solving behaviors involved coding the variables or factors which each group

identified as salient to the solution of the Playground and Picnic Problems.

Seven possible variables were anticipated for the Playground Problem; ten

,
variables were anticipated for the Picnic Problem. For each test, one ad-

ditional variable, Nther considerations," could be accommodated. The number

of factors which each group identified for consideration were summed. This

sum is termed the "identification" score.

Summations for each group were made for the levels of measurement the

groups achieved for each variable they identified. Similarly, summations

were obtained across calculation ratings for each variable and across ratings

on the adequacy of data recordings. Data analyses were based on these four

summary measures: identification, measurement, calculation and recording.

Two types of analyses were conducted. First, repeat measures analyses

of variance were conducted to determine if USMES and/or control classes real-

ized statistically significant gains in any of the four cognitive Summary

measures. Second, analyses of covariance were used to test the hypothesis

that there were no statistically significant differences in post-test dif-

ferences among.the groups or across grades.

1. Repeated,Measures Analyses of Cognitive Scores. Source tables for

the two-factor repeated measures analyses oL variance using each of the four

cognitive summary measures as dependent variables are shown in Tables 6.8

through 6.11 for the Playground Problem cla4a. Corresponding results for

the Picnic Problem are shown in Tables 6.12 through 6.15. Without exception,

grade level differences were found to be significant at p 4: .01 on all four

cognitive measures for both the Playground Problem and the Picnic Problem.
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TABLE 6.8

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for the Playground Problem Variable,

Identification

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 65 213.98 3.29

Grade(G) 2 64.73 32.36 13.746**

Treatment(T) 1 2.73 2.73 1.162

G x T 2 5.25 2.62 1.114

Error 60 141.27 2.35

Within Ss 66 131.50 1.99

Tests(A) 1 18.19 18.19 10.717**

G x A 2 1.36 0.68 0.400

T x A 1 0.01 0.01 0.005

TxGxA 2 10.11 5.05 2.978

Error 60 101.84 1.70

Total 131 345.48 2.64

*I) < .05

**p 4: .01
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TABLE 6.9

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for the Playground Problem Variable,

Measuring

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 65 745.00 11.46

Grade(G) 2 271.98 135.99 17.813**

Treatment(T) 1 5.12 5.12 0.671

G x T 2 9.84 4.92 0.644

Error 60 458.06 7.63

Within Ss 66 442.00 6.70

Tests(A) 1 27.27 27.27 4.504**

G x A 2 22.18 11.09 1.832

T x A 1 0.00 0.00 0.000

TxGxA 2 29.25 14.63. 2.415

Error 60 363.30 6.06

Total 131 1187.00 9.06

*p < .05

**p < .01

1 2
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TABLE 6.10

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for the Playground Problem Variable,

Calculates

Source df Sum of Square- Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 65 549.88 8.46

Grade(G) 2 274.29 137.15 29.918**

Treatment(T) 1 0.27 0.27 0.060

G x T 2 0.27 0.14 0.1)30

Error 60 275.04 4.58

Within Ss 66 210.00 3.18

Tests(A) 1 3.03 3.03 0.983

G x A 'i 9.47 4.73 1.536

T x A 1 2.45 2.45 0.796

TxGxA 2 10.03 5.01 1.626

Error 60 185.02 3.08

Total 131 759.88 5.80

*p < .05

**p < .01
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TABLE 6.11

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for the Playground Problem Variable,

Records

Source df Sum of Sylare Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 65 75.22 1.16

Grade(G) 2 23.69 11.85 14.432**

Treatment(T) 1 0.92 0.92 1.117

G x T 2 1.35 0.6.7 0.824

Error 60 49.26 0.82

Within Ss 66 42.50 0.64

Tests(A) 1 0.92 0.92 1.404

G x A 2 1.09 0.55 0.836

T x A 1 0.07 0.07 0.105

TxGxA 2 1.25 0.63 0.961

Error 60 39.17 0.65

Total 131 117.72 0.90

*p < .05

**p < .01
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TABLE 6.12

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for the Picnic Problem Variable,

Identification

/....

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square V-Ratio

Between Ss 66 402.15 6.09

Grade(G) 2 112.36 56.18 12.315**

Treatment(T) 1 1.38 1.38 0.302

G x T 2 10.11 5.06 1.108

Error 61 278.30 4.56

Within Ss 67 180.00 2.69

Tev.1(A) 1 1.46 1.46 0.538

G x A 1 0.11 0.11 0.039

T x A 2 1.60 0.80 0.294

TxGxA 2 10.68 5.34 1.961

Error 61 166.14 2.72

Total 133 582.15 4.38

*p < .05

**p < .01
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TABLE 6.13

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for the Picnic Problem Variable,

Measuring

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 66 3263.93 49.45

Grade(G) 2 1305.70 652.85 20.955**

Treatment(T) 1 18.79 18.79 0.603

G x T 2 38.99 19.49 0.626

Error 61 1900.44 31.15

Within Ss 67 1099.00 16.40

Tests(A) 1 55.19 55.19 3.436

G x A 2 44.54 22.27 1.387

T x A 1 11.19 11.19 0.697

TxGxA 2. 8.32 4.16 0.259

Error 61 979.76 16.06

Total 133 4362.93 32.80

*p < .05

**P 4t .01

1 7 (3
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TABLE 6.14

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance
for the Picnic Problem. Variable,

Calculaes

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 66 3546.90 53.74

Grade(G) 2 1260.54 630.27 17.148**

Treatment(T) 1 2.65 2.65 0.072

G x T 2 41.62 20.81

Error 61 2242.09 36.76

Within Ss 67 991.50 14.80

Tests(A) 1 76.13 76.13 5.389*

C x A. 2 23.20 11.60 0.821

T.x A 1 24.67 24.67 1.746

TxGxA 2 5.72 2.86 0.203

Error 61 861.77 14.13

Total 133 4538.40 34.12

*p 4; .05

**P 4t .01
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TABLE 6.15

Repeated Measures .Analysis of Variance
for the Picnic Problem Variable,

Records

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 66 795.43 12.05

Grade(G) 2 349.80 174.90 24.047*,%

Treatment(T) 1 0.18 0.18 0.025

G x T 2 1.78 0.89 0.123

Error 61 443.67 7.27

Within Ss 67 360.00 5.37

Tests(A) 1 13.16 13.16 2.635

G x A 2 39.38 19.69 3.9421,

T x A 1 0.33 0.33 0.066

TxGxA 2 2.41 1.21 0.241

Error 61 304.72 4.99

Total 133 1155.43 8.69

*p 4: .05

**p 4r. .01
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The means in Tables 6.16 through 6.23 reveal the nature of these grade

differences. As one would expect, the higher grades achieved higher scores

on these cognitive measures. The growth is very consistent on three of the

four summary measures; identification, measuring, and calculating. The

trend of development over grade levels is not as clear on the variable,

"records," though overall grade level differences were significant for this

variable too. Perhaps the results for "records" were less clear because the

variable itself could not be rated as precisely as the other three cognitive

measures.

To summarize other results from the repeated measures anaiyses of vari-

ance, significant growth from pre-test to post-test administrators was found

only for the following scores: identification and measuring on the Playground

Problem, and calculating on the Picnic Problem.. No other F-ratios for pre-

test to posttest administration differences was significant, as shown in

Tables 6.8 through 6.15.

The nature of the significant differences between pre- and post-test ad-

ministration in Playground factor identification scores can be observed in

Table 6.16. The means reveal tha't both treatment groups at all grade levels

(except the 7th and 8th grade control group) identified on the average, one

more variable on the post-test than on the pre-test for consideration in their

solution to the Playground Problem.

There were also significant differences in measurement scores from pre-

to post-test administration (p < .05) for the Playground ProAem, as Table

6.9 indicates. The means in Table 6.17 indicate that both treatment groups

(except 5-6th grade. USMES and 7-8th grade control) showed an increase in the

average amoung of measuring done by heir groups. Therefore, on the Playground
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TABLE 6.16

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Identification

for the Playground Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6

K

7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 14 13 6 33
-

Pre 2.43 3.54 3.50 3.06

(1.50) (2.11) (1.22)

USMES Post 3.12 3.92 5.00 3.82

(1.58) (1.58) (1.26) (1.41)

Adjusted 3.30 3.86 4.94 4.03

N 12 13 8 33

Pre 1.67 2.77 4.50 2.79
(1.15) (1.09) (1.77)

Control Post 2.50 4.15 4.00 3.52
(1.00) (1.21) (1.31)

Adjusted 2.70 4.20 3.80 3.56

N 26 26 14 66

Pre 2.08 3.15 4.07

Total
for Post 2.89 4.04 4.43

Grades
Adjusted 3.00 4.03 4.37
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TABLE 6.17

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Measuring

for the Playground Problem

Treatment Groups

Pre

Grade Levels'

2-4 .5-6

Total
for

Treatments

14 13 6 33

4.29 7.77 7.50 6.24
(2.43) (4.36) (1.52)

USMES Post 6.14 7.15

(2.57)

Adjusted 6.33

9.50 7.15

(2.08) (2.07)

7.02 9.39 7.58

Pre.

Control Post

Grades

Adjusted

12 13 8 33

3.25 6.54 8.63
(2.70) (1.90) (3.16)

5.25 7.77 7.38
(1.82) (2.52) (2.39)

5.54 7.75 7.16

5.85

6.76

6.82

26 26 14 66

Pre

Adjusted

3.81 7.15 8.14
Total
for Post 5.73 7.46 8.29

5.93 7.39 8.28
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TABLE 6.18

Treatmerit GrOup- Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Calculations

for the PlaygrdUnd-Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

_

Gra6 ..,...tls

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 14 13 6 33

Pre 1.64 5.15 5.00 3.64_
(1.74) (2.88) (2.00)

USMES Post 2.93 4.62 6.33 4.21

(1.59) (1.71) (2.73)

Adjusted 3.33 4.44 6.18 4.65

N 12 13 8 33

Pre 1.83 4.77 6.00 4.00
(1.99) (1.30) (2.62)

Control Post 2.42 4.92 5.00 4.03
(1.73) (1.75) (1.41)

Adjusted 2.79 4.81 4.68 4.09

N 26 26 14 66

Pre 1.73 4.96 5.57
Total
for Post 2.69 2.77 5.57
Grades

Adjusted 3.06 4.62 5.43

1 8 .4.,
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TABLE 6.19

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Records

for the Playground Problem

rreatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 14 13 6 33

I Pre 0.64 1.69 1.50 1.21

(0.93) (1.18) (0.84)

USMES Post 0.93 1.77 1.83 1.42

(0.62) (0.83) (1.17)

Adjusted 0.98 1.73 1.81 1.51

N 12 13 8 33

Pre 0.42 1.23 1.88 1.09

(0.67) (0.93) (1.13)

Control Post 0.83 1.46 1.38 1.21

(0.58) (0.78) (0.52)

Adjusted 0.91 1.46 1.32 1.23

N 24 26 14 66

Pre 0.54 1.46 1.71
Total
for Post 0.88 1.62 1.57
Grades

Adjusted 0.94 1.59 1.56
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TABLE 6.20

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Identification

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre 4.46 6.21 7.83 5.82

(1.85) (2.46) (1.94)

USMES Post 5.38 6.00 7.17 5.97

(1.71) (1.92) (1.47)

Adjusted 5.69 5.94 6.77 6.13

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 4.50 5.86 6.63 c),56

(2.39) (1.83) (1.30)

Control Post 4.17 6.71 6.75 5.82

(1.64) (1.77) (1.67)

Adjusted 4.46 6.73 6.60 5.93

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 4.48 6.04 7.14

Total
for Post 4.80 6.36 6.93

Grades
Adjusted 5.07 6.33 6.69
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TABLE 6.21

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Measuring

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre 9.00 14.50 19.17 13.18
(5.21) .(6.86) (3.06)

USMES Post 11.69 14.14 18.00 13.88

(5.56) (4.67) (4.10)

Adjusted 13.06 13.99 16.55 14.53

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 8.08 15.71 17.13 13.35
(5.11) (4.65) (3.04)

Control Post 11.42 16.43 18.75 15.21
(4.81) (3.03) (3.73)

Adjusted 13.04 15.94 17.87 15.61

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 8.56 15.11 18.00
Total .

for Post 11.56 15.29 18.43
Grades

Adjusted 13.05 14.96 17.21
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TABLE 6.22

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Calculations

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre -6.46 12.36 15.50 10.61

(6.10) (6.63) (2.88)

USMES Post 8.38 11.93 15.83 11.24

(5.99) (4.36) (4.02)

Adjusted 10.04 11.35 14.07 11.82

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 5.00 12.57 13.13 10.03

(5.61) (4.62) (2.42)

Control Post 8.50 13.57 16.13 12.38

(4.38) (3.74) (4.26)

Adjusted 10.71 12.92 15.26 12.96

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 5.76 12.46 14.14

Total
for Post 8.44 12.75 16.00 .

Grades
Adjusted 10.37 12.13 14.66
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TABLE 6.23

Treatment Groui Means and Stant!ard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Records

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre 2.46 5.86 7.67 4.85
(1.85) (4.00) (2.34)

USME§ Post 3.15 4.14 6.17 4.12
(2.41) (1.92) (2.56)

Adjusted 3.56 4.04 5.80 4.47

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 2.25 5.71 7.13 4.82

(2.83) (2.43) (2.64)

Control Post 2.92 4.00 6.88 4.29
(2.07) (1.84) (1.96)

Adjusted 3.35 3.92 6.59 4.62

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 2.36 5.79 7.36
Total
for Post 3.04 4.07 6.57
Grades

Adjusted 3.46 3.98 6.19
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Problem post-test, more variables were identified, and groups spent more

time measuring, in order to help find a solution to the problem. There

were no significant changes from pre- to post-test for calculation or re-

cording scores. This result applied to both USMES and control classes.

For the Picnic Problem, no significant changes fro% pre-test to post-

test occurred on identification or measurement summary scores. For calcu-

lation, there was a significant difference in these summary scores from pre-

test to post-test administration (p < .05). While increases for the USMES

groups at the upper grade levels were negligible, the means in Table 6.22

show that USMES classes at the lower grades (2-4) and the control groups

at all grade levels averaged more pronounced pre-to-post increases.

Also from the repeated measures analysis of the Picnic Problem data,

one interaction effect involving pre-post differences and grades was signi-

ficant. This result is indicated by the F-ratio of 3.94 (p .05) in Table

6.15 for the interaction of test aelinistration with grade level on the vari-

able "records." The means tab'e for this variable, Table 6.23, shows that

the lowest grades (2-4) ii treatment groups achi,ved slight increases

in their "records" scores, but the middle and upper grades' averages on "rec-

ords" declined F%om pre-to-post .administration, perhaps because the older

students were able to retain more information in memory.

2. Covariance Analyses of Cognitive Scores. Results of the two-way

analyses of covariance used to test tiLe significance of adjusted post-test

differences between the two treatment groups are shown in Table 6.24, for

Playground Problem scores and in Table 6.25 for Picnic Problem scores.

Grade level was used as a factor in these two-way analyses, and it account-

ed for a significant portion of the total variance in each analysis. Grade
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TABLE 6.24

Two Factor Analyses of Covariance For
Playground Problem Scores

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Identification Scores
"*.

Treatment(T) 1 0.15 .15 0.683 .412
Grade(G) 2 16.16 8.08 4.808 .012
G x T 2 5.48 2.74 1.632 .204
Error 59 91.12 1.68
Total 64 113.91 1.78

Measuring Scores

Treatment(T) 1 2.10 2.10 0.403 .528
Grade(G) 2 35.46 17.73 3.408 .040
G x T 2 20.26 10.13 1.947 .152
Error 39 306.80 5.20
Total 64 364.62 5.70

Calculate Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.96 0.96 0.312 .579
Grade(0) 2 33.70 16.85 5.473 .008
G x T -2 8.02 4.01 1.301 .280
Error 59 181.72 3.08
Total 64 224.40 3.51

Records Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.66 0.66 1.211 .276
Grade 2 5.02 2.51 4.567 .014
G x T 2 0.40 0.20 0.360
Error 59 32.45 0.55
Total 64 38.53 0.60

Products Scores

Treatment(T) 1 1.83 1.83 0.186 .668

:Grade(G) 2 101,38 50.69 5.136 .009
G x T 2 11.84 5.92 0.600 .552
Error 59 582.33 9.87
Total 64 697.38 10.89
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Two Factor Analyses of Covariance for
Picnic Problem Scores

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Identification Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.14 0.14 0.049 .825
Grade(G)
G x.T

2

-2
23.68
13.36

11.84

6.68
4.112
2.320

,021
.107

Error 60 2.88
Total 65 209.98 3.23

Measuring Scores

Treatment(T)
Grade(G)
G x T

1

9

2

27.42
103.32
12.98

27.42

51.66.

6.49

1.514
2.853
0.358

.228

.066

.701

Error 60 1086.60 18.11
Total 64 1230.32 19.22

Calculate Scores
---

Treatment(T) 1 30.78 30.78 1.790 .186
Grade(G)
G x T
Error

2

2

60

120.88
2.64

1032.00

60.44
1,32

17.20

3.515
0.077

.036

.927

.Total 65 1186.30 18.25

Records Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.52 0.52 0.122 .728
Grade(G) 2 56.38 28.19 6.575 .003
G x T 2 2.48 1.24 0.289 .750
Error 60 257.40 4.29
Total 65 316.78 4.87
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differences were consistently significant for all cognitive summary scores

on both the Playground and Picnic Problems. (The grade effect was also sig-

nificant in the analysis of covariance of product scores from the Playground

Problem.)

Despite statistical adjustments for pre-test differences in the cognitive

summary scores derived from the Playground and Picnic Problems, Tables 6.24

and 6.25 show that no significant differences were found between USMES and

control treatment groups for any of the dependent cognitive variables. Nor

were there any significant interaction effects between treacmont and grade

level on any of these measures.

3. Specific Factors Which Student's Considered in Their Solutions to the
Plaurcond and Picnic Problems. The repeated measures and covari-

ance analyses of cognitive scores Crom the Playground and Picnic Problems re-.

ported in the preceeding sections were based on summary scores rather than

on the ratings for specific factors derived from the scoring protocol. Thus,

composite scores for identification, measuring, calculating, ar.d recording

were obtained for each group by summing the ratings they received on these

aspects for each factor. However, the specific factors wliich the groups took

into consideration were obscured by the summations, and the identity of these

factors may be of interest.

The percentages of USMES and control classes which considered each of

seven specific factors in their solution to the Playground Problem are shown

in Table 6.26. Cost of equipment was an obvious consideration for most

classes working on the problem, and a majority of the classes also considered

placement of equipment. Tables 6.27-and 6.28 contain the percentages of clas-

ses which proceeded with measuring and calculating on the basis of any of the

seven factors they took into consideration for their solutions to the Playground
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TABLE 6.15

Repeated Measures .Analysis of Variance
for the Picnic Problem Variable,

Records

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 66 795.43 12.05

Grade(G) 2 349.80 174.90 24.047*,%

Treatment(T) 1 0.18 0.18 0.025

G x T 2 1.78 0.89 0.123

Error 61 443.67 7.27

Within Ss 67 360.00 5.37

Tests(A) 1 13.16 13.16 2.635

G x A 2 39.38 19.69 3.9421,

T x A 1 0.33 0.33 0.066

TxGxA 2 2.41 1.21 0.241

Error 61 304.72 4.99

TOtal 133 1155.43 8.69

*p 4: .05

**p 4r. .01
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The means in Tables 6.16 through 6.23 reveal the nature of these grade

differences. As one would expect, the higher grades achieved higher scores

on these cognitive measures. The growth is very consistent on three of the

four summary measures; identification, measuring, and calculating. The

trend of development over grade levels is not as clear on the variable,

"records," though overall grade level differences were significant for this

variable too. Perhaps the results for "records" were less clear because the

variable itself could not be rated as precisely as the other three cognitive

measures.

To summarize other results from the repeated measures analyses of vari-

ance, significant growth from pre-test to post-test administrators was found

only for the following scores: identification and measuring on the Playground

Problem, and calculating on the Picnic Problem.. No other F-ratios for pre-

test to posttest administration differences was significant, as shown in

Tables 6.8 through 6.15.

The nature of the significant differences between pre- and post-Lest ad-

ministration in Playground factor identification scores can be observed in

Table 6.16. The means reveal tha't both treatment groups at all grade levels

(except the 7th and 8th grade control group) identified on the average, one

more variable on the post-test than on the pre-test for consideration in their
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TABLE 6.16

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Identification

for the Playground Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6

K

7-8

Total
for

Treatments
.

N 14 13 6

-

33

Pre 2.43 3.54 3.50 3.06

(1.50) (2.11) (1.22)

USMES Post 3.12 3.92 5.00 3.82

(1.58) (1.58) (1.26) (1.41)

Adjusted 3.30 3.86 4.94 4.03

N 12 13 8 33

Pre 1.67 2.77 4.50 2.79
(1.15) (1.09) (1.77)

Control Post 2.50 4.15 4.00 3.52
(1.00) (1.21) (1.31)

Adjusted 2.70 4.20 3.80 3.56

N 26 26 14 66

Pre 2.08 3.15 4.07

Total
for Post 2.89 4.04 4.43

Grades
Adjusted 3.00 4.03 4.37
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TABLE 6.17

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Measuring

for the Playground Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels'

-5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

14 13 6 33

Pre 4.29 7.77 7.50 6.24
(2.43) (4.36) (1.52)

USMES Post 6.14 7.15 9.50 7.15
(2.57) (2.08) (2.07)

Adjusted 6.33 7.02 9.39 7.58

12 13 8 33

Pre. 3.25 6.54 8.63 5.85
(2.70) (1.90) (3.16)

Control Post 5.25 7.77 7.38 6.76
(1.82) (2.52) (2.39)

Adjusted 5.54 7.75 7.1.6 6.82

26 26 14 66

Pre 3.81 7.15 8.14
Total
for Post 5.73 7.46 8.29
Grades

Adjusted 5.93 7.39 8.28
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TABLE 6.18

Treatment GrOup- Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Calculations

for the PlaygrdUnd-Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grat

5-6

s

7-8

Total
for

Treatments

14 13 6 33

Pre 1.64 5:15 5..00 _ 3.64
(1.74) (2.88) (2.00)

USMES Post 2.93 4.62 6.33 4.21

(1.59) (1.71) (2.73)

Adjusted 3.33 4.44 6.18 4.65

12 13 8 33

Pre 1.83 4.77 6.00 4.00
(1.99) (1.30) (2.62)

Control Post 2.42 4.92 5.00 4.03
(1.73) (1.75) (1.41)

Adjusted 2.79 4.81 4.68 4.09

26 26 14 66

Pre 1.73 4.96 5.57
Total
for Post 2.69 2.77 5.57
Grades

Adjusted 3.06 4.62 5.43
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TABLE 6.19

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Records

for the Playground Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade.Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

14 13 6 33

Pre 0.64 1.69 1.50 1.21

(0.93) (1.18) (0.84)

USMES Post 0.93 1.77 1.83 1.42

(0.62) (0.83) (1.17)

Adjusted 0.98 1.73 1.81 1.51

12 13 8 33

Pre 0.42 1.23 1.88 1.09

(0.67) (0.93) (1.13)

Control Post 0.83 1.46 1.38 1.21

(0.58) (0.78) (0.52)

Adjusted 0.91 1.46 1.32 1.23

24 26 14 66

Pre C.54 1.46 1.71
Total
for Post 0.88 1.62 1.57

Grades
Adjusted 0.94 1.59 1.56
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TABLE 6.20

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Identification

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre 4.46 6.21 7.83 5.82

(1.85) (2.46) (1.94)

USMES Post 5.38 6.00 7.17 5.97

(1.71) (1.92) (1.47)

Adjusted 5.69 5.94 6.77 6.13

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 4.50 5.86 6.63 c),56

(2.39) (1.83) (1.30)

Control Post 4.17 6.71 6.75 5.82

(1.64) (1.77) (1.67)

Adjusted 4.46 6.73 6.60 5.93

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 4.48 6.04 7.14

Total
for Post 4.80 6.36 6.93

Grades
Adjusted 5.07 6.33 6.69
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TABLE 6.21

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Measuring

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre 9.00 14.50 19.17 13.18
(5.21) .(6.86) (3.06)

USMES Post 11.69 14.14 18.00 13.88

(5.56) (4.67) (4.10)

Adjusted 13.06 13.99 16.55 14.53

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 8.08 15.71 17.13 13.35
(5.11) (4.65) (3.04)

Control Post 11.42 16.43 18.75 15.21
(4.81) (3.03) (3.73)

Adjusted 13.04 15.94 17.87 15.61

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 8.56 15.11 18.00
Total .

for Post 11.56 15.29 18.43
Grades

Adjusted 13.05 14.96 17.21
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TABLE 6.22

Treatment Group Means and Standard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Calculations

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre -6.46 12.36 15.50 10.61

(6.10) (6.63) (2.88)

USMES Post 8.38 11.93 15.83 11.24

(5.99) (4.36) (4.02)

Adjusted 10.04 11.35 14.07 11.82

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 5.00 12.57 13.13 10.03

(5.61) (4.62) (2.42)

Control Post 8.50 13.57 16.13 12.38

(4.38) (3.74) (4.26)

Adjusted 10.71 12.92 15.26 12.96

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 5.76 12.46 14.14

Total
for Post 8.44 12.75 16.00 .

Grades
Adjusted 10.37 12.13 14.66
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TABLE 6.23

Treatment Groui Means and Stant!ard Deviations by Grade Level
for Pre-test and Post-test Ratings on Records

for the Picnic Problem

Treatment Groups 2-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 13 14 6 33

Pre 2.46 5.86 7.67 4.85
(1.85) (4.00) (2.34)

USME§ Post 3.15 4.14 6.17 4.12
(2.41) (1.92) (2.56)

Adjusted 3.56 4.04 5.80 4.47

N 12 14 8 34

Pre 2.25 5.71 7.13 4.82

(2.83) (2.43) (2.64)

Control Post 2.92 4.00 6.88 4.29
(2.07) (1.84) (1.96)

Adjusted 3.35 3.92 6.59 4.62

N 25 28 14 67

Pre 2.36 5.79 7.36
Total
for Post 3.04 4.07 6.57
Grades

Adjusted 3.46 3.98 6.19
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Problem post-test, more variables were identified, and groups spent more

time measuring, in order to help find a solution to the problem. There

were no significant changes from pre- to post-test for calculation or re-

cording scores. This result applied to both USMES and control classes.

For the Picnic Problem, no significant changes fro% pre-test to post-

test occurred on identification or measurement summary scores. For calcu-

lation, there was a significant difference in these summary scores from pre-

test to post-test administration (p 4; .05). While increases for the USMES

groups at the upper grade levels were negligible, the means in Table 6.22

show that USMES classes at the lower grades (2-4) and the control groups

at all grade levels averaged more pronounced pre-to-post increases.

Also from the repeated measures analysis of the Picnic Problem data,

one interaction effect involving pre-post differences and grades was signi-

ficant. This result is indicated by the F-ratio of 3.94 (p .05) in Table

6.15 for the interaction of test aelinistration with grade level on the vari-

able "records." The means tab'e for this variable, Table 6.23, shows that

the lowest grades (2-4) ii treatment groups achi,ved slight increases

in their "records" scores, but the middle and upper grades' averages on "rec-

ords" declined F%em pre-to-post administration, perhaps because the older

students were able to retain more information in memory.

9. Covariance Analyses of Cognitive Scores. Results of the two-way
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TABLE 6.24

Two Factor Analyses of Covariance For
Playground Problem Scores

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Identification Scores
----

Treatment(T) 1 0.15 .15 0.683 .412
Grade(G) 2 16.16 8.08 4.808 .012
G x T 2 5.48 2.74 1.632 .204
Error 59 91.12 1.68
Total 64 113.91 1.78

Measuring Scores

Treatment(T) 1 2.10 2.10 0.403 .528
Grade(G) 2 35.46 17.73 3.408 .040
G x T 2 20.26 10.13 1.947 .152
Error 39 306.80 5.20
Total 64 364.62 5.70

Calculate Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.96 0.96 0.312 .579
Grade(0) 2 33.70 16.85 5.473 .008
G x T -2 8.02 4.01 1.301 .280
Error 59 181.72 3.08
Total 64 224.40 3.51

Records Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.66 0.66 1.211 .276
Grade 2 5.02 2.51 4.567 .014
G x T 2 0.40 0.20 0.360
Error 59 32.45 0.55
Total 64 38.53 0.60

Products Scores

n ro
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TABLE 6.25

Two Factor Analyses of Covariance for
Picnic Problem Scores

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Identification Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.14. 0.14 0.049 .825
Grade(G) 2 23.68 11.84 4.112 ,021
G x'T 2 13.36 6.68 2.320 .107
Error 60 172.8r, 2.88
Total 65 209.98 3.23

Measuring Scores

Treatment(T) 1 27.42 27.42 1.514 .228
Grade(G) 9 103.32 51.66. 2.853 .066
G x T 2 12.98 6.49 0.358 .701

Error 60 1086.60 18.11
Total 64 1230.32 19.22

Calculate Scores
---

Treatment(T) 1 30.78 30.78 1.790 .186
Grade(G) 2 120.88 60.44 3.515 .036
G x T 2 2.64 1.32 0.077 .927
Error 60 1032.00 17.20
Total 65 1186.30 18.25

Records Scores

Treatment(T) 1 0.52 0.52 0.122 .728
Grade(G) 2 56.38 28.19 6.575 .003
G x T 2 2.48 1.24 0.289 .750
Error 60 257.40 4.29
Total 65 316.78 4.87
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differences were consistently significant for all cognitive summary scores

on both the Playground and Picnic Problems. (The grade effect was also sig-

nificant in the analysis of covariance of product scores from the Playground

Problem.)

Despite statistical adjustments for pre-test differences in the cognitive

summary scores derived from the Playground and Picnic Problems, Tables 6.24

and 6.25 show that no significant differences were found between USMES and

control treatment groups for any of the dependent cognitive variables. Nor

were there any significant interaction effects between treaLmont and grade

level on any of these measures.

3. Specific Factors Which StudentS'Considered in Their Solutions to the
Plaxgroond and Picnic Problems. The repeated measures and covari-

ance analyses of cognitive scores from the Playground and Picnic Problems re-.

poried in the preceeding sections were based on summary scores rather than

on the ratings for specific factors derived from the scoring protocol. Thus,

composite scores for identification, measuring, calculating, ar.d recording

were obtained for each group by summing the ratings they received on these

aspects for each factor. However, the specific factors w!dch the groups took

into consideration were obscured by the summations, and the identity of these

factors may be of interest.

The percentages of USMES and control classes which considered each of
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TABLE 6.26.

Distribution of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings of Identification

of Selected Variables for USMES and Control Classes

on the Playground Problem

Variable

USMES Control

Pre Post Pre Post

A.

C.

Cost of equipment.

Size of equipment vs.
size of children.

Size of equipment vs.
area available.

29
(87.9)

10

(30.3)

20

(60.6)

33
(100.0)

14
(42.4)

16

(48.5)

28

(84.8)

9

(27..3)

15

(45.5)

32

(100.0)

18

(54.5)

12

(36.4)

D. Capacity of equipment. 6 4 3 8

(18.2) (9.1) (24.2)

E. Durability of equipment. 1 7 3 3

(3.0) (21.2) (9.1) (9.1)

F. Placement of equipment. 16 18 13 21

for safety considera-
tions.

(48.5) (54.5) (39.4) (63.6)

C. Placement of equipment 19 24 18 15

for efficient utiliza- (57.6) 72.7) (54.5) (45.5)

tion of area.

H. Other considerations. 0 10 3 7

(0.0) (30.3) (9.1) (21.2)

1Figures in parentheses are percentages of the number of classes tested

which identified the variable.

192
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TABLE 6.27

Distribution of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings of Measuring of

Selected Variables for USMES and Control Classes
on the Playground Problem

Variable

USMES Control

Pre Post Pre Post

A.

B.

C.

Cost of Equipment:.

Size of equipment vs.
size of children.

Size of equipment vs.
area available.

25
(78.8)

b
(0.0)

17

(51.5)

31

(93.9)

(0.0)

10

(30.4)

25
(78.8)

(0.0)

11

(33.3)

30

(90.9)

1

(3.0)

4
(12.1)

D. Capacity of equipment. 1 0 1 1

(3.0) (0.0) (3.0) (3.0)

E. Durabi1ity of equipment. 1 5 1 3

(3.0) (15.2) (3.0) (9.1)

F. Placement of equipment for 7 7 4 6

safety considerations. (21.2) (21.2) (12.1) (18.2)

G. Placement of equipment for 4 5 4 3

efficient utilization of (12.1) (15.2) (12.1) (9.1)
-area.

H. Other considerations. 0 10 9 14

(0.0) (30.3) (27.3) (42.4)01M10=7111

1
Measuring means were rated 2 or above with the scoring protocol. (See
Appendix F.)

2
Figures in parentheses are percentages.
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TABLE 6.28

Distribution of Pre-teSt and POst-test Ratings of Calculations
on Selected Variables for USMES and Control Classes

on the Playground Problem

Variable

Oft.

USHES Control

Pre

23

(69.9)

0

-(0.0)

4

(12.1)

Post

30
(90.9)

(0.0)

4

(12.1)

Pre

26

(78.8)

0

(0.0)

5

(15.1)

Post

28

(84.8)

1

(3.0)

1

(3.0)

.........y..walimmwewan.f..-..*Ammomm
A. Cost of equipment.

B. -Size of equipment vs..size
size of children.

C. Size of equipment vs. area
area available.

IL---Capacity of equipment. 1 0 1 1

(3.0) (0.0) (3.0) (3.0)

E. Durability of equipment. 0 0

(0.0) (0.0) (0.0) (0.0)

F. Placement of equipment 0 1

for safety considerations. (0.0) (3.0) (0.0) (0.0)

G. Placement cf equipment 1 0
for efficient utilization
of area.

(3.0J (0.0) (o.o) (0.0)

H. Other considerations. 1 0
(0.0) (o.o) (3.0) (0.0)

1
Calculates means was.rated 2 or above with the scoring proLocol. (See
Appendix F.)

Figures in parentheses are percentages.
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Problem. Only ratings of two or higher from the scoring'protocol were con-

sidered as evidence of measuring and calculating for the specific factors.

The large majority of classes tested became involved !n measuring and calcu-

lating for data on the cost of playground equipment. Measuring the size of

equipment for the area available, and measuring for placement of equipment

occurred less frequently. Few additional calculations were performed, as

Table 6.28 indicates.

Comparable distributions of raw scores from the Pcinic Problem are shown

in Tables 6.29, 6.30, and 6.31. The students identified several specific

factors as relevant to their solutions of the Picnic Problem, and virtually

all of the classes considered the cost of food! The cost of admission to

parks and weighing this cost against the cost of food were identified with

only slightly lesser frequency by the classes. Many of the classes also con-

sidered the time available for the picnic, the distance to parks, and the size

of park facilities in making their selections.

Measuring and calculating for specific factors in the solution to the Pic-

nic Problem occurred somewhat less frequently than the mere identification

of any relevant factors. However, the variables identified most frequently

were the variables on which measurements and calculations were performed more

frequently.

No tables are included which show ratings for recording on specific fac-

. tors in the Playground and Picnic Problems. The "records" feature of stu-

dents' consideration and study of a factor in the solution to a problem

could not be rated carefully; for some variables, recording was not appropri-

ate; and older classes recorded less frequently, perhaps because they did not

need to rely on written references as much as younger students.

1 9 5
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TABLE 6.29

Distribution of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings of Identification
of Selected Variables for USMES and Control Classes

on the Picnic Prot:Jen'

Variable
.......

MIES I CoLtrol.

Pre Post Pre post
...

A. Cost of Admission. 31 32 31 32

(93.9)
1

(97.0) (91.2)

B. Cost of food. 33 30 33 33

(100.0) (90.0) (97.1) (97.1)

C. Cost of food vs. cost 27 30 30 33

of admission. (81.8) (90.9) (88.2) (97.1)

D. Time available for 19 20 16 18

picnic. (57.6) (60.6) (47.1) (52.9)

E. Travel time vs. play- 12 12 12 12

time. (36.4) (36.4) (35.3) (35.3)

F.-- Relation of food and 8 8.. 6 9

'admission costs and time. (24.2) (24.2) (17.6) (26.5)

G. Di5tance to parks. 21 27 21 22

(63.6) (81.8) (61.8) (64.7)

H. Size of facilities. 19 23 19 25

(57.6) (69.7) (55.9) (73.5)

.......-.

I. Play equipment. 7 3 7 1

(21.2) (9.1) 20.6) (2.9)

J. Safety considerations for 4 5 5 7-
trip. (21.1) (15.2) (14.7) (20.6)

K. Other. 10 7 8 6

(30.3) (21.2) (23.5) (17.6)

1Figures in parentheses are percentages.

19 6

........
..
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TABLE 6.30

Distribution of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings of Measuring1 oL

Selected Variables for USMES and Control Classes
on the Picnic.Problem

USMES Control

Variable Pre Post . Pre Post

31

(94.1)

32

(97.1)

30

(88.2)

A.

B.

C.

Cost of admission.

Cost of food.

Cost of food vs. cost
of admission.

23

(69.7)

27
(81.9)

20

(60.6)

28
2

(84.9)

28

(84.9)

25
(75.7)

27

(82.3)

28

(82.3)

23

(67.6)

D. Time available for 13 8 11 14

picnic. (39.4) (24.2) (32.4) (41.2)

E. Travel time vs. playtime. 7 3 10 4

(21.2) (9.1) (29.4) (11.8)

F. Relation of food and 3 3 2 2

admission cost-and time. (9.1) (9.1) (5.9) (5.9)

G. Distance to parks. 18 15 14 13

(54.6) (45.4) (41.2) (38.2)

H. Size of facilities. 1 3 0 2

(3.0) (9.1) (0.0) (5.9)

I. Play equipment.
(3.0) (3.0) (2.9) (2.9)

J. Safety considerations 1 5 2 3

for trip. (3.0) '(15.2) (5.9) (8.8)

K. Other. 0 3 5 0

(0.0) (9.1) (14.7) (0.0)

a1. ,N,MOI*M.M ..
1 Measures here means rated 2 or above with the scoring protocol. (See

Appendix G.)

2-
Figures in parentheses are percentages.
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TABLE 6.31

Distribution of Pre-test and Post-test Ratings of Calculations
1

of Selected Variables for USMES and Control Classes
on the Picnic Problem

Variable

USMES Control,

Pre Post Pre Post

A. Cost of admission. 22 27 24 31

(66.7)2 (81.8) (70.6) (91.2)

Cost of food. 28 27 30

(63.6) (84.8) (79.5) (88.2)

C. Cost of food vs. cost 21 25 24 30

of admission. (63.6)', (75.7) (70.6) (88.2)

D. Time available for
picnic.

7 .

(21.2)

3

(9.1)

7 6

(20.6) (17.6)

E. Travel tim° vs. play- 5 2 3 4

time. (15.2) (6.1) (8.8) (11.8)

F. Relation of fooe and 1

admission dostF and time. (3.0) (o.o) (0.0) (0.0)

G. -Distance to parks. 15 14 11 13

-(45.4) -(42:5)- -(32;3)- (383)---

H. Size of facilities. 1 5 0 1

(3.0) (15.2) (0.0) (2.9)

I. Play equipment. 1 1 0

(3.0) (0.0) (2.9) (0.0)

J. Safety considerations 1 0 2 3

for trip. (3.0) (0.0) (5.9) (8.8)

K. Other. 0

(0.0) (0.0) (o.o) (0.0)

1Calculation here means rated 2 or above with the scoring protocol. (See

Appendix G.)

2Figures in parentheses are percentages.
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C. Product Aspects

The Playgrcund Problenl yielded a product which could be analyzed--the

students' drawing of t:heir playground design. (No comparable product re-

sulted from the Picnic Problem.) The playground drawings were rated on four

features. Higher scores were awarded (1) if a plan was drawn to scale; (2)

if labels were present; (3) if landmarks were included; and (4) if the play-
area was delimited. Percentage distributions of pre-test and post-test ra-

tings for students' drawings of the playground designs are shown in Table

6.32.

Chi squares were computed to determine if there were significant differ-

ences among treatment groups on any of the pre-testi or post-test product

ratings. None of the chi square results was significant. Summary product

scores were formed by adding together the four product ratings for each group

of five students working together on the Playground Problem. Analysis of

covariance of the summary product scores reported in Table 6.24 did reveal

significant grade differences but no significant treatment differences. The

significant grade effect occurred because older students more frequently than

younger students incorporated the four product features into their drawings

of the plans for their playground design.

Chapter Summary

An objective assessment of proof of concept of the USMES curriculum was

limited by the limited state of the art of measuring the problem solving a-

bilitie of elementary school children. As the evaluation team pursued a

two-fold thrust of (1) program evaluation and (2) new instrument development,

......

we applied the most-satisfactory existing measures of problem solving to an-

swer immediate needs shared by the developers and the funding agency about

the progress of USMES students in real, complex problem solving.

1 9 9
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TABLE 6.32

Distributions of Pre-test and-Post-test.Ratings for
Students' Drawings of the Playground Designs

Ratings

Treatment Group Test 0 1 2

Drawn to Scale

USMES Pre 81.8 12.1 6.1

(N=33) Post 84.8 12.1 3.0'

Control Pre 81.8 15.2 3.0

(N=33) Post 90.9 9.1 0.0

Labels Present_

USMES Pre 48.5 51.5

Post 42.4 57.6 *

Control Pre 57.6 42.4 *

Post 42..4 57.6 *

Laadmarks Included

USMES Pre 72.7 15.2 12.1

Post 78.8 18.2 3.0

Control Pre 75.8 18.2 6.1

Post 75.8 15.2 9.1

Area Delimited

. USMES Pre 57.6 42.4

Post 66.7 33.3

Control Pre 72.7 27.3

Post 75.8 24.2 * '

*This rating position was not appropriate for this feature of the
students' drawings.

200
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These measures were the Playground Problem and the Picnic Problem. The

conceptual bases for these simulated, real-life-relevant problem tasks re-

flected John Dewey's conceptualization of the problem solving process, whose

"five logically distinct steps" permeate much of the literature about USMES

prepared by the USMES Central Staff.

Designed as parallel forms of one another, both problem tests are accom-

panied by Manual's for trained administrators' presentation of the tests to

groups of five children.

The scoring protocols developed for the tests offer both cognitive and

affective assessments. The cognitive scores provide indices of the students'

abilities to identify, measure, calculate, and record data on factors which

they think are salient to the solution of the problems. The behavioral as-

sessments include ratings on motivation to accept the problem, commitment to

task, efficiency of manpower and the nature of group leadership. For the

Playground Problem only, the protocol, afforded an assessment of the students'

product--their drawing of the play area design.

Neither -the Playground Problem nor the Picnic Problem satisfied the pro-

gram developers' concerns that these tests meet all of their criteria for

"realness." Therefore, rigorous investigation of these tests' reliability

and statistical validity did not Seem to be warranted. Content validation

of the tests as simulated measures of life-like, complex problem solving

was established.

No differences between USMES and control students were noted in the be-

havioral aspects of their work on the problems. The four cognitive scores

were subjected to repeated measures analyses of variance and to anlyses of

covariance. Consistently, significant differences among grade levels were
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observed for all four cognittve aspects of the students performance. As

one might expect, the older students in both treatment groups ogtperformed

Ole younger students. They identified more factors and progressed to more

frequent, higher level measuring, calculating, and recording on these factors.

However, no significant differences between treatment groups were found on

any of the ratings derived from the scoring protocol. More than this, no

consistent patterns could be seen.
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CHAPTER VII

SURVEYING ATTITUDE CHANGE IN USMES

AND CONTROL STUDENTS

This chapter included a discussion of the rationale for assessing

the effects of USMES on students' attitudes, a description of the in-

strument development procedures for this assessment, and an examination

of the pre- and post-test attitude scale scores of USMES and control

groups.

Iheamportance of Attitude Assessment

The realization of cognitive objectives continues to be the primary

focus of most classroom practice, while the development of positive at-

titudes--toward subject matter, school, teacher, education, and other

referents--is hoped to be, or assumed to be, a by-product of cognitive

learning. Several,popular works exposed this belief, that desirable

attitudes follow cognitive mastery, as an untenable assbroption (Frieden-

burg, 1965; Holt, 1964; Silberman, 1970).

With renewed emphasis on attitudes, values, and interests as important

outcomes of education, has come increased concern for evaluating affective

goals and responding to legitimate pressures for social accountability

(Messick, 1970; Scriven, 1966; Stake, 1970). The need to teach and ap-

prAsie affective responses was summarized by Kahn & Weiss:

What happens in teaching Situations is
highly related to the affective responses
acquired related to school, teachers and
the subject-matter Area. If desirable
affective goals are to be realized as a
result of the educational process, rele-
vant fromal learning situations have to be
developed and the effects of such learning
experiences will have to be systematically
appraised. (Kahn & Weiss, 1973, p. 760.)
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Attitudes and USMES

Claims that positive affective response T.y iny USMES students'

growth in real problem solving abilities the written

material produced by the program developers. it./1. example, in the context

of correlating the content of USMES materials with SCIS (Science Curricu7

lum Improvement Study) materials, the USMESdevelopera

...That while not all of the USMES
challenges are based on a science topic,
the investigation of each challenge does
teach the problem-solving process. The

students learn skills and concepts with-
in the context of a problem that is real
to them. Thus, they can see the need for
acquiring a particular skill and will learn
it more willingly and quickly. When the
students can immediately see the practi-
cal application of some particular skill,
they will react more positively,with a
desire to learn the skill in question.
USMES provides the bridge between the
abstractions of the school curriculum
and the world of the student (USMES Cur-
riculum Correlation Guide, April, 1975;

P. 23.)

Indeed, the USMES philosophy itself emphasizes the imp$"rtance of
4

task relz.varIcV, co-operative enterprise, and intrinsic rewards in the

students' learning activities. USMES "challenges" undertaken by the

students must embody some valid aspect of school or community life rather

than being an invented problem imposed prepackaged by the curriculum.

The USMES developers have ruled out trivial'problems, puzzles, contrived
,

situations as USMES problems. They contend that like serious problems of

the adult world, USMES problems typically require combined efforts of groups

of students, not just an individual student working alone. While some work

may be done individually, the USMES approach requires a division of labor

and an exchange of ideas--a total group effort.
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Finally, an USMES problem must be practical, so that students may hold

the expectation of useful accomplishment. The success and correctness

of Analyses are determined by the stUdents' tests of utility, not by

teacher judgements (The USMES Guide; May, 1975).

Many USMES users and others familiar with USMES have cited the students'

enthusiamn for the program as one of its most important assets. This

perception was corroborated by the results of our 1973-74 teacher inter-

views and the observations by the evaluation team on site visitations for

the 1973-74 evaluation project. USMES teachers and principals noted that

having learned about USMES from their peers, non-USMES.students were urging

their teachers to adopt an USMES unit. Our conversation with a limited num-

ber of USMES students working in Design Labs qpring Winter and Spring, 1974

also supported the contention that students were very enthusiastic about USMES.

However, we felt that these reports may have been prejudiced, parochial

or otherwise nonrepresentative. Therefore, as part of the 1974-75 evalua-

tion efforts, we sought more objective evidence from a wider data base,

directly from students, to investigate the impact of USMES on attitudes.

What Attitude's to Measure and How

It was implicit in they oral and written discussions of USMES that the

developers considered the students' attitude development in setting gener-

al goals for the program and in devising the curriculum itself. However,

no explicit, direct statements about affective objectives for USMES were

available prior to Fall, 1974, when the evaluation team sought to pre-test

student attitudes. Therefore, we asked the developers to commit them-

selves to a specific list of affective goals, which they sought to achieve
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through USMES, which might not be complete or final, but which we could

use as one basis for assessing the affective behaviors of USMES students.

In Ilsponse to our request, the developers shared with us a working

draft of their goals for USMES scudents in the areas of attitudes and

values. That list follows:

Being open to new ideas and inic

Appreciating the importance of the many facets of problem solving

Developing self-reliance, curiosity and initiative

Making value judgements

Recognizing differences in values according to age, experience,

occupation, income and interests (culture, race, religion, ethnic

background)

Recognizing that facts alone do not determine decisions, that prob-

lematic situations have no set answers

Recognizing core values of daily living: fair play and justice, free

speech, opportunity for decision making, opportunity for self-re-

spect, choice, right to privacy, acceptance of the life styles of

the community, group identity.

Accepting responsibility for work being done

Participating in decision making relevant to their lives

Learning to work cooperatively in large and small groups; recognizing

the values of cooperation among individuals, group work and division

of labor

Respecting the views, thoughts, and feelings of others.
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The generality of these affective goals precluded our using them to

determine what specific attitudes we should measure and how. Nevertheless,

the list was useful as a screening deviCe for existing items.

The research literature and our experience with attitude assessment

directed us to consider several ro,hniques to measure attitvdest (1)

observational methods, L 4 ; and (3) self-report methods like

questionnaires and attitude scales. Already, we had collected general

statements from teachers about their views on the impact of USMES on stu-

dent& attitudes, and more precise, structured observations of students'

affective behaviors were nOt feasible. USMES student interviews which

were to bev:conducted_later in the 1974-75 academic year included questions ,

about their affective response to the program, but the data ba.$ vas rela-

tively small (120 students), the interview time was Limited, aad control

comparisons could not t made.

A self-report techntrue was deemed most satisfactory. Of the elf-

report methods, Likert -,.scales have been used most frequently by t searchers

because these scales are usually easier to construct than other, types

(Aiken, 1970, p. 554; Kahn & Weiss, 1973, p. 768-769; Shaw & Wright, 1967).

The greater availability of Likert-type scales was a favorable consideration

for choosing this technique. However, ease of reading, ease of interpre-

tation, and ease of response were more iMpelling reasons for our_choine of

this method. As Aikenutionst

A diffi,-4-lity with self-report inventories

at_the Oilementary-school level As the
readaWiWty and interpretability of the
attitude instrument; another problem con-
cerns the degree of self-insight and
conscientiousness with which the pupils
fill out the inventory (Aiken, 1970,
p. 559-560).
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Not surprisingly, a review of existing attitude scales revealed that

no intact scale would be appropriate for the USMES evaluation. However,

the review did servo to suggest ideas on what affective areas, relevant

to USMES, could be measured. The evaluation team assembled for review a

large pool of potentially usable items. Concurrently, we developed a

list of the salient affective issues and referents to measure. Our initial

decisions about retention of items in the pool were based on two criteria:

(1) whether the items were related to the USMES philosophy and approach;

and (2) whether the items were statements about the "content" of USMES--

problem solving and the dis4iplines of math, science, or social science.

The sources of the olJztnal items whidh we selected for pilot-testing

are identified below by

a. Math items wax* diken from scales by Aiken (1963), Dutton &

Blum (1968), and fed= (1958).

b. Science items were ,tuLied from instruments developed by

Allison (1967$ and h Dutton.& Stephens (1963).

c. Suggestions social studies items were found in the works

of Easton & niapaals (1966) and Kehoe (1970).

d. Items tapping 4tatudes'toward the USMES style,uf learning

were adapted from .,lected scales of the Minneota School

Affect Asses ezi. Those scales were entitled "general school

interest," "autonomy," "self-expression,"."failure anxiety,"
.... _

"academic fellowsb; "co-operation," "non-mastery," "need

for direction," af.4 "non-communication." Only one to three

items from each of these MSAA scales could be considered for

inclusion in the pUot-testinc for the new instrument.
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e. Several items from Covington's (1967) scale were thought to

be useable and appropriate for measuring students' attitudes

toward USMES-styled, real problem solving.

Readability was a factor which eliminated several items from consid-

eration, especially the longe .. items from the Covington scale. We decided

to limit the attitude testing to students in grades four through eight,

and to strive for a scale which could be readily understood by most be-

ginning fourth graders.

From the item pool, two forms were assembled which were judged to be

roughly parrallel by content analysis. A reading specialist critiqued the

forms for level of difficulty on vocabulary, ideational depth, and logical

construction. The final versions of the pre-test forms had been revised

in accordance with her suggestions. ....(See Appendices K and L for Forms 1

and 2 of the pre-test attitude scale.)

Pre-testing

For the Fall pre-testing, item sampling was accomplished by giving

alternate forms of the attitude scale to every other child in each sample

class. This was done to reduce the demands for testing time but retain the

opportunity to collect data on a larger number of items. Thus, instead of

obtaining scores for every student in the 'sample on every item across both

forms, we obtained estimates of class means on each of the 51 items from

randomly selected halves of,the groups in each class.

Our trained field staff administered these scales, and they were direc-

ted to note which words, ideas, items, etc. proved to be difficult for their

sample classes.
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Pilot Testing

The item sampling procedure used in the pre-testing would have en-

abled factor analysis of the total pool of 51 attitude items only if class

means were used as the unit of analysis. However, this practice would

have yielded too small an N.

To study the factor structure of the scale and to examine the internal

consistency reliability estimates for the factors, we decided to administer

.the rcombined fOrms 1 and 2 as a single instrument. The resulting instrument,

"Form 0," is shown in-Appendix J. It was administered to approximately 180

students in grades 4 through 6 and to another 180 students in grades 7 and

8 in an urban school system in the metropolitan Boston area. Again tesG

administrators noted words which students found diffict...c.. The socioeco-

nom±c leveLs of these students could be characterized as lower-middle to

middle class. The USMES program was not used in that school system, nor

were any students In the pilot test sample serving as control students.

For our exploratory study of the attitude instrument, a variety of

factor analyses were run on the data. Several computing methecis for factor

solutions were used; both orthogonal and oblique rotations were tried. The

methpds were applied to the data for grades 4 through 6, to the data for

grades 7.and 8, and to thetotal data base. The SPSS programs (Nie, Bent,

and Hull; 1970) for these factor analyses were run at the Bostnn University

Computer Center, The results of these several analysis--lengthy tables

of factor loaags--have been omitted from this- report. Only a summary of

the most important observations from the
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post-testing

The post-test version, or "Form 3," of the attitude scaie-is shown in

Appendix M. The test was administered in May, 1975 to 31 USMES and 26

control classes. Usable returns were obtained for a total of 1401 st.w10.,ts.

Determining the Pettier Structure of the Instrument

A largenumber of factor analysis4kragrams and options were available

to us at the Bostrn-Untwersity Computing'Center. The procedure we deemed

more appropriate:for our purpose was rhe. SPSS program for the alpha fac4

torsolution (Nie, lent, and Hull, 19704 p. 220).

In alpha factoring, variables indlnded in/the factor analysia are con-

sidered to be a sample from the universe of variables, an assumption we

held in selectingltems for the attitude scale. The alpha method follows

the: classical factor-model with the basic-lactor'postualte that variables

_are_assumed-toconsist of two parts: onezthat is determined by common

factors and one that is unique to each_variable. Using alpha factoring,_we
1

.
sought to define factors that have maximum generalizability, the measure

of which is known as Kuder-Richardson's reliability coefficient or Cronbach's

lb( In other words, -we wanted to achieve factors with as high as possible

internal consistency reliability.

Only those factors whose eigenvalues were greater than unity were re-

tained for suhsequent interpretation. Orthogonal rotations were applied.

Separate analyses were conducted on Part I and on Part II of the post-

test:attitude data for the entire sample of 1491 students. Part I items

included a variety of stamements on classroom climate, instructional strate-

gies, and specific content. areas. The tteas on Part II were designed to

measure attitudes toward complex problem.solving.
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Rei-a"t;di-e-ss of the factor analytic prociaure OY-fhe Tata base whi-ch

was used, some'of the emerging factors were.very similar across 'inalyses.

This was so, most notably for the "math" and the "science° factors. For

other relatively stable factors, a few items loaded on one factor in one

analysis but on another factor when another method or dJata base was used.

in no case did the items intended to measure selected attitudes toward

social studies load on facfors in a logitally satisfytmg way or with any

sizable loadings.

The Covington attitude items based on the engineering problem in

Part II of the scale did not factor clearly, probably because these

items were quite homogeneous and the sample size might have been larger

for the number of items used. We noted too that the references to the en-

gineers problem in subsequent items after-the story may have been too re-,

mote for the children to associate "koblem" with that particular problem.

The results of the pilot study suggested a few changes in the attitude

,

scale. We rewrote certain items which were difficult to read. "Social

studies" items were deleted because of the poor item statistics and factor

structUre effects with these items. In our judgement, the item referents

were unclear to an elementary school child. What constitutes social studies

and by what name--social science, civics, geography, etc.--would the child

refer to this expansive area? More specific issues or values n this area,

e.g., prejudice, democracy, politics, would not be any more meaningful

to young students and could not be sampled'adequately with a na11 num-

ber of items. A final change based on tlin results of the pilot study was

the combination of all revised, usable items into one form which would take

approximately-30,minuteswfei46atteSt administration.
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1

AlsoT-the-atpha-method-of-factorin& was applca separately to the

USMES group data and to the control group data. Essentially the same

factor structure was obtained for each data base, so we decided to use

the total group results to determine which items would be included in the

subtest scales.

Table 7.1 shows the factors, the item loadings, and .the communality

estimates which emerged from the analysis of Part I data. Table 7.2 gives

the results of the factor analysis of Part II of the attitude scale. Also

presented in these tables are item analysis data which sh(-4 Hoyt's esti-

mate of reliability (internal consistency) and the standard error of measure-

ment for each factor. The last column in each table contains the item-

subtest total correlation for each item, i.e., the correlation between

the item score and the scale score. In general, the scale scores are sim-

ply additive raw score weights for the items loading > .3 on that factor.
NW.

(In a few cases, items with factor loadings slightly less than .3 were in-

cluded on a scale because there was a logical fit between the item and the

-fiCeor, and
because-intriatrig-thligetrdin-IWTT-diTa-dffeieriibility of their

respective scales.) As shown in Table 7.1, factor analysis of Part I of

the attitude scale yielded seven significant factors; (1) science appre-

ciation; (2) academic insecurity; (3) non-mastery; (4) preference for group

learning activities; (5) arithmetic enjoyment; (6) self-directed learning;

and (7) arithmetic value. It is interesting to observe that all of the

"science" items in the instrument loaded on one general factor of science

appreciation, however, the "arithmetic" items split to yield two factors--

enjoyment versus value. Another note is that the third factor which we
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TABLE 7.1

Results of Factor AnalysiS and Item Analysis of

Part I of the Attitude Scale

Factor Percent of u 1.a t

Number Explained '"oy "

and Name Variance 'e

.M.411.1010101111DOMnim~mOdINANIMMOww1~11111.04~111.001401.

Item

ftwOw...PPME.1.01ams.

Loading Comm. I.T.C.

1.

Science

Appreciation

3619% H= .77

S =2.29
e

7,

8.

9.

I wish I had more science in

school.

I am interested in learning

more about science.

Scienceis not usefUl for

0..morwriVrombrOar......mmo....spOlo

.77396 .5601 .648

.77021 .5919 .678

-.30030 .23211 .375

10. Studying science bores me. -.70206 .51271 .607

11. ,Science hel'ps,to improve the .29336 .2021 ..317

12._ W1142,you learn-in,scienc'e is .51902 .3193 .479

often the basis of_a good hobby.

2.

Academic

Insecurity

19.5/ H= .35

S
e

=2.20

3.

Non-

mastery

13.17. H= .38

S
e

14. I don't like to talk to the

whole class about my ideas.

22. I have alot of questions.I n .29158 .1550 .209

never get a chance to ask.

29. I get confused when I don't .30583 .1969 .219

know why I'm studying some

things.

31. I hate to make a mistake in class .28691 .1044 .151

class.

.34041 .2131.---'71.57:-

,..11=Md0.0.11=11.11.11111.

19. I like to study lots of things, .51477 .4488 .232

even if I don't learn them well.

0

21,5-

28. I like to go on to new topics, .36910 .1564 .232

even if I haven't learned much

" (.41.0 .1,1111,4/AL,{1.1 Al 01/.0 Ja 00..04 AM) /41/ i4,4
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0.10.11MAO.WWWW..........0.0.04e.0..........%.40.0.0..........=.47.~
6.11y11....i........M1.0ftmo..1

.Factor Percent of
Hoyt

a

&
Number Explained

S

eand Name Variance

4.

Preference

for Group

Learning

Activities

-10.6°C Fk.- .50

S

e

Item

14, I dOn't like to talk to the

whole class about my ideas.

15, Talking with other students

in small groups is fun.

16. Ilike to help other students

learn.

24. I like to talk in a small

group about my ideas.

26. I enjoy talking with other

people in large groups.

27. I like to learn by working

with other students.

Loading Comm.

,34.6.12 .2731

-.54105 ,3147

-.32114- .2202

-.58695 .3560

-.53546 .3440

-.46644 .2929

me.,MRism~4ft~.........

.247

.236

.296

.223

1

.343

--,47003----f2449 ..451

Arithmetic S =1.40 metic because I am not good

Enjoyment
e

with numbers.

2. I enjoy arithmetic, .62005 .3414 .530

4. When I hear the Word arith- -.58491 .3292 .540

metic, I have an unpleasant

feeling.

6. 6.10/, Hz .65 13. I like to choose what 1 want .64606 .3399 .494

Self- S

e

z2.30 to learn,

Directed

Learning
18. I like my teachers to -tell me

what I'm supposed to learn.

21. I like to decide for myself

what I study in school.

-.37705 .1970 .320

.72877 . .3481 .518

I 'prefer tO Choose the people I.39567 .1849. .329

want to work with in class.

0.....tNawmywg.+r..ww.awzwrsr"wa~.orrorogo.II..saaw.orrsdwnomswe.a..r.wnriao...ft..
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,^mw.

Factor Percent of
Hoyt

a

&

Number Explained

and Name Variance

S

e

10.01111OMIMMINft

6. (cont.)

TABLE 7.1 (Cont.)

Item Loading Comm. I.T.C.

25. I like to listen to the -.36708 .2651 .340

teacher talk to the whole

class.

IMMM11=MMI..M=MO.I.N=MIPIMP.041"1

7. 4.0% H= .50 3. Arithmetic is not useful to .48793 .1892 .307

Arithmetic S

e

=1.33 children.

Value
5. Arithmetic is as important as .34346 .1708 .297

any other subject.

6. I won't need arithmetic when -.47011 .1600 .362

I grow up.

a~41 1.1.11011ftli.M.11.1111111NOMINNINIMMOIMINM

aThis column contains Hoyt's estimate of reliability
and the standard error of measurement for each factor.
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Factor

Number

and Name Variance

TABLE 7.2

Results of Factor Analysis and Item Analysis of

Part II of the Attitude Scale

Percent of
Hoyt

a
&

Explained

Item

1.

Need to

Please--

Acquiesce

=2.69

220

3. In a problem like this one,

the best answer will be the

one that most of the class

decides is right,

5. The best answer is the one

that the teacher thinks is

right.

6. It is best to make sure that

an idea is a good one before

sharing it with the class.

10. I dOn't think I should ask too

many questions about problems

in class.

11. Other students knoWmore a-

bout problems like this than

I-do.--

12. If I already have one good

idea,'I would rather stick

with it than look for more

ideas.

Loading Comm. I.T.C.

.41160 .1825 .283

.52256 .4310 .442

.33935 .1659 .268

.47772 .301(t .388

.38633 .1674 .273

.42613 .2824 .368
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ftworwwwwwww..wwm.mmmmwwft.....ftm,'
rftow 6006

Factor Perceat of ,
- ,rt

Number Explained

and Name Variance

2.

Divergent

Thinking

I.M.111w

TABLE 7.2 (Cont.)

Item Loadimg Comm.9 I.T.C.

NEIMMO.MPIMMINftinininalmIMWM/mismumorimmmmowohmlwairrirm+

27.0% .42? 4, An idea for solvinva problem .21791 .0777 .109

could lead to a wrong answer

but still be a good idea.

8. I woulA like to workHon a prob. .67430 .4528

lem like this one.

9. If-I worked on this problem, I 57263 .3822

would get alot of Apod ideas,

13, I would like to wo:.itk on a prob. .64051 .4062

lem like this, even:though I

#ght not be able tesolve it.

10.01.01101,0fteneMNIP~Immmow.=1.1.01.1=1.1.

3.

Academic

Competition

,4.

Convergent

Thinking

2,

001.1.1011..10.1.

11.5%

S

15, I am very good at thinking and

solving problems.

.35550 .2142 oal

404 2. If someone gets an idea that no .42360 .3293 .2E3

one else has thought of, he

should keep it to himself.

0. T_O.,14 that:my_ideas. for S-6N- .57987 .4308

ing this problem would he bet-

ter than ideas given by other

students.

1, There is.probably only one an .

swer to a problem like this one.

7. There is probably only one best .76670 .5890 .532

vary to solve a problem like this

one.

.61304 .4676 .532

a
This.column contains Hoyt's esti1Q reliability .and the standard error of measurement.for each factor.
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titled "non-masremy" could also bn an indimator zn 'meed for change,"

or a "short atten=±on..-q=mn."

The factor analysts_of Part EL of the attitnd -A. scale yielded four-

factors with eigenvaluest greater than one. Thest. facrors-were titled

follows: (1) need, to pleaseacquiesce; (2) diver-gen:L.:thinking; (3) aca-

-demic competition; and (4) convergent thimking. At...first glance the items

on-lactor-l- and factor 4 of 'Part II all seem to deal with closure and/or

conformity. However, it is the nature of the statementspersonality state-

ments am factor 1, and cognitive statements on factor 4-,-which Ls the

sis for a logically satisfyins separation of these two. factors.

SeorinA and AnaIzasis

The class.mean for each attitude factor was the unit of analysis used

in the investigation of treatment group differences. To obtain theSe-memas,

several procedures were followed, First, those items with negative item--

subtest-total correlationslaere reverse scored. Second, for the post-

test data, subtest totals14ere foumd .for each studeat by adding the raw

scores for items which Loaded .3 orTgreater on the lectors. Then these sub-

test totals were average-across students in a class. to .get class means far

each factor.

The pre-tsti of the att i.. scalte involved item sampling -through

the use of two forms. 'Thus, to obtain ala pre-test estimates of class:means

for attitude factmr, -partial subtest scams mere -56,und for S's whm toOkITtoorm

1, then for thosenwho received Form-2, Class ave-rges for the partial sdb-

test scores were (calculated separatly for Form 1 and Form 2. Lastly, the.

pairs of partial subtestmeans were summed to yield pre-test class:means

on eaCh factor.
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Th mean5 ript A. ere submitted ta two, types of analy/ses: (1) repeated

measumes analysis mf variance, and (2) iflualysis of covariance. The repea-

ted measures analysis was used to tmmv:rigate whether classes from either

treatmEnt gmep reeEized statisticall: .ignificant gains in attitudes with-

in grade leve :era: of interest. -Pretest to post-test administration dif-

ferences hadrulbinterpreted with .ttution, however, because a few revi-

sions in wordilige made on theTaatest form, and because the item

sampling on the:prest mecessitated .a. different procedure for. calcula-

ting :class memas.fluEll that used on the post-test.

analyadis 76EtovariLance methocl4mas applied to test the hypothesis

that there were mo dtistically significant differences in post-test scores

theHUSMES and courrOI groups once adequate statistical arlowances were

made relative tn prme-test differences-between the treatment groups.

Results fimr21.1;art I oaf the:Attitude Scale

The itsmameans and standard derEations for thee statements on Part I of

lthe attiti the. scale are pnesenteTable 7.3.

Fctor aralysis of theAats ..frme-Eart I yielded seven sgmfficant fac-

tors. ITEe.datUar.ussion of ore-to-poet treatment, and grade differences on

eaell tarn -*.;a:mcompaudied117urlaili1eaffiar the repeated measures and covari-

ante anak. A table orE meam., by 7_7oup and by grade, and a graph of

tbese ciatae.. .-14go..-presented r eatia lac tor.

The -esallannmErs-note=hatune musz-exercise caution in interpreting these

classmearrsl-±ere--the attitude-factt=scores were derivedfrom items which

were not truly-_scaled. 'While we sougirt to include both positive and nega-

tive statenents_in the instrument, weDdid not determine the position on

lle latentattitude variable refhected by the item. Thus. one should examine

a *coup's .0ae grade's factor mean in relation to the means to= other groups

or gOdes, anditiza=onsideratior. of the possible range and-midpoint for
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TABLE 7.3

Pre-test and Post-test Means and _Scamiard Deviations for
Items on Part I of the Attitude S,inte Civei, by

Factor for USMES anc Contre: Croups

Item
a

No. Item.

TISMES

Pre Post

-Factor- 1: :Science Appreciation

7. I Wish I had mor,.:2 science in

school.

3..28

a.( 52)

3.41

(1.43

8. I am interested in learning more 3.63 3.74

about :science. (1.3r, (1,31)

9.--"Seience is not useful for chil- 3.59 4..32

dren.* (1.45) (1.11)

10. Studying science bores M2.* 3.36, 3.54
(1.51), (1.41)

11. Science helps to Tapve 4.38

world. (L,19) (0.96)

12. What you learn, in science is 3.52 3.33

often the basis of a good
hObby.

(1-26) ((1.15)

Far3tcrr Irrse=i-cy

14. a don' t like to -tartic to -.tbe,

swhale class about my ideas.

22, a have a lot of .quei ons- I
never get a chance to' ask.

29. 11 get confused when a darr' t

know why I'm studying same
things.

IL. I hate to make a mistake in
class.

Control

'

1

Pie Boat

3.02 3.13

(1.54) (1.53)

3.59 3.47

(1.41) (.1.44)

3.59 4.34
(1.50) (1.112):

3.2.9 3.34.

(1.53) 1.5co

4.15 4.35

(1.25) (1,07))

3-46 3.65
J--33) (L.21)

2.82 3.17 2.88 3.29

(1.46) (1.47) (1.53) (1.45)

3.15 3.41 3.22

(1.41) (1.40) (1.52)

73-43.

(11.41)

3.69 3.58 3.75 :3.55

(1.21) (1.25) (1.23) (1.2_5)

4.12 3.98
(1.21) (1.26) (1.21) :.(q.3Di

2 2,6
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TABLE 7.3 (Cont.)

Item

No.
a

Item

USMES

Fre Pos71.

Factor 3: Nion?-mastery

Control

TRre Rost.

19. I like to
even if I

28. I like to
even if I
about the
fore.

study lots of things,
don't learn them weLL.

go on to new topics,
haven't learned much
topics I studied be-

* 3.77-

(1.30)

3.14 3.26
(l.'337) (1.33)

* * 3.81

(1-27)

3.09 3.:21

(L.36) (1.30

Factor 4: Preference for Mroup Learning Activites

-14,-
wholemlass about, my ideas.*

15. Talking with other students in
small groups-is-fun.-

16. I Like to help other.students
learn.

24. I like to talk in a small gronp
about.my ideas.

26. I enjoy talking
people in large

27. I like to learn
cmher students.

with other
groups.

by worklng

-3.68 .2,883

41.36) (1,53) (1.44:1)

4.2$ 4.37 4.27
-(ILE) (I- 09) :(LITT)

4-18 16-.=48

-(0..4

(1 -12

3-14
(1.36)

.(1-15)

1.

2-

4.-

Factor 5: .AtithmetEc -Enjoyment

I try not to do much arithmetliz 3-139 4-.00

because I.am not good with
numbers.*

(1-29) (1-.19)

I enjoy arithmetic. 3.77 3-77

(1-27) (1.32)

When I hear the word arithmetic, 2.75 3.68
I have an unpleasant feeling.* (1.42) k(-1.3 61))

(1.16) (1_7)

3.80 3.70

(1.29) (1-00)

3.46- 300W
(1.37) (1,18)

_4.13 4-04
(1.12) (1,18)

3.77 4-D6
(1.35) (1...T9)

3.60 3-66
(1.46) (1.37)

2.90 ôO
(1.4 '+) (11-040)
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TABLE 7.3 Cont.)
-

Item

No.
a

Item

USMES Control

Pre
4_

Post

Factor 6: Self-directed Learning

13. I like to choose what I want to
learn.

18. I like my teachers to tell me
what I'm supposed to learn.*

21. I like tcr decide for myself what
I study ta school.

23. I prefer to =loose the people I
want to work with in class.

25. I like :to to the teacher
talk to the wnole class.*

3.78 3.95
(1.42) (1.29)

3.66 2.52
(1.39) (1.43)

3.38 3.43
(1.36) (1.39)

4.08 4.09
(1.28) (1.21)

3.61 2.15
(1.38) (1.22)

Factor 7: Arithmetic Value
0.11110,

. Arithmetic is not useful to
children.*

5. Arithmetic is as important as
any other subject.

6. I won't need arithmetic when I
grow up.*

4.31 4.47
(1.25) (1.13)

4.09 4.28
(1.24) (1.18)

4.35 4.53
(1.20) (0.98)

Pre ,Post

3.67 3.78
(1.55). (1.42)

3.76 1- 2.41
(1.42) (1.45)

3.26 3.44
(1.51) (1.44)

4.04 4.00
(1.34) (1.32)

3.82 2.13
(1.33) (1.26)

4.32 4.51
(1.26) (1.06)

4.17 4.27
(1.26) (1.17)

4.36 4.52
(1.17) (1.01)

a
Item numbers were taken from the post-test form.

b
Standard deviations are given in parentheses.

*Items with an asterisk were reverse scores.

**This item, was not included on the pre-test.
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a given scale. Graphs of the means data are presented to aid this inter-

pretation.

The results for Part I are given below by factor.

A. Factor 1: Science Appreciation

Table 7.4 contains the results of the trelatment by grade analysis of

variance with repeated measures on Factor 1. Grade level differences in

science appreciation scores were statistically significant at p < .05,

but these differences required qualification by treatment group, as indi-

,

cated by the significant treatment X grade interaction effect (p AC .05).

This repeated measures analysis of variance also revealed a highly signifi-

cant (p < .0001) prerto-post test administration difference which did not
_

depend on treatment 'or grade level.

When post-test scores were adjusted for pre-test differences in science

appreciation scores, the analysis of covariance computed on factor 1 scores

resulted in grade level differences significant at p < .015, and treatment

group differences which approached statistical significance at p .07.

These results are shown in Table 7.5.

The Factor 1 means printed in Table 7.6,and graphed in Figure 7,1 re-

veal the nature of these differences. The highly significant pre-to-post

increase in science appreciation for both treatment groups at all grade

levels is portrayed vividly by the graph. Initially positive expressions

of science appreciation became more positive over the course of the school

year.

The graph of Factor 1 means also highlights the grade level differences

1

and the grade by treatment interaction effect which were significant in the

repeated measures analysis of variance. Overall, the younger grades reported
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TABLE 7.4

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part I, Factor 1:

Science Appreciation

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 56 378.96 6.77

Grade(G) 2 54.95 27.48 5.357**

Treatment(T) 1 12.59 12.59 2.455

T x G 2 49.82 24.91 4.855*

Error 51 261.59 5.13

Within Ss 57 116.93 2.05

Tests(A) 1 60.61 60.61 61.072**

G x A 2 2.70 1.35 1.358

T x A 1 1.21 1.21 1.201

TxGxA 2 1.79 0.90 0.901

Error 51 50.62 0.99

Total 113 495.88 4.39

*p 4r, .05

11110.1.

**p A( .01

-iABLE 7.5

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on
Part I, Factor 1: Science Appreciation

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T) 1 4.99 4.99 3.406

Grade(G) 2 13.38 6.69 4.564*

T x G 2 2.80 1.40 0.956

Error 50 73.50 1.47

Total 55 94.67 1.72

*p < .05 I
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TABLE 7.6

Means and ...Standard Deviations for. Attitude
Sknres on.Part.I, Factw: 1:

ScienceAppreciation

Treatment Groups

Pre

USMES Post

Adjusted.

Control

Pre

Post

Adjusted

Pre
Total
for Post
Grades

Adiusted

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

16

(T1.28)

23.85
0...44)

23.,43

21.25

(2.00)

22.98
(2.02)

22.96

21.80
(2.91)

22.94
(1.82)

22.59

7T 13 6

21.94- 21.75 18.66
(1.93) (1.59) (0.29)

23.95 22.57 19.88

(1.42) (1.45) (0.86)

23.52 22.25 21.41

15 29 13

21.93 21.47 20.35

23.90 22.80 21.53

23.47 22.61 22.00

'Total

tor
Treatments

31

21.55

23.19

22.99

26

21.09

22.32

22.39

-57

Note,-4)ossible range ofFactor 1 scale score means is 6 to 30;
the midpoint of the scale is 18.
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greater appreciation for science. However, when the grade level means

collapsed across treatments were distinguished by treatment, a very dif-

ferent picture emerged for the USMES versus control groups at the 7th and

8th grade level. Here, the USMES group scored significantly higher than

thercontrol group on both the pre- and post-test measures, though the

changes for each group were in the same directi.lfl.

With the statistical adjustments for pre-test differences achieved by

the analysis of covariance, the significant grade level effect persisted,

but the interaction effect was no longer significant.

B. Factor 2: Academic Insecurity

Repeated measures analysis of variance and analysis of covariance pro-

grams were run on factor 2 scores. The results are shown in Tables 7.7 and

7.8 respectively. None of the F ratios in either table reached statistical

significance at the .05 level.

The factor 2 means printed in Table 7.9 are presented graphically

in Fivre 7.2. Inspection of the graph reveals fairly Clat profiles of

pre- and post-test mean scores fot both treatment groups at all grade levels.

Only the seventh- and eighth-grade level USMES group showed any appreciable

pre-to-post difference in Factor 2 scores, but this increase in academic in-

securilY was not statistically significant.

While none of the items were truly scaled, it is interesting to note that

all cell means fell approximately two points above the supposed point of

neutrality (12) on this scale of academic insecurity. Were the majority

of students somewhat insecure about their school work?
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TABLE 7.7

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part I, Factor 2:

Academic Insecurity

Sourde df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 56 42.26 0.75

Grade(G) 2 2.05 1.02 1.384

Treatment(T)
_

1 0.43 0.43 0.581

T x G 2 2.07 1.04 1.400

Error 51 37.71 0.74

Within Ss 57 37.29 0.65

Tests(A) 1 1.92 1.92 1.032

G x A _
2 1.86 0.93 1.464

T x A 1 0.17 0.16 0.247

TxGxA 2 1.03 0.52 0.814

Error 51 32.32 0.63

Total 113 79.55 0.70

TABLE 7.8

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on
Part I, Factor 2: Academic Insecurity

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment( '1) 1 0.02 0.02 0.024

Grade(G) 2 3.88 1.94 2.482

T x G 2 2.88 1.44 1.843

Error 50 39.00 0.78

Total 55 45.78 0.83
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TABLE 7.9

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part I, Factor 2:

Academic Insecurity

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N. 8 16 7 31

Pre 13.82 13.79 13.92 13.83

(0.65) (0.73) (0.57)

USMES Post 13.79 13.97 14.98 14.15

(1.01) (0.68) (0.64)

Adjusted 13.80 13.98 14.98' 14.25

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 14.03 14.06 13.93 14.02

(0.86) (0.77) (1.12)

Control Post 14.38 14.08 14.28 14.20

(0.62) (1.23) (0.70)

Adjusted 14.37 14.07 14.27 14.24

N 15 29 13 57

Pre 13.92 13.91 13.93

Total
for Post 14.06 14.02 14.65

Grades
Adjusted 14.08 14.02 14.63

-

Note--Possible range of factor 2 scale score means is 4 to 20;
the midpoint of the scale is 12.
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C. Factor 3: Non-mastery

Post-test scores on factor 3 were based on two-items, but one of these

items loading on factor 3 was inadvertently omitted from the pre-test forms.-

Consequently, the "pre-test" scores for non-mastery should be regarded

only as estimates of pre-test position. (The pre-test estimates were de-

termined by multipling the one item score by two.) In light oE this error;

the repeated measures analysis of variance to investigate the significance

of pre-to-post test administration differences was misleading and is not

presented here.

Since the pre-test estimates were deemed satisfactory .als a covatiate,

an analysis of cavarixr.-e for factor 3 scores was computed. The restIL

are sb.own in Table 7.12. The F-ratio for grade differences was highll- ,%1g-

.nificant at p < .0001. No other effect was significant.

Factor 3 means are presented numerically in Table 7.11 and graphically

in Figure 7.3. Ignoring the fairly flat profile of pre-test estimates, one

should observe a significant decrease in non-mastery post-test scores from

the lower to upper grade levels in both USMES and control groups. This

outcome seems to indicate that the lesser need for variety and change and

the increased attention spans are simply a function of maturation.

While this result does not distinguish between treatments, it does have

implications for USMES usage. It has been documented elsewhere (Shann,

August,.1975, Chapter III) that extended, less intensive applications of

USMES units aver the school year havebeen unsatisfactory. Students, partic-

ularly younger students, lost interest in units presented that way. Since

that result was documented during 1973-74, the USMES developers began to
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TABLE 7.10

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on'
Part I, Factor 3: Noh-mastery

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T) 1 0.01 0.01 0.015

Grade(G) 2 12.92 6.4* 18.548**

T x G 2. 0.50 0.2.5 0-255

Error 50 17.50 0.3J

Total 55 30.93 0.56

**p 4: .01
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TALE 7.11

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part I, Factor 3:

Non-mastery

Treatment...Groups 3-4

GrisLde Levels

5-6 7.-8

Total
for

Treatments

16 7 31

Tpre 8.37 8.41 8.02 8.31

(0.57) (0.77) (0.64)

USMES --To.t. 7.70 7.04 6.21 7.02.

(0.55) (0.71) (0.43)

Addilsted 7.71 7.05 6.20 6.98

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 8.60 8.20 8.04 8.27

(0.77) (0.30) (0.41)

Control Post 7.52 7.15 6.28 7.05

(0.57) (0.54) (0.49)

Adjusted 7.54 7.14 6.26 6.98
-

N 15 29 13 -57

Pre 8.48 8.32 8.03

Total
for Past 7.61 7.09 6.24 .

Grades
Adjusted 7.62 7.10 6.23

Note--Possible range of factor 3 scale score is 2 to 10;

the midpoint of the scale is 6.
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encourage shorter, more intensive use of USMES challenges rather-mthan en-

couraging that one unit should be pursued aver an entire school year.

D. Factor 4: Preference for Group Learning...Activities

Table 7.12 contains the results of the repeated measures anakais

of variance for scores on factor 4, while Table 7.13 containsthe analysis

of covariance results for this factor. In neither analysis were treatment

or grade level differences significant. However, the F-ratio far7Tre-to-

post differences was significant at p 4. .01.

Looking at the Factor 4 means in Table 7.14 and the graph of these means

in Figure 7.4, one can see that all groups, except USMES students at the

fifth- and sixth-grade level decreased in their Amarage prefer4nce for group

learning activities. Nevertpeless, all means meref:at. least three -points

above the supposed point of neutra12ty on this attitude factor; tiaestudents

generally- liked to learn by workingwf-rh. other studeats.

E. Factor 5: _Arithmetic Enjoyment

In Table 7.15, the results of the repeated measures analysis of variance

are presented, while Table 7.16 contains the analysis of cavariance results

for scores on factor 5. The repeated measures analysts revealed a signifi-

cant grade difference, but this grade effect did not reach statistical sig-

nificance in the covariance analysis when post-test scores were adjusted

for pre-test differences. The ANCOVA grade effect was significant only at

p 4; .1.1.

It was the pre-to-post test differences in factor 5 scores which were

highly significan't at p < .0001. Interpretation of this result is aided

by examination of the pre- and post-test means shown in Table 7.17 and

graphed in Figure 7.5. Both treatment groups at all grade levels showed an
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TABLE 7.12

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for Attitude
Scores on Part I, Factor 4: Preference

for Group Learning Activities

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

BetWeen Ss 56 136.92 2.45

Grade(G). 2 2,55 1.28 0.522

Treatment(T) 1 1.21 1.21 0.494

T x G, 2 8.46 4.23 1.731

Error 51 124.70 2.45

Within Ss 57 68.88 1.21

Tests(A) 1 8.34 8.34 7.636**

G x A 2 1.81 0.90 0.828'

T x A 1 2.40 2.40 2.198

TxGxA 2 0.60 0.30 0.274

Error 51 55.73 1.09

Total 113 205.80 1.82

**p 4C .01

TABLE 7.13

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on Part I,
Factor 4: Preference for Group Learning Acttvities

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T) 1 1.53 1.53 0.800

Grade(G) 2 3.08 1.54 0.809

T x G 2 1.28 0.64 0.334

Error 50 95.50 1.91

Total 55 101.39 1.84
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TABLE, 7.14

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude Scores
on Part I, Factor 4: Preference for

Grotip Learning ActiVities

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

576 7-8

-
Total
for

Treatments

N 8 16 7 31

Pre 22.35 22.12 22.87 22.35
(1.62) (1.13) (1.06) .

USMES Post 21.95 22.16 22.00 22.07
(1,03) (1.88) (1.21)

Adjusted 22.09 22.43 21.88 22.13

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 23.30 22.87 22.26 22.85

(0.91) (0.89) (1.34)

Control Post 22.60 22.04 21.16 21.99

(1.43) (1.36) (1.37)

I Adjusted 22.26 21.92 21.34 21.84

N 15 29 13 57

Pre 22.80 22.46 22.56

Total
for Post 22.25 22.11 21.61

Grades
Adjusted 22.17 22.17 21.61

Note--Possible range of factor 4 scale score means is 6 to 30;
the midpoint of the scale is 18.
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TABLE 7.15

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part I, Factor 5:

Arithmetic Enjoyment

Source df. .Sum of Square Mean Square

,Between Ss 56- 65.89 1.18

Grade(G) -2 7.25 3.63

Treatment(T) 1 0.63 0.63

T x G 2 3.30 1.65

Error 51 54.71 1.07

Within Ss 57 63.57 1.12

Tests(A) 1 30.98 30.98

G x A 2 0.86 0.43

T x A 1 0.07 0.07

T x G x A 2 0.05 0.02

Error 51 31.62 0.62

Total 113 129.46 1.15

*p 4( .05
**p < .01

TABLE 7.16

F-Ratio

49.967**

0.690

0.120

0.038

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on Part I,
Factor 5: Arithmetic Enjoyment

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T)

Grade(G)

T x G

Error

Total

1

2

2

50

55

0.38

4.36

0.74

47.00

49.93

0.38

2.18

0.37

0.94

0.91

0.409

0.400
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TABLE 7.17

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part I, Factor 5:

Arithmetic Enjoyment

,

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 8 16 7 31----.
Pre 10.21 10.54 10.38 10.42

(1.05) (0.56) (0.48)

USMES Post 11.35 11.76 11.09 11.50

(0.93) (0.86) (1.10)

Adjusted 11.38 11.69 11.06 11.38

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 10.55 10.46 9.72 10.31

(0.68) (1.14) (0.86)

Control Post 11.68 11.49 10.47 11.30
(1.14) (1.02) (1.09)

Adjusted 11.60 11.44 10.66 11.23

N 15 29
t

13 57

Pre 10.37 10.50 10.08

Total
for Post 11.50 11.64 10.80

Grades

Adjusted 11.49 11.56 10.86

Note--Possible range of factor 5 scale score means is 3 to 15;
the midpoint of the scale is 9.
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increase in arithmetic enjoyment from Fall to Spring. The increase was of

approximately the same magnitude for all groups of students.

F. Factor, 6: Self-Directed Learning

The results of the repeated measures anlysis of variance for scores on

factor 6 are presented in Table.7.18. The F-ratio for grade differences was

significant at p < .0001, and there was even less doubt that pre-to-post

differences could not be attributed to chance. However, there was also a

significant interaction between these two effects: grade and time of test

administration.

As shown in Table 7.19, highlY significant grade differences (p .0001)

in factor 6 scores also emerged from the covariance analysis, when post-test

scores were adjusted for pre-test differences. However, for factor 6, this

adjustment was minimal. Table 7.20 and Figure 7.6 show that the pre-test

means for both groups at all grade levels were very similar. On the other

hand, grade level differences in post-test scores were striking.

At the beginning of the school year, the tendency was For students in

both treatment groups at all grade levels to express a uniformly high prefer-

ence for self-directed learning: deciding each for himself what to study;

what to learn; whom to work with in class. However, in the Spring a vastly

different picture emerged. At post-test time, the younger students in grades

B and C found substantially less appeal in self-directed learning. Scores

for fifth- and sixth-graders in both treatment groups also decreased on

factor 6, but the decreases were not as marked as those for third- and forth-

graders. The oldest students exhibited the smallest decrease in preference

for self-directed learning over the period from Fall to Spring.
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TABLE 7.18

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance hir
Attitude Scores on Part I, Factor 6:

Self-Directed Learning

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Watio

Between Ss 56 140.54 2.51

Grade(G) 2 50.45 25.22 14.480**

Treatment(T) 1 1.18 1.18 0.679

T x G 2 0.07 0.03 0.0.9

Error 51 88.84 1.74

Within Ss 57 325.37 5.71

Tests(A) 1 229.44 229.44 230.732 **

G x A 2 43.32 21.66 21.780**

T x.A 1 1.73 1.73 1.744

TxGxA 2 0.16 0.08 0.083

Error 51 50.71 0.99

Total 113 465.91 4.12

**p 4( .01

. TABLE 7.19

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on Part I,
Factor 6: Self-Directed Learning

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T) 1 3.11 3.11 1.921

Grade(G) 2 90.34 45.17 27.910**

T x G 2 0.14 0.07 0.045

Error 50 31.00 1.62

Total 55 124.59 2.27

**0 .11c .01
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TABLE 7.20

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part I, Factor 6:

Self-Directed Learning

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 8 16 7 31

Pre 18.56 18.70 18.54 18.62
(1.38) (0.81) (0.62)

USMES Post 14.30 16.02 17.96 1A.01
(0.69) (1.43) (1.27)

Adjusted 14.32 15.99 17.99 16.10

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 18.42 18.76 18.75 18.67
(1.47) (0.92) (0.79)

Control Post 13.94 15.50 17.59 15.56
(1.56) (1.42) (1.06)

Adjusted 14.02 15.44 17.54 15.67

N 15 29 13 57

Pre 18.49 18.73 18.64
Total
for Post 14.13 15.79 17.79
Grades

Adjusted 14.17 15.72 17.77

Note--Possible range of factor 6 scale score means is 5 to 25;
the midpoint of the scale is 15.
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One would expect that older students would be, in fact, more self-directed,

more independent. One would also exOect that the more mature students

should be more consistent and more accurate in appraising their own prefer-

ences.

G. Factor 7: Arithmetic Value

Table 7.21 contains the results of the repeated measures analysis of

variance for scores on factor 7, and Table 7.22 contain::- the results of co-

variance analysis for these scores. Neither the grade nor the treatment

effect was significant. However, as shown in Table 7.21, the difference be-

tween pre- and post-test administration was highly significant at p < .0001.

The nature of the pre-to-post differences are revealed in Table 7.23

and in the graph of these means, Figure 7.7. Both treatment groups at all

three grade levels showed highly significant increases in arithmetic value

scores between the Fall and Spring testing periods. The position of the

post-test means toward the upper limit of the scale is especially noteworthy.

These positive attitudes toward arithmetic, from factor 5 and factor 7,

were corroborated by the results of our interviews with USMES children.

They do like math, very much; they find it useful and enjoyable.

Results from Part II of the Attitude Scale

Table 7.24 contains the item means and standard deviations for the

statements on Part II of the attitude scale. These items were factor ana-

lyzed separately from Part I items, because all of the Part II items were

adapted from a scale by Covington and all of the items were designed to

measure attitudes toward complex problem solving, in the,context of a spe-

cific problem facing a group of engineers.
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TABLE 7.21

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part I, Factor 7:

Arithmetic Value

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss

Grade(G)

Treatment(T)

'TxG
Error

Within Ss

56

2

1

2

51

57

28.00

2.77

0.16

0.57

24.50

317.13

0.50

1.38

0.16

0.29

0.48

5.56

3.878

0.325

0.598

Tests(A) 1 295.05 295.05 779.153**

G x A 2 0.73 0.36 0.959

T x A , 1 0.17 0.17 0.454

TxGxA 2 1.88 0.93 2.476

Error. 51 19.31 0.37

Total 113 345.13 3.05

**p 4C .01

TABLE .7.22

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on
Part I, Factor 7: Arithmetic Value

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T) 1 0.00 0.00(38) 0.009

Grade(G) 2 2.64 1.32 3.032

T x G 2 1.52 0.76 1.747

Error 50 22.00 0.44

Total 55 26.16 0.48
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TAME 7.21

Means and Standard Deviations tor ALLiLudo
Scores on Part I, Factor 7:

Arithmetic Value

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 8 16 7 31

Pre 9.82 10.27 9.82 10.05

USMES Post 12.88 13.44 13.65 13.34

Adjusted 12.91 13.41 13.68 13.34

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 10.24 10.16 10.27 10.20

Control Post 13.08 13.60 13.08 13.34

Adjusted 13.06 13.60 13.06 13.24

N 15 29 13 57

Pre 10.02 10.22 10.03
Total
for Post i2.97 13.51 13.39
Grades

Adjusted 12.38 13.51 13.37

Note--Possible range of factor 7 scale score means is 3 to 15;
the midpoint of the scale is 9.
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TABLE 7.24

Pre-test and Fjst-test Means and Standard Deviations for
Items on Part II of the Attitude Scale Given by

Factor for USMES and Control Groups

Item

No.
a

Item

USMES Control

Pre Post

Factor 1: Need to Please--Acquiesce

3. In a problem like this one, the 3.47 3.35
best answer will be the one that (1.29) (1.34)

most of the class decides is
right.

5. The best answer is the one that
the teacher thinks is right.

6. It is best to make sure that an
idea is a good one before
sharing it with the class.

10. I don't think I should ask too
many questions about voblems
in class.

11. Other students know more about
problems like this than I do.

12. If I already have 'one good idea,
I would rather stick with it
than tOok for more ideas.

2.98
(1.47)

4.09
(1.18)

2.35
(1.41)

3.53
(1.31)

2.82 2.73
(1.46) (1.37)

3.04
(1.26)

3.07
(1.53)

2.93
(1.20)

2.70
(1.40)

Factor 2: Divergent Thinking

4. An idea for solving a problem 3.79 3.90
could lead to a wrong answer but (1.07) (1.02)
still be a good idea.

8. I would like to work on a prob- 3.52 3.28
lem like this one. (1.30) (1.34)

9. If I worked on this problem, I
would get a lot of good ideas.

13. I would like to work on a prob-
lem like this, even though I
might not be able to solve it.

15. I am very good at thinking and
solving problems.

3.68
(1.31)

3.52
(1.30)

3.44
(1.10)

2.93
(1.20)

3.31 3.19
(1.16) (1.17)

Pre Post

3.46 3.41

(1.31) (1.34)

3.14 2.45
(1.47) (1.43)

4.22 3.79
1.12) (1.25)

2.83 2.85
(1.45) (1.40)

2.90 3.01

(1.33) (1.29)

2.91 2.81

(1.55) (1.40)

3.78 3.91
(1.13) (0.96)

3.45 3.18
(1.32) (1.38)

3.84 3.32
(1.13) (1.13)

3.51 3.01

(1.32) (1.29)

3.37 3.19
(1.21) (1.18)
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TABLE 7.24 (Cont.)

iteM

No.
a

Item

USMES Control

Pre Post

Factor 3: Academic Competition

2. If someone gets an idea that no
one else has thought of, he
should keep it to himself.

14. I think that my ideas for solv-
ing this problem would be better
than ideas given by other stu-
dents.

2.25 1.92
(1.53) (1.36)

2.62 2.50
(1.29) (1.19)

Factor 4: Convergent Thinking

There is probably only one an- 3.10 2.87

swer to a problem like this one. (1.28) (1.28)

There is probably only one best 3.81 3.08
way to solve a problem like this
one.

(1.29) (1.26)

Pre Post

2.16 1.98
(1.49) (1.35)

2.52 2.57
(1.26) (1.28)

3.16 2.81

(1.30) (1.26)

3.80 3.10

(1.29) (1.28)

a
Item numbers were taken from the post-test form.

b
Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
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Factor analysis of the data from Part II yielded four significant

factors. As was the case with Part I factors, the discussion of pre-to-

post, treatment, and vade differences on each Part II factor is accompanied

by tables for the repeated measures and covariance analyses. Tables of

means by group and by grade level, and graphs of these data are also pre-

sented.

These results for Part II are given below by factor.

A. Factor 1: Need to Please--Acaulasse

Differences between pre-test and post-test scores on this first factor

from Part II of the attitude scale were highly significant, as shown by

the results of the repeated measures analysis of variance in Table 7.25.

The F-ratio for grade effects in this analysis was also significant at

p AC .0001. HoWever, the results in Table 7.26 show that when post-test

means were statistically adjusted to account for pre-test thfferences, the

grade effect was no longer statistically significant.

On the other hand, the covariance analysis produced an F-ratio for the

treatment difference which approaches statistical significance at p ..41: .14.

The outcome is not statistically significant, bui it merits further inves-

tigation, especially since relatively stable class means were used as the

unit of analysis, and the degrees of freedom are much lower that they would

be in the less conservative use of individual's scores as,the unit of anal-

ysis.

One should look at the means in Table 7.27 to examine the nature of thil.;

possible treatment group difference. The adjusted mean of 17.74 for USMES

students suggests that they are somewhat less inclined to want to please,

conform, or consent without protest, than students in the control classes,
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TABLE 7.25

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part II, Factor 1:

Need-to Please--Acquiesce

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 56 576.99-: 10.30

Grade(G) 2 233.39 116.70 18.435

Treatment(T) 1 9.74 9.74 1.539

T x G 2 11.04 5.52 0.872

Error 51 322.83 6.33

Within Ss 57 120.34 2.11

Tests(A) 1 63.42 63.42 60.980

G x A 2 2.29 1.14 1.101

T x A 1 1.24 1.24 1.944

TxGx A. 2 0.35 0.17 0.167

Error 51 53.04 1.04

Total 113 697.33 6.17

TABLE 7.26

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on Part II,
Factor 1: Need to Please--Acquiesce

Source df. Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T) 1 3.94 3.94 2.191

Grade(G) 2
1

1.30 0.65 0.392

T x G 2 .78 0.38 0.214

Error 50 90.00 1.80

Total 55 96.02 1.75
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TABLE 7.27

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part II, Factor 1:
Need to Please--Acquiesce

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 8 16 7 31

Pre 21.50 19.25 16.82 19.28

(0.95) (2.60) (2.17)

USMES Post 19.31 17.56 15.72 17.60

(1.43) (2.49) (2.10)

Adjusted 17.89 17.73 17.61 17.74

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 22.20 18.98 18.17 19.66

. (1.42) (1.57) (1.62)

Control Post 20471 17.72 17.16 18.40

(1.03) (1.20) (2.35)

Adjusted 18.79 18.08 18.10 18.32

N 15 29 13 57

Pre 21.83 19.13 17.44

Total
for Post 19.96 17.63 16.39

Grades
Adjusted 18.34 17.90 17.85

Note--Possible range of factor 1 scale score means is 6 to 30;
the midpoint of the scale is 18.
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whose adjusted mean is 18.32

The graph of means on factor 1 in Figure 8 presents a vivid picture

of...the substantial pre-to,pos.t_and_grade_d.ifferences. All groups decrease

in their need to please to conform, to acquiesce, over the period of a

school year. The sizes of the decreases are similar for all grade levels,

but the higher grade students tend less and less to need to please--to ac-

quiesce. It is more typical for the younger students to want to satisfy

the teacher's expectations and to conform to the viewpointsof classmates.

USMES students at the seventh- and eighth-grade Levels exprossed Ole least

need to please or to consent without protest.

B. Factor 2: Divergent Thinking

Results from the repeated measures analysis of variance for scores on

attitudes towayd divergent thinking are presented in Table 7.28. The grade

differences were significant at p < .001, and the pre-to-post differences

were significant at p ec .01.

Even with statistical adjustment of post-test means for pre-test.dif-

ferences, the grade differences remained significant at p ot .02. This re-

sult from the analysis of covariance of factor 2 scores is shown in Table

7.29.

The means on attitudes toward divergent thinking are presented by treat-

ment and by grade in Table 7.30. These pre- and post-test means are portrayed

graphically in Figure 9. In general, the means decrease from pre-test to

post-test. It seems that overall, the younger students expressed more con-

fidence in their divergent thinking abilities and greater preference for

divergent production activities. The direction of this grade difference

seems to contradict the results, from the analysis of Part IT, Factor 1,
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TABLE 7.28

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part II, Factor 2:

Divergent Thinking

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 56 75.78 1.35

Grade(G) 2 19.45 9.72 9.270

.Treatment(T) 1 0.01 0.01 0.007

T x G 2 2.82 1.41 1.344

Error 51 53.50 1.05

Within Ss 57 43.97 0.77

Tests(A) 1 5.44 5.44 8.529

G x A 2 1.24 0.62 0.971

T x A 1 1.22 1.22 1.912

TxGxA 2 3.56 1.78 2.794

Error 51 32.52 0.64

Total 113 119.75 1.06

TABLE 7.29

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on
Part II, Factor 2: Divergent Thinking

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(T) 1 0.77 0.77 1.037

Grade(G) 2 6.12 3.06 4.118*

T x G 2 0.60 0.30 0.398

Error 50 37.00 0.74

Total 55 44.49 0.81

*p IC .05
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TABLE 7.30

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part II, Factor 2:

Divergent Thinking

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

8 16 7 31

Pre 17.67 18.21 17.08 17.82
(0.61) (1.02) (1.28)

USMES Post 18.19 17.49 17.04 1 . 57

(0.54) (1.07) (1.02)

Adjusted 18.23 17.41 17.91 17.62

7 13 6 26

Pre 18.96 17.92 17.24 18.05
(1.20) (0.74) (0.81)

Control Post 17.98 17.39 16.67 17.38'

(0.74) (0.90) (0.49)

Adjusted 17.73 t7.38 16.80 17.30

N 15 29 13 57

Pre 18.27 18.08 17.16

Total
for Post 18.09 17.45 16.87

Grades
Adjusted 17.98 17.39 17.01

Note--Possible range of factor 2 scale score means is 5 to 25;
the midpoint of the scale is 15.
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which showed that the students in the higher grades tended to score lower

on the need to please--acquiesce, or the need to conform. However, state-

ments on this factor dealt, for the most part, with how one would respond

in a group. The factor 2 items fOcused on one's individual efforts.

C. Factor 3: Academic Com etition

Table 7.31 contains the results of the repeated measures analysis of

variance on factor 3 scores from Part II. Grade level differences were

found to be significant at p qc .01, and the interaction effect between

grade and test administration was significant at p < .05.

Analysis of covariance results for factor 3 are reported in Table 7.32.

When the statistical adjustments were made for pre-test differences, only

the treatment effect approached significance, at p < .14. An F-ratio with

this p value is not statistically significant, but the effect merits fur-

ther imvestigation.

The means for factor 3 scores are presented in Table 7.33. They are

displayed graphically in Figure 10. The overall grade difference revealed

in the repeated measures analysis of variance is one involving a decrease

in factor 3 scores from the lower to higher grade levels. The grade by

test administration interaction effect reported in the repeated measures

analysis table can also be seen in the graph. At the third- and forth-grade

level, both USMES and control groups scored higher on the pre-test; at the

fifth- and sixth-grade level, both groups scored at approximately the same

position on both pre-test and post-test; but an inversion occurred at the

seventh- and eighth-grade level, where pre-test scores are lower for both

USMES and control groups.
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TABLE 7.31

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part II, Factor 3:

Academic Competition

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 56 57.88 1.03

Treatment(T) 1 0.01 0.01 0.01

Grade(G) 2 21.91 10.96 15.59**

T x G 2 0.12 .0.07 0.08

Error 51 35.84 0.70

Within Ss 57 16.44 0.29

Tests(A) 1 -13.48 0.48 1.90

T x A 1 0.77 0.77 3.06

G x A 2 1.68 0.84 3.33

TxGxA 2 0.69 0.34 1.37

Error 51 12.82 0.25

Total 113 74.32 0.66

*p 4: .05
**p 4: .01

TABLE 7.32

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on
Part II, Factor 3: Academic Competition

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Rtio

1

Treatment(T) 1 0.61 0.61 2'.177

Grade(G) 2 0.58 0.29 1.011

T x G 2 0.52 0.26 0.931

Error 50 14.00 0.28

Total 55 15.71 0.29
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TABLE 7.33

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part II, Factor 3:

Academic Competition

Treatment Groups 3-4

Grade Levels

5-6 7-8

Total
for

Treatments

N 8 16 7 31

Pre 5.69 4.61 4.00 4.75
(0.79) (0.81) (0.57)

USMES Post 4.85 4.38 4.13 4.45
(0.40) (0.75) (0.43)

Adjusted 4.46 4.41 4.39 4.42

N 7 13 6 26

Pre 5.22 4.56 4.03 4.62
(0.61) (0.81) (0.49)

Control Post 5.20 4.43 4.30 4.60
(0.56 (0.58) (0.62)

Adjusted 4.99 4.47 4.55 4.67

N 15 29 13 57

Pre 5.47 4.59 4.02
Total
for Post 5.01 4.40 4.21
Grades

Adjusted 4.73 4.44 4.47

Note--Possible range of factor 3 scale score means is 2 to 10;
the midpoint of the scale is 6.
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The meaning one can attach to these results for factor 3 is question-

able, however, because the content of the factor itself is not clear.

The combination Of items loading on factor 3 is not logically satisfying;

the assigned name for the factor was not arrived at easily; and it is not

consistent with our experience that younger students should express more

academic competition than older students.

D. Factor 4: Convergent Thinking

Results of the repeated measures analysis of variance for scores on

Factor 4 are shown in Table 7.34. The pre-to-post dirIemt.cs were highly

significant at p 4 .0001, as were differences attributable to grade level.

The significant grade level effect persisted even when post-test scores

were adjusted for pre-test differences. This result is shown in Table 7.35

which contains the analysis of covariance results for scores on factor 4.

The factor 4 means presented in Table 7.36 are portrayed graphically

in Figure 11. These data reveal that students at higher grade levels are

less inclined to believe that only one solution is appropriate for a complex

problem. Further, the graph shows a marked decrease in this belief over

the school.year, from pre-test Lo post-test administration.

Summar and Discussion

An attitude scale was developed and pilot tested by the evaluation team

especially for this USME3 evaluation. The scale consisted of two parts.

Part I contained items designed to measure attitudes toward math and science

and toward various teaching strategies and learning activities which are

embodied by the USMES approach. The statem.:It in Part II of the scale were

selected and adapted from items developed by Covington (1967) and presented

in the context of a real-life, complex problem facing a group of engineers.
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TABLE 7.34

Repeated Measures Analysis of Variance for
Attitude Scores on Part II, Factor 4:

Convergent Thinking

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Between Ss 56 35.75 0.64

Grade(G) 2 11.19 5.59 11.705

Treatment(T) 1 0.00 0.00 0.001

T x G 2 0.19 0.09 , 0.198

Error 51 24.37 0.48

Within Ss 57 45.06 0.79

Tests(A) 1 30.49 30.49 119.304

G x A 2 0.59 0.30 1.604

T x A 1 0.13 0.13 0.494

TxGxA 2 0.83 0.41 1.615

Error 51 13.03 0.26

Total 113 80.81 0.72

TABLE 7.35

Analysis of Covariance for Attitude Scores on
. Part II, Factor 4: Convergent Thinking

Source df Sum of Square Mean Square F-Ratio

Treatment(r) 0.12 0.12 0.315

Grade(G) 2 3.98 1.99 5.189**

T x G 2 0.98 0.49 1.274

Error 50 19.00 0.38

Total 55 24.08 0.44

**p 4C .01
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TABLE 7.36

Means and Standard Deviations for Attitude
Scores on Part II, Factor 4:

Convergent Thinking

Grade Levels Total
for

Treatment Groups 3-4 5-6 7-8 Treatments

USMES

Control

Total
for
Grades

8- 16 7 31

Pre 7.30 6.81 6.95
(0.58) (0.48) (0.61)

Post 6.67 5.88 5.47
(0.84) (0.66) (0.48)

Adjusted 6.58 5.96 5.50

7 13 6

Pre 7.56 6.84 6.81

(0.60) (0.48) (0.79)

Post 6.47 5.67 5.81
(0.58) (0.61) (0.60)

Adjusted 6.29 5.75 5.89 ,

15 29 13

Pre 7.42 6.82 6.88

Post 6.58 5.79 5.63

Adjusted 6.43 5.85 5.70

6.96

5.99

6.02

26

7.03

5.92

5.98

57

Note--Possible range of factor 4 scale score means is 2 to 10;
the midpoint of the scale is 6.
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Factor analyses of the largest data base, the post-test attitude re-

sults for 1491 students, yielded 7 factors on part I and 4 factors on

Part II. Hoyt estimates for internal consistency reliability of Lhe 11

factcrs ranged from .35 to .77.

Scale scores were computed for each factor by adding the raw scores

for items loading .3 or greater on the factor. Class means on scale

scores were used as the unit of analysis in repeated measures analysis of

variance and in analysis of covariance for each factor.

The repeated measures analyses revealed highly significant (p < .0001)

pre-to-post test administration differences for most of the 11 factors. Only

Only the academic insecurity scale from Part I and the academic comPetition

scale from Part II produced no significant pre- post-test differences.

These results are summarized in Table 7.37.

These pre-to-post differences may be indicative only of "time-of-year"

effects, as discussed by Ahlgren and his associates with reference to their

Minnesota School Affect AssessmenLt

There is a class of items, mostly "pure school"
types like PRINCIPAL, GETTING GOOD MARKS AND
LISTENING TO THE TEACHER, which generally show
a distinct drop in ratings between fall and
spring. There is usually an almost complete
"recovery" over the summer. This may be entire-
ly a general human reaction and does not neces-
sarily point to deleterious aspects of schooling.

When evaluating programs, it is especially impor-
tant to be aware of this kind of time-of-year
effect. A pre-post evaluation of a new program
for example, could show zero or negative results
that were in fact an imporvement over the usual
drop. For program evaluation these effects
should be accounted for by the use of a control
group, or be based on fail-fall or spring-spring
differences rather than fal-bpring differences.
(Ahlgren, Christensen, & Lun, 1973, p. 27-28.)
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TABLE 7.37

Summary of Significanta Results of Repeated Measures'Analyses

of Variance and Of Analyses of Covariance on

Eleven Attitude Factors

Factor Factor

Number Name

Repeated Measures Analysis Covariance Analysis

Treatment Grade Pre-Post Interactions Treatment Grade Interactions

.........................................:........................

PART I
Lf

1. Science N.& 4:45 p< .0001 T x Gc p < .07 none

Appreciation

2. Academic N.S. N.S. N.S. none N.S. N.S. none

Insecurity

d

3. Non-mastery N.S. p < .0001 none

4. Group N,S. N.S. p 4(.01 none,' N.S. N.S. none

Learning

5, Arithmetic N.S. p <.05 p <.0001 none N.S. p < .11 none

, Enjoyment

6. Self-Directed N.S. p< .0001 p <.0001 GxAe N.S. p < .0001 none

Learning

7. Arithmetic N.S. N.S. p < .0001 none N.S. p < .06 none

Value
......----...........---. --.--............--....

a
Only those F.ratios with p values < .05 have been regarded as statistically significant. However,

effects with .15 7 p .05 have been included in this table because they merit further investigation.

b
Not significant.

c
Treatment by grade interaction.

d
No repeated measures analysis of variance was computed for Part 1, factor 3 scores.

e
Interaction of grade with test administration.
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TABLE 7.37 (Cont.)

. ,

Factor Factor

Number Name

Repeated Measures Analysis Covariance Analysis-
Treatment Grade Pre-Post Interactions Treatment

..................--

Grade Interactions

PART II

1. Need to Please

Acquiesce

2. Divergent

Thinking

3, Academic

Competition

;. Convergent

Thinking

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

N.S.

p < .0001

p < .001

p < .01

p < .0001

p< .0001

p < .01

N.S.

p < .0001

none

none

G xAe

none

p < .145

N.S.

pmC.14

N. S.

N.&

p< .05

N.S.

p < .01

none

none

none

none

a
Only those F-ratios with p values < .05 have been regarded as statistically significant. However,

effects with .15 `op p > .05 have been included in this table because they merit further investigation.

b
Not significant.

c
Treatment by grade interaction'.

d
No repeated measures analysis of variance was computed for Part I, factor 3 scores.

e
Interaction of grade with test administration.
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This evaluation did employ a control group design but Call-fall

testings were not feasible because samples would not have been accessible

-

the second fall.
-

There were no treatment by test administration inter-

actions resulting from our analyses. Both treatment groups moved in the

same direction. But in light of Ahlgren's and his associates' observations,

our results are very interesting because on most of the scales, the groups'

attitudes moved toward the more L'ocially or academically desirable direc-

tion up or down, aver the course of the school year. -

The time-of-year effect observed by Ahlgren et al. is probably evi-

denced in the overall decline of students' scores on factor 4, Group Learn-

ing, and on factor 6, Self-Directed Learning, aver the period from Fall

to Spring. At the end of the school year, students, perhaps, are tired

or less motivated,aand would prefer to play a more passive role in learn-

ing, while the teacher "runs the show."

There were no significant treatment differences revealed by repeated

measures analyses, as the summary of results in Table 7.37 indicates. How-

ever, there were a number of significant grade differences in attitude

factors which have implications for USMES development and USMES usage,

even though the grade differences did not interact with treatment when co-

variance adjustments were made. Guidelines for curriculum development and

implementation which come from research in developmental psychology'are

reinforced by some of the grade differences observed in this affective

evaluation.

Not surprisingly then, students in the older grades expressed a greater

preference for self-directed learning activities. Older students were less

concerned with pleasing the teacher and consenting to the answer held by
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the class. And, students at the higher grade levels were less inclined

to believe that only one solution is best for a complex problem.

Some of the interesting results of this attitude assessment were not

the statistically significant results from our inferential statistical

tests. The descriptive statistics indicating the overall attitud.: positions,

across groups and across grade levels suggest some very heartening affec-

tive responses to math and science from students which may be, in part,

the result of almost two decades, of the intensive math-science curriculum

development efforts.

The students we tested, both USMES and control, were very positive in

their attitudes toward arithmetic. They enjoyed it very much, and this

enjoyment increased over the school year and perhaps further over grade

levels. (Sr-tements about increased enjoyment in higher grades must be

tenuous because the research was cross Lectional and not longitudinal.)

The factor structure emerging from the factor analysis of our scale

suggested that students could distinguish between the attributes of enjoy-

ment and value with respect to arithmetic. Not only did the students in

our sample enjoy arithmetic very much, they also valued it highly, and their

average description of value to arithmetic was heightened almost to the limit

of our measurement scale on the post-test.

These expressions of positive regard for arithmetic were corroborated,

in part, by the results of our interviews with 120 USMES children. When

asked what they had done in school that year that they particularly enjoyed,

approximatcdy half of the student interviewers responded "math!" or "arith-

metic!" without prompting.
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The descriptive statistics summarizing the treatment groups' pre-

and post-test positions, at each grade level, on the scale of science ap-

preciation were also noteworthy. For all categories, initially positive

expressions of science appreciation became more positive over the course

of the school year. This result may be indicative of a slowing-down or a

reversal in the trend of older students' generally negative attitudes

toward science and scientists which was observed in the 1950's (Heath,

Maier, Remmers, & Rogers, 1957). Almost two decades of intensive science

curriculum development activity have followed. Many studies of the Cogni-

tive outcomes of new methods of science instruction have appeared since

1957. However, it is difficult to obtain a picture of the effects of these

curricula on the development of affective behaviors of students; the cog-

nitive studies proliferate, but the research on affective responses to

science curricula is disproportionately smaller (Kahn & Weiss, 1973, p. 784).

Only one treatment difference approached statistical significance close,

ly, but that difference may have special practical significance, especially

in light of the measure yielding that treatment difference at p < .07, as

shown in Table 7.37. When post-test scores on Factor 1 were adjusted for

pre-test difference, the analysis revealed that a significant treatment

difference may exist. USMES students tended to express greater appreciation

for science than control students.
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CHAPTER VIII

MORALE PROBLEM: POSSIBLE FOCUS

FOR FUTURE EVALUATIONS

This chapter will focus briefly on an issue which is clearly outside

the design for this evaluative study, but which has been voluntarily and

forcefully brought to the attention of the evaluators at almost every fi.eld

site that was visited. The issue holds critical potential for the future

maintainence and development of the USMES program. This chapter summarizes

the issue and recommends a more structured, objective investigation of it

in future evaluative projects.

This 1974-75 report, like that submitted for the previous year, documents

strong support for the USMES project, both in its conceptual design and in

its classroom implementation. The sources of these evaluations have included

teachers and principals engaged in the use of the USMES program.

In apparent contradiction, several of these same subjects engaged us in

confidential interviews at almost every site we visited and communicated to

uS attitudes of disappointment and disenchantment with the USMES program.

We estimate that these confidential interviews and their negative content

represent about 50% of the teachers and administrators using USMES on the lo-

cal level. Their comments are representatively paraphrased as follows:

At this school, only one-third of the original USMES teachers
are still using USMES. Some of our "drop-outs" are quite
bitter.

(a principal): While I am very supportive of the USMES program,
I can't get any of my teachers to use it.

Other USMES teachers in my school are so clearly dishonest in
their abuse of the USMES training incentives, I no longer want
to be identified with the program.

"X" is an exemplary USMES teacher, on paper, but in fact he
never uses USMES in his classrooms nd his logs are pure fiction.
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The training program, flight trips, etc., arc a total rip-off

of the American taxpayer.

Our team leader is too autocratic and, thus far, has turned

off three USMES teachers.

Don't say anything bad about me back in Boston, Tell EDC what

a good job I am doing so I can go back to Boston again next summer.

If these complaints are interpreted as critical of the program itself,

they clearly conflict with the more objective and carefully analyzed informa-

tion reported throughout this study. Nor did we, as participating interview-

ers, unders-and their thrust to be in this direction. What we.did hear were

indications of a serious morale problem among the USMES trained teachers

and principals on the local level. And this on two counts: (1) Principals

supporting USMES in their schools feel they are not in communication with

the program's officers, especially in regard to the changes in direction

which have occurred over the past three years. (2) The pivotal teacher rep-

resenting USMES in each local school frequently is a personality who says

all the right things about USMES but does not do USMES in the classroom.

His leadership is seen as more persuasive than honest. In these cases, he

is not viewed either as a teacher of integrity or as a genuinl, implementer

of the USMES philosophy. This representative figure, however, "personifies"

USMES to his colleagues on the local level; to all those within his sphere

of influence, his failings become representative of the value-estimate of

the'entire USMES program.

Because of our assurances of confidentiality, and because we designed

no instruments which would test these injections against objective evidence,

the observations presented here must remain on the level of hearsay. It

must remain the task of some future study to determine if, in fact, such a
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morale problem does exist; to examine the extend of its spread; to estimate

the depth of its effect; to gauge the degree to which it endangers the fu-

ture of the USMES development; to identify its causes; and to suggest pos-

sible methods of correction.

Our research indicates only that the USMES program, in comparison to

other NSF curricular programs, has a distinct philosophy which relies heavily

on the personal quality of its teachers. "USMES is more a philosophy than

A set of materials." This factor makes the USMES method of selecting, moti-

vating and training personnel more critical and more vulnerable than is true

of other NSF programs.
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CHAPTER IX

REPORT SUMMARYa

Focus for the 1974-75 Evaluation Project

This document reports on the 1974-75 USMES evaluation investigating

the cognitive and affective responses of USMES students to this interdis-

ciplinary, process curriculum. It includes the re_ lts of a pre-post con-

trol group design to assess the curriculum's effects on students' basic

skill development, their att 1:le change, and their progress in complex

problem solving. The results of interviews with USMES teachers and stu-

dents, unstructured observations at field sites, and'the field staffs' docu-

mentation of USMES usage are also included. A second report will document

work on the development of new techniques for assessing student progress in

complex problem solving.

The original proposal to the National Science Foundation for the con-

tinued evaluation of USMES d-ring 1974-75 was broader in scope than the plan

which was funded. As amended, the 1974-75 USMES Evaluation focused on stu-

dent effects of the program: their abilities in.problem solving; their basic

skill development; their attitudes toward math, science, problem solving, and

toward various learning activities embodied by the USMES philosophy. Tea-

cher training, support networks for USMES users, formative program monitor-

ing, material resource usage, and program dis,semination patterns were deleted

as areas for investigation. Clearly, the Foundation's overriding concern for

an evaluation of USMES was the pursuit of an investigation of its "proof of

concept," i.e. the examination of the students' problem solving abilities al.,c1

basic skills as they develop under the influence of the USMES program.

mEssentially a summary of Chapter summaries, this chapter can be obtained
separately as a summary of the report.
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Sample Selection, Data Collection, and Method of Analysis

Purposive sampling of new and experienced USMES teachers from 15 geo-

graphic areas was used to achieve a sample of USMES classes representing a

cross section of grade levels, socio-economic levels, and unit challenges.

ConLrol classes came from non-USMES schools which were located in the same

nr -1Iboring communities as the USMES schools. These control classes were

selec.ted to match the USMES sample classes, one-for-one, on the bases of grade

level, socioeconomic level, geographic area, and general features of the

schools' program.

Responsible field staff personnel were trained to serve as on-site eval-

uators for the test administration and for the observation of class aCtivities

in these USMES and control sample classes. Interviews werd completed by the

evaluators with all 40 USMES teachers and 120 students in the evaluation sam-

ple.- Howc,Inr,the maximum sample size achieved for other areas of th2 data

collection was 37 USITS classes and 34 control classes.

The sample attrition from the proposed complement oE 40 USMES and 40 con-

trol teachers be attributed to problems with two observers who did not

meet their commitments to data collection, and to the very stringent require-

ments of one state's law for permissions for pupil testing.

Several indicators in addition to the interview technique were used to

acquire data on the program's effects on student performance. The pre-test,

post-test control group design governed data collection on students'-basic

skill development, their performance in probleM solving and changes in their

attitudes toward math, science, problem solving and various learning activi-

ties. Six subtests ft-in the Stanford Achievement Test battery were selected

to measure basic skills. Problem solving ability was assessed with the Picnic
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Problem and uhe Playground Problem--two tests of small group performance in

simulated, real-life problem s_ituations. A Likert-type attitUde scale was

developed to investigate attitude change.

The student performance data were submitted to two-factor repeated

measures analyses of variance to determine if the treatment groups at each

grade level had realized statistically significant gains from pre-test to

post-test administration on any of the measures of performance. Whenever the

data warranted and assumptions could be met, covariance analyses were also

used to test the hypotheses that there were no significant differences be-

tween the treatment groups' adju..t.-d post-test performances.

Characteristics of Ex erimental and Control Classes

One essential'component-of this- &valuation-is a description-of what the

USMES experimental program is like in practice, and how it differs from the

treatment being applied to the comparative control groups. This documentation

was necessary to make meaningful comparisons between the performance scores

of students in the experimental program and the measures for students who did

not receive the innovative curriculum.

USMES classes in the sample received diverse applications of 'bile USMES

program. Some USMES classes experienced brief applications of the program

throughout the entire school year, while others had their USMES time concen-

trated in intensive periods over a few weeks only. -Many combinations of

levels of intensity and duration of usage were reported by the sample USMES

teachers, but, on the average, classes spent 11/2 hours a day, three days each

week, for 12 weeks on an USMES unit. .Most classes worked on only one unit

during the year.

For most USMES classes, the time for USMES came primarily form science

time. The statistically "average USMES class" reportedly borrowed some,
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Sample Selection, Data Collection, and Method of Analysis

Purposive sampling of new and experienced USMES teachers from 15 geo-
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cross section of grade levels, socio-economic levels, and unit challenges.

ConLrol classes came from non-USMES schools which were located in the same
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selected to match the USMES sample classes, one-for-one, on the bases of grade
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schools' program.

Responsible field staff personnel were trained to serve as on-site eval-

uators for the test administration and for the observation of class aCtivities

in these USMES and control sample classes. Interviews werd completed by the

evaluators with all 40 USMES teachers and 120 students in the evaluation sam-

ple:- Howc,f2r,the maximum sample size achieved for other areas of th2 data

collection was 37 USVES classes and 34 control classes.
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control classes were using or had used USMES.

Despite this variety in the nature and intensity of the treatments whi

the groups received, the results from the 1974-75 Class Activity Analysis

dicated that there were clearly distinguishable differences observed in th

kinds of activities pursued by USMES versus control students. Teache:.s co

tinued to dominate class activity 16% to 207 of the time in both treatment

groups. However, during the remaining observed class time, USMES students

exhibited a wider repertoire of behaviors, and they spent larger amounts o

time in more active, self-directed, and creative behavior than the control

students. When the control students were not focusing on their teachers,

they were spending much of the balance of the observed class time in very

structured activities--prestructured reading, prestructured writing, and
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calculatingprobably on worksheets or in workbooks Lor mathematics and/or

science.

Interview Results: Teachers, Students Administrators

The interview was retained I

as a data collection strategy for the con-

tinue& evaluation of USMES during 1974-75 because of the valuable insights

gained from the previous year's interview results. .A sample of 40 USMES tea-

chers was selected to be interviewed by the two senior members of the evalu-

ation team during the first three months of 1975.

For each USMES teacher interviewed three of his/her students were also

interviewed. In addition, the Tvaluation staff members spoke informally with

the administrators in the schools of both the USMES and control teachers.

The interviews focused on the effects of USMES or student and teacher be-

havior. Other issues arose in the course of the interviews with teachers

and administrators, but these were discussed in a separate section of the

report, since they do not relate directly to the questions in the interview

schedules.

Most of the points in the chapter on the interview data came from pairs

of sources: teachers and students; teachers and administrators. This built-

in system of checks helped to establish the validity of the information.

Another source of information, the observers at each site, served as an a -

ditional check-point.

0 There was no disagreement on the subject of children's enjoyment of USMES.

The children did enjoy USMES and they looked forward to using it. All agreed

that each child derived something from the program: increased knowledge in

content areas, or ability to solve problems, or socialization skills, dr
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increased feezling of self-worth,or a confirmation of all three. What each

child derived from USMES appeared to be a function of the teacher, the

"challenge," and the child.

The philosophy of USMES received complete support from teachers and ad-

ministrators. There was not a single instance of anyone if; either group

questioning the value of a problem-solving approach in education. Since

these largely self-selected USMES users favored a real problem-solving ap-

proach, it follows that they also favored an integraited approach to teaching

the disciplines, in order to solve the problems. And in theory, they did.

In practice, there were difficulties. Departmentalized programs, rigid time

schedules, and most teachers' limited content background (especially science)

made the integrated approach difficult.

The nature of the USMES challenge was another factor which made the prob-

lem-solving approach and the integration of the disciplines difficult to im-

plement. Some challenges simply did not lend themselves to a problem solving

approach. Very often, the challenge was not perceived as a problem by the

children,who simply saw what they did as a series of unrelated activities.

In some instances, even the teacher did not perceive the USMES unit as a

problem.

Administrators and teachers supported this perception bY asking whether

USKES was teaching problem solving or was just a series of activities, often

seen as "gimmicks." For those students and teachers who saw a challenge as

a problem, there was some feeling that the method of solution was general-

izing to other areas.

While USMES appeared to be teaching new skilla, it was seen mainly as

reinforcing old learning. Teachers and students had no difficulty identifying
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the specific aspects of mathematics being learned, but neither students nor

teachers could identify very much science Involved in the program. Other

content areas, e.g.) language arts, social science, were identified by some

teachers as being heavily-involved in the program.

Although the content emphasis was a function of the particular challenge,

it was also a function of a specific teacher's likes and disIlkes. Teachers

still tended to stress those areas which interested them or which they felt

most comfortable teaching. And so, they tended also to choose those challenges

with which they felt most comfortable. As a result, those units which empha-

sized the social science contents of mathematical applications were most often

used.

Teachers continued to learn to use the program through workshops or by

word-of-mouth rather than by using the manual. Other mategials;developed

specifically for USMES, e.g., how-to-cards and technical papers, were also

getting minimal usage, both by students and teachers. Even the Design Lab

usage declined noticeably from the previous year.

All-in-all, however, the interviews revealed that. USMES appeared to be

fulfilling some of its promises. There were indications that children felt

capable of dealing with their environment, and that teachers, through less

directive teaching, were encouraging children to solve their own problems.

USMES seemed to be changing the behavior of both teachers and students, in

what the developers could view as a positive way.

Basic Skill Development

Development of problem solving abilities and basic skill development are

seen as two interdependent tasks for the USMES program. To fully evaluate

the first, an examination of the second must also be made.
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A pre-test, post-test control group design was used to investigate

whether USMES students maintain the same level of basic skill development

as control students, even though USMES usage may detract from the amount of

basic skills instruction which USMES students can receive. Basic skill

development was measured with Fall and Spring administrations oC selected

subtests of the Stanford Achievement Test Battery: (a) Reading Comprehen-

sion, (b) Mathematics Computation, (c) Mathematics.Application, (d) Mathe-

matics Concepts, (e) Science, and (f) Social Science.

Several problems were enceuntered in the collection, analysis and inter-

pretation of the SAT data. However, none of these problems prevented an un-

equivocal response to the expressions of concern about accountability for

the communication of basic skills. Clearly, USMES students do not fall be-

hind their control counterparts in their performance on tests of basic skills.

On all six post-Lest measures, the overall USMES mean was higher than the over-

all control mean, but the differences were not statistically significant.

The USMES program purports to enhance the problem solving ability of

elementary school students without impdiring t4leir basic skill development.

Indeed, the results of our analyses of basic skills data suggest that fears

about impairment of basic skills of USMES students are unwarranted. The

question which may merit further investigation is not whether USMES detracts

from basic skill development, but whether USMES enhances basic skill devel-

opment, especially for students in the higher grades of elementary school.

The largest increases in basic skill development were observed between

the lower grade blocks. Of course, this pattern of development refelcts

the growth curve found for many areas of intellectual and physical develop-

ment. While not statistically significant, there was a noteworthy trend
,
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for the growth rates of the control classes to fall behind those for the

USMES classes at the upper grade levels.

Both USMES groups and control groups experienced similar rates of devel-

opment in the basic skills in the early and middle elementary grades. Fur-

sthermore, both these control and USMES classes were generally close in aver-

-age scores at pre-test time and at post...test time. However, the pattern,

changed for USMES and control groups in the higher elementary grades.

While the USMES group exhibited continued growth in each of the six sub-

test areas, the control group revealed less growth or even showed a decline

in performance.

This observation may be indicative of the effect of the USMES pro-

gram on basic skill development,at the higher elementary grade levels,
I

but it may also be a function of sampling bias. Control classes were matched

with USMES sample classes on the basis of grade level, socioeconomic compo-

sition and type of school program (traditional, "open," "non-graded," etc.),

and the pairs of USMES and control classes came from neighboring schools.

Nevertheless, careful matching on the most salient criteria is no assurance

of comparability of treatment groups on all relevant factors other than the

treatment.

Another point was raised in the discussion of basic skill development

of USMES versus cocrol students. It was a point of information which the

evaluators uncovered during their interviews with USMES teachers. They found

that USMES students have,n t been deprived of instruction in the basic skills.

In-some cases, they may have been getting more than the non-USMES students.

Without exception, in all the USMES classes we interviewe'd, mathematics con-

tinues to be taught as a separate content area. These students were getting
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their ordinary math instruction plus "USMES math." One might hypothesiz,e,

therefore, that USMES students should exceed the control group in mathe-

matics performance.

As for science, in the majority of cases, USMES was the science pro-

gram, for a portion of the school year, or for the entire school year, and

one wonders if there would be any science if USMES was not presented. There-

fore, in the math and science skills areas, USMES should not be interferring

with basic skill development, but rather, adding to it.

In other skill areas, i.e. reading, language arts, and social science,

our other sources of data support the conclusion that USMES is not taking

much time from these areas. Some of the-classes are not self-contained, Snd

for these classes, schedules and amounts of time are mandated for basic skills

instruction.

Clearly, USMES usage, as.practiced by sample classes representing a wide

distribution of geographic areas and socioeconomic levels, did not affect

basic skill development adversely. Previous investigations on this issue

yielded similar results. The measurement of basic skills has been a costly

and time consuming attivity and.sample teachers, principals, and their stu-

dents have become increasingly resentful that this kind of test administra-

tion is disruptive.of the school day, and sometimes is threatening to students. ,

The evaluators recommend that the resources devoted to comparing the--V
basic skill development of USMES and control students should not be expended-

in the future. Moreover, the issue of basic skill development should be of

diminished importance in light of'the patterns of USMES usage in most schools..

Most frequently, the time for USMES comes from regularly scheduled science

time, and to a lesser extent from project time. Hence, one should not expect
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USMES children to fall' behind in the basic skills areas of reading, language

arts, and mathematics which are of primary concern to most elementary school

personnel. Stated simply, the issue is not an issue.

Proof of Concept Assessment

An objective assessment of proof of concept of the USMES curriculum was

limited by the primitive state of the art of measuring problem solving abil-
,

ities in elementary school children. As the evaluation team.pursued a two-

fold thrust of program evaluation and new instrument development, we applied

the most satisfactory existing measures of problem solviog to answer immedi-

ate needs shared by the developers and the funding agency about the progresS

of USMES students in real, complex problem solving.

These measures were the Playground Problem and the Picnic Problem. The

,
,:qgmceptual bases for these simulated, real-life-relevant problem tasks re-

flected John Dewey's conceptualization of the problem solving process, whose

"five logically distinct steps" permeate much of the literature about USMES

'prepared by the USMES Central Staff.

Designed as parallel forms of one another, both problem tests are accom-

panied by manuals for trained administrators' presentation of the tests to

groups of five children.

The scoring protocols developed for the tests offer both cognittve and

affective assessments. The cognitive scores provide indices of the students'

abilities to identify, measure, calculate, and record data on factors which

they think are salient to the solution of the problems. The behavioral as-

sessments include ratings on motivation to accept the problem, commitment to

task, efficiency of manpower,and the nature of group leadership. Additionally,

the protocol for the Playground Problem afforded an assessment of the students'
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product: their drawing of the play area design.

Neither the Playground Problem nor the Picnic Problem satisfied the

program developers' concerns that these tests meet all of their criteria
_ .... _

for "realness." Therefore, rigorous investigation of these tests' relia-

bility and statistical validity did not seem to be Warranted, Content vali-

dation of the tests as simulated measures of life-Like, complex probLem

solving was established.

No differences between USMES and control students were noted in the be--

havioral aspects of their work on the problems. The four cognitive scores--:

were subjected to repeated measures analyses of variance and to analyses of.

covariance. Consistently, significant differences among grade levels were..

observed for all four cognitive aspects of the students performance. As one

might expect, the older students in both treatment groups outperformed the

younger students. They identified more factors and progressed to more fre-,

quent, higher level measuring, calculating, and recording on these factors.

However, no significant differences between treatment groups were found on

any of the ratings derived from the scoring protocoll

Attitude Changes in USMES and Control Students

Having analyzed the cognitive effects of the USMES program, on its stu-

dents, the evaluation team then truned its focus on the affective dimension.
4.

What is the impact of USMES on the students' attitudes?

An attitude scale was developed and pilot tested by the evaluation team

especially for this USMES evaluation. The scale consisted of two parts.

Part I contained items designed to measure attitudes toward math and science

and toward various teaching strategies and learning activities which are em

bodied in the USMES approach. Part II began with a statement of a real-life
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eomplex problem facing a group of engineers, and then followed with a series

of items.

Factor analyses of the largest data base, the post-test attitude results

for 1491 students', yielded 7 factors on Part I and 4 factors on Part II. The

repeated measures analyses revealed highly significant (p 4: .0001) pre-to-

post test administration differences for most of the 11 factors. Only the

academic insecurity scale from Part II produced no significant pre- post-test

differences.

However, these pre-to-post differences may be indicative only of "time-

of-year" effects, as discussed by Ahlgren. This evaluation did employ a con-

trol group design but fall-fall testings were not feasible because samples

would not have been accessible the second fall. There were no treatment by

test administration interactions resulting from our analyses. Both treatment

groups moved in the same direction. But in light of Ahlgren's and his asso-

ciates' observations, our results are very interesting,because on most f.

the scales, the groups attitudes moved toward the more socially or academical-

ly desirable direction, up or down, over the course of the school year.

The time-of-year effect observed by Ahlgren et al. is probably evidenced

in the overall decline of students' scores on factor 4, Group Learning, and

on factor 6, Self-Directed Learning, over the period from Fall to Spring.

At the end of the school year, students, perhaps, are tired or less motivated,

and would prefer to play a.more passive role in learning, as the teacher

"runs the show."

While there were no significant treatment differences revealed by repeated

measures analyses, there were a number of significant grade differences in

attitude factors which have implications for USMES development and USMES usage,
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even though the grade differences did not interact with treatment when co-

-variance adjustments were made. Guidelines for curriculum development and

implementation which come from research in developmental psychOlogy are re-

inforced by some of the grade differences observed in this affective evalu-

ation.

Students in the upper grades expressed a greater preference for self-

directed learning activities, were less concerned with pleasing the teacher

and consenting to the answer held by the class, and were less inclined to

believe that only one solOtiOn is best for a complex problem.--

The students we tested, both USMES and control, were very positive in_

their attitudes toward arithmetic. They enjoyed it very much, and this en-

joyment increased cyvt::. the school year and perhaps further over grade levels.

Statements about increased enjoyment in higher grades must be tenuous because

the research was cross sectional and not longitudinaI-:7-

The factor structure emerging from tlie factor analysis of our scale sug-,

gested that students could distinguish between the at,tributes of enjoyment

andvalue with respect to arithmetic. Not only did the students in our sam-

ple enjoy arithmetic very much, they also valued it highly, and their aver-

age description of value to arithmetic was hightened almost to limit of our

measurement scale on the post-test.

These expressions oE positive regard for arithmetic were corroborated,

in part, by the results of our interviews with 120 USMES children: When askec

what they had done in school that year that they particularl,y.enjoyed, approX

imately half of the student interviewers responded "math!" or "arithmetic!."

without prompting.
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The descriptive statistics summarizing the treatment grouv' pre- and

post-test positions, at each.grade level, on the scale of science appreci-
._

ation were,also noteworthy. For all categories, initially positive expres-

sions of science appreciation became more positive over the course of the

school year. This result may be indicative of a slowing-down or a reversal

in the trend of older students' generally negative attitudes toward science

and scientists which was observed in the 1950's (Heath, Maier, Remmers, &

Rogers, 1957). AlmOst two decades of intensive science curriculum develop-

ment activity have followed. Many studies of the cognitive outcomes of new

methods of science instruction have appeared since 1957. However, it is

difficult to obtain a picture of the effects of these curricula on the devel-

opment of affective behaviors of students; the cognitive studies proliferate,

but the research on affective responses to science curricula is dispropor-

tionately smaller (Kahn & Weis, 1973, p. 784).

Only one treatment difference closely approached statistical significance,

but that difference may have special practical significance: USMES students

tended to express greater appreciation for scierice than did control students.

z't

Recnmmendation for a Future auk'

Considerable information was volunteered to the senior evaluators by tea-

chers and administrators at almost all of the USMES sites on a singular theme.

In effect, the "feedback" indicated a serious morale problem growing among

the implementation and developmental teachers and their sponsoring principals,

threatening a possible movement to disengage from the program. The evalua-

tors were not charged wiLll the investigation of this issue, nor did they have

the necessary instrwlents to document of "objectivize" its content. However,

because of the serious possible implications.of this issue for the future
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dissemination of the USMES program, a rocommendation for its future inves-

tig- ication was advanced.

ConLI

In sum, this evaluation documents the decided perceptions of the USMES'

teachers that the US'IES program does teach problem solving skills to its

students, while e objective instruments to measure problem solving

skills-are still too_unsophisticated to give an accurate reading of this

same question. Basic skills of USMES students, according to both teacher

perceptions and Objective tests, have not suffered. Additionally, results

from the interviews with teachers and students documented the "excitement" .

for learning self-initiation and social interaction skills acquired by stu-

dents in USMES'classes. In their work on real problems, USMES students

sensed that their efforts can make a difference.
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School Information Form
1974-75

Instructions: Please fill out one forni for each USMES and C.Introl schoolrvaa..
in the Qvaluation sample.

1. Name of School: ......=r
2. Address of School: ....1.+......mmwOmo.wamegmem.011ilm

no. street

city state zip

3. Setting (check one): rural suburban city

4. Approximate socioeconomic level (check one): high

medium

low

pomplete thtfollataa questions for USMES schools ONLY

5. asign_Lah

a. Does the school have a Design Lab? Yes ):o

(If no, skip the rest of question #5)

b. Is there a Design Lab manager? Yes No

c. If "yes," what is the position of the manager?

Teacher

Teacher aide

Volunteer
111.111.1110.

High school student

Principal

Other (please explain)

d. How many hours per week is the manager in the Lab?

Hotirs every week

He is not assigned for regular hours each week but usually
ctomes in for about each week.".r.

6. How many classes in the school didjat least one compare IMES
unit this year?

OMMO.P

7. How many classes in the school did at least one com2lete USMES
unit last year?

-274-
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APPENDIX B

Class Information Form
1974-75
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USIES Evaluation
Class Information Form

1974-75

Instructions: Please fill out one form for each.USMES and Control class in

the evaluation sample:

I. Observer:

2. School:

3. Address of School:

4. Teacher:

1
5. Grade(s):

..
number street

city state zip

6. MIES class 7 # of Children

Control class

8. a. If USMES: name of unit(s) cowleted this year:

IV11.111.110.1M0........ "40

.b. If Control: self-contained classroom

if not self-contained, subject(s) taught by teacher:

307
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To Se ,knswered B USNES and Cont77o1 Teachers:

1. We ore interested in le.:rnial..; what materials or programs are used in the

teachiag of math, science and social studies. Please check which categories

are appropriate (many checks may be appropriate). It is not necessary to

give names of materials (excep'7. under "ot:cr"), bL. Aiply to check eppro-

. priate catcbories,
Math SOcial StudiesS(A...ence

1. Uses a single text
1

.

2. Usestmany books

3. USMES

4. Teacher-made materiaiNg only

5. Some teacher made materials

6. SCIS

7. ESS

-,--- . .

8,

----
SAPA

..

9. An individualized program

----

,

2. List the approximate number of hours spent per week, on the following

subjects and activities, for weeks when USNES was ard was not done.

A

Weeks When USMES IS Done Weeks When USt-IES is NOT Done

a. a. Math a.

b. b. Science b.

c. c. Social Science c.

d. d. Languat;e Arts d.

e. e. Music e.

f. f,

g.

Art

Physical Education

f.

g g.

h. h. Sf...:cial Projects h.

i. -- i. Other (specify: i. -

0011711INI.
.1)

Mow-Tmarzy- years- has this teacher been teaching?:

If the abaswe checklist-. (far_m1211.0201LALally) is' not appropriate for your- pro-

sram, briefly describe your progzam.
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To Be Answered By LISMES and Control Teachers:

;Me follouing uestion perti:Lns to the math and scictIce background of e:Ach

teacher. Please check appropciate items. (That is, if a teacher had an

undergraduate math minor, _ink EICheck (4) in that box. If a teacher has a

graduate science majoi,jput a check (4) in that box. Many catcgorias may be

checked.)

Science Math Social Science

A. Pro.ram

--

---- ---------

.Undergraduate

1. Ma or

2. Minor. J -----,
,

-----------

3. Education Methods Course

--

4. If not major or ninor:
non-education courses

.
.

B. Graduate Pro ram.,
,

,...

I. Major

24 Minor .

,

--- 3. Elucation, Methods Course

.

.

---,-...

,

.

,

4. a. Inservice Courses

.

4 b. IZ nor, mator or minor:
non-education courses

------- --- .
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To Bc Answered By Contrcl Teachers ONLY

1. Has the control teacher used any of the USMES materials this year? Unit

Resource Books, Haw-to-cards, Technical Papers, Design Lab?.
of,

2. Have the control children used any .of the USMES materials or.b2en exposcid

to USMES activities?

If yes, please explain:

.../....

4111.N.
=11.104....mm

3. Does the control teacher use the USMES philosophy in her class?

ba111111.1111110iace ---1710ftwegoollerm.,
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To Be Anwc,rRd By USM7.5 Teachers ONLY

1. How many years has the teacher been using USMES? 11

2. What units, other than the present one, has the teacher ever used?
0110.11M.IMIIMIM11111.

3. We are trying to determine how various USMES units are used! Please re-
spond to the following questions for each unit used this ,year. (If this
format seems completely inappropriate to the unit you've done, write a
brief description on the back of this page describing the amount of time
s=nt on the unit.)

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit

Name of unit.

About how many_weeks was USMES used? ---------"------.

-

About how man da s .er week? ----------

About how many hours per day was it
used?

.

4. Does the teacher express an interest in using USMES next year?

Yes No Other
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SS:

ool:

1974 - 1975

USME.S'-'6TASSROOM ACTIVITY ANALYSIS

Date:

USMES/Control:

t/Subject: Observer:

Llassroom OrgApization

Largf Group + + + + + + + +

- Smail-Group + + + + + + + +

Individual + + + + + + + +

rooNN7.,

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

3 13

-.282-
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4 5

0,
w
.,
1
...4

>
.,.4

1
c..;

4

Mea .

Counts - -
. .

Construtts/Assemblep 20-21

Graphs (22-23)

Tests/Experiments (24-25)

Calculates -. (26-27)

.etords Data

- 4,- ,

(28-29)

ites corpposition/illustrates . (30-31)

Writgs (grestructured1

,

(32-33)

pads Pnw-ro cards! Plays tailes

-

(34-151

(36-37)Reads (prestructures11

Free Reading (38-39)

.2
4.1

u

m
w
u
-0

Talks to another -task (40-41)

Talks to another- sacial

_

(42-43)

Takes part in small group
discussion - task

- -

(44-45)

Takes part in small group
discussion - social (46-47)

14w
t

1-1

%.,

w
.0
u
m
w
E-4

Gives pre-structured information
..,'

to teacher

,...,

(48-49)
..

Gives original information

to teacher

..

(50-51)

Seeks information from teacher (52-53)

Talks to teacher social
, (54-55)

0
w
1
m

...4

a

3

Takes part in class discussion

or Presentation 1 (56-51)

(58-59)Listen/look at child

Listen/look at small group .
(60-61)

Listen/look at class (62-63)

Listen/Look at teacher (64-65)

Listen/look at film or AV
Materials

(66-67)

Collecting material/maintence (68-69)

zestine/Waitine
(70-71)

Fooling Around
(72-73)

........
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APPENDIX D

ADMINISTRATOR'S MANUAL

for

THE PLAYGROUND PROBLEM

A Measure of Problem Solving Ability for

Use in the Evaluation of USMES

Prepared by

The USMES Evaluation Staff

Boston University

MAry H. Shann, Ph.D.

USMES Evaluation Project Director
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TO THE OBSERVER:

This.Mhnual and the accompanying
materials consist of the following:

1. Instructions to guide you in the administration
of the Playground Problem

2. A catalog of playground equipment

3. A form on which to record your observations of
the children's behaviors

4. A cassette tape for recording various segments
of the sessions.
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G E

Ilhemblem solving behaviors of elementary school chLidren constitute

one of thI wor important areas for evaluation of the USMEB program. 'The

Playground Problem is to be us as one means of assessing the success of

the USMES program in reaching...i.goals. This test is desiamed to enable

the observer to collect data:lks bmth and non-verbahaviors involved

in problersolving.

The-71ayground Problem should be administered to designated USMES

classes and control classes. Five children are to be selected randomly

from each. USMES class and similarly from each control class :Lim the evalua-

tion sample. The test is to be given to each group of five children rather

than to individuals.

Each group of children should be taken to an open area near the school

and asked to plan a playground. The materials the children are to use in

solving the problem, the instructions you are to give them, and the role

you are to play as an observer will be explained in detail shortly.

We are interested in assessing the degree of cooperation and self-

or group-motivated interest the childran demonstrate during the entire problem

solving period and the follow-up questi.m period. We are equally interested

in the degree to which the children employ practical considerations in solving

the-problem.

Our analysis of the Playground Problem test results will be based on

three kinds or records: (a) a tape recording of the children's verbal

presentation during the follow-up question period; (b) your observations of

the children's bebaviors as recorded on the observation form accompanying

this Manual; and (c) a layout of the proposed playground which the children

will be asked to draw on a large sheet of paper.
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In general, your role - an observer wilf ne to organiza the test

to instruct the chi dren on what to dc., and to obserlve and record

Yiir behavior. Specific initructions for administration of the Playground

st,;0.Aem are given in the following sections of 'his Manual.

I. Selection of Chilaren

A random sample of five children.should be picked fram each control

.class and each USMES class in your school. In the past, caildren have not

adiways been picked randomly, and this is not acceptable. W.!ienchildren are

7Icked on the basis of good academic performance on the one hand, or on the

basis'of "getting rid of the troublemaker" on the other, the entire session

will have to be disregarded.

It would be best for you to pick the children yourself, but the teacher

can also make the selections if correct procedures are used. The easiest

anpropriate method is to write the names of each child on a piece of paper,

::.'niTrow each piece in a hat, and then select five.

2. When to Administer the Playground Problem Test

This can be a critical factor. Oftentimes, children are more rest-

less and less attentive at certain times of the day, and especially at

cemtain times of the year--for example, the day before Christman Vacation.

Try to run your test sessions at approximately the same time of day--

that includes the contra', classes as well as the USMES classes. The recom-'

mended time of day is as close to the beginning of ..the day as possible.

Avoid extremely cold or rainy days, since the Playground Problem is to be

administered outside.
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Second, do not run your test seg,aions on the day before or after vaca-

tion periods, or on the days when ,q;.,fttial school events are to take place.

In the past, some sessions have had '.r.re discounted because of confounding

factors of this nature.

In all of these considerations, =se youtown good .ludgement. Arest

administered, under somewhat less thaelcHtdeal conditions is probablybetter than

no test returns at all for a class.

3. Where tO Administer the Plaliground :Problem Test

In preparation for the test, you should locate a suitable open area

near the school. An empty lot would be ideal. However, if, one is not

available, a playing field or clear black topped area would be appropr-Amte.

This area should be the same for all groups of children in the same schools

on your sample list, both USMES groups and control groups.

4. Materials to AccomoanV Test Administration

Prior to the testing session, you will need to gather together the

following items:

Observation E ui ment

Observation form

Tape recorder and blank cassette

Watch
Tools (in a cardboard box)

50 foot tape measure
Yard stick

'Ball of string

Large piece of paper:

Tri-wall (to use as:hard surface:hmr.drawing plan)

Felt tip pens

Pencils _

12 rulers
Catalog of playground equipment

Scrap paper

Scissors 3 1 9
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INSTRUCTIONS= THE CHILDREN

Soon aL:er arring at the open area, --,uor should give tne children the

follovring instructions :arn you should record on tape:

"Let's suppose mhis area was going to he-made into a new playground for

the children in your-schoal." (IhdIcare -clearly the limits of the area ).

"Bow would you plan:this playground?"

"Here is a catalog nf playground equipment which could be hought. If

you had $2,000 to spend, which equipmentwould you choose?"

"Please work together to decide which equipment should be bought. Draw

a.plan of the playground on this piece of paper showing where the equipment

would be placed."

"You have forty minutes to work together to make your plan. Here are

some things you may use if you want to." (Hand one child the box con-

taining the tance measure, pencils, etc.) "Remember, you can spend up

to $2,000 on equipment."

DO NOT GIVE 'Fla-CHILDREN ANY _SUGGESTIONS AS TO WHAT OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

THEY SHOULD KEEP IN MIND. In-the past, soute test results nave had to be in-

validated because of:suggestions and clues which observers had given to the

children in the instructions. The instructions should be as similar as possible

for the USMES groups and for the control groups. Any Evidence of intentional

or unintentional .hiaslomfortunately results in invalidation of the teEt session.

Let the childrer .know that they wilL ihave forty-minuqes to figure out

their plan and draw it on paper. Tell them that at the t of this period,

you ask them questions about their plan, and that their ansWers will be

red or. mape (mare abouttaping later)..

OBSERVATION

During-the forLy-minute problemysolvding period., ,stayin the area in view

of the children. You_ran repeat the .inst-nurtions, if necessary. However, you

should not participate in the problem Eolurion by ansmerimg other questions-or
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suggesting passible strategies. It is up to the children to decide whether

or not to use tiraJ measuring equipment. Do not demand that any particular child

help out in .7.laning the playground
if he or she does not want to.

Aftertty minutesnf the problem solving period have expired, tell

the ChildrtmI=at they have ten minutes to complete drawing their plam if they

have not alrW done so.

During-L=1e forty minute problem solving period, tLe obserwer should make

notes on the7nOservation form describing the children's activities. Please

write clearly. Each activity should be noted under the appropriate catagory

:heading. Thesnotes should be specific and numbered sequent_iaaly- Fa= example,

=der the heading "Measuring" the observer might note:

"5. Two kids measured the width of the lot with the 50" tape," The

Tamber "5" indicates that:this is the fifth note the obser.vper has maAe an the

Observation farm. The next note might:be:

"6. Orre child recorded
the width of the lot as 45 feet." This-observation

-vould. be placed under the heading "Recording Data."

You will have received intensive
training in the use of this observation

:format t Observers' Ttaining Workshop.

l4..FREEM2M7IN TOR TAPING

.Att-er the forty minute prohLem solving period is completeii, yonzhould

rAT1 :tnhe tlffadren
together to prepare for tape recording. thestearlmizmte'question

ChilExen are often shy or giggly-when they first speak into-..a micro-

-Instodlable responses
make. our7work of analysis very difficult- To

getaround tais problem, please ask each child to recite a sentence into the

microphone, auch as:- "This is our plan," or "My name is --," Tell-the children

that they :11a._:st
speak one at a time, and ask them to speak slowly and tlearly.
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Play th. tape back to the children. This will give them some chance to

get used t3 rording their voices, and it will give you a thance to see how

well their viriices are being. picked up. (Note: this part of the recording is

not inTortan to us and tan be erased).

When the entire session is over, we would like to have the following

recardingsTreturned to us:

Tart .1: the instruction& as-you gave them ariginally to the children

Part2: the ten mtnute question per±od given .after the thirty minute

problem solving period and after the practice taping.-.

QUESTEON TPTIOD

-This period during which:the children explain their plan and outline

their-reasoning should be tape recorded n its entirety. The children's

pi_entatiom may bejlp mo to:17minutes lonz. You should record the data and

:gm:at at the beginning DI each lnestian period taping. If you wish, you may

tah; tihe children hack. Into the school. to make ":Je. recording.

It is very tmportant to remember that thealuestinns you ask the children

and ttitearocenTt-es you usc In s3naci=ing their an-wers MUST be.as similar- as

pcas-4Li.efm- timUSMESHg=nups a-ref-far rim:, control groups. Again, any evidence

ol-basImay invalidate the-results.

Although you may have to use ytur imagination and various strategies to

encourage. the Children to respond:cor to explain what they mean in greater

_detail, use the following "scriperas a guide to the specific questions yo'il

&hould ask. It is very :helpful, .:%;re!are sure you know, if you show interest

and enthusiasm in what the children, have. db.lne. Remind the children to speak

slowly and clearly so that atherzpeoglie can undertstand wat theylhave said

-Later. ..1)o not rush the chilidron::hut-mather gent:1:y encourage:them lam say what

they-want.
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FIRST QUESTION SERIES (Directed to the entire group )

--- "How did pau do?"

-- "Was it fun'!"

SEeOND QUESTION SEREES (Directed to the entire group*)

-- "Explain your playground pian."

-- "Why did you:decide to but. (4) pieces of equipment?"

-- "Do you know iow much the equipment you have chosen will cost?"

-- "Why did you decide to put the swings over here? The slide over here?"

-- "What kinds of information did you need to help you make your decisions?"

THIRD QpESTION SERIES ..(Directed first to the entire group, and then to each child
in turm who has not )7(7z:responded)

-- "Were there- &my other imporant actors you had to consider in making
your decisionsl"

-- "Is theme anything anyauemusald like to say before we finish?"

11-11Le it mmy he ti.lessary. to sz7rucare the children's report by asking

questlems, you aa the Observe shrTill-nolt, suggest rationale to the children

by- means, al your- .queLstioning. Tbreammple, if there has been no mention of

safety factors or-la:et:rations th.mr- Li issue of safety has been' taken into

consIdenation, the m-bseirver shouEemot:bming it up during the tape recording.
.

ME,:i7aillaygimamd:piroblem does -noz !lave one solution. However, in the play-

groundlltoblem, a certathn approach tt9 prahlem solving is valued. An excellent

-response, to the plamgrammd problemumuId include:

Measurement. or-calctilationA3f available space.
Mean/mg:fill mse,ofHmeasurdmgcequipment

3. Zamsful ciamiletatiJmaciftwes of playground equipment chosen.
4. lormrarisirn-hetween: sim:of7equipment as listed in catalog and space

avallabLean playgmmund 2r17MV.:

Considderat-lam:af budget atuni=ations.
6. Accimraqvinlawing lay--comt- sof proposed playground.
7. ,Consideramm. of.human..1emients such as safety and aesthetic appeal.
-8. Iog#caland ,ear present:muiftn :of rationale.

-*:-Whea,:the :question is glrected to the -emtire group make sure that everyone
tellIcs:who wants ta, mc= only the "Spokesman" for the group. Be sure they talk
onre=_ a .time so t it As: easy to...moderstand what is being said.
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However, particularly on the pre-test, the children may not respond in this

manner. This in itself is interesting and important data and should not be

interpreted as resulting from the format of the problem.

After the testing session is over,
review the tape on your own. If

you think any part of the conversation will be 'difficult for us to understand,

please make a note of what was said and attach it to the observation form.

Please be sure to return to us all tapings, observation sheets, scrap papers

the students wrote on, and the playground layouts. The pre-test results

should be sent to us soon after they have been completed. The Playground

Manual and Catalog should be retained by you after administration of the pre-

tests. They should be used again for administration of the posttests. Upon

completion of the post-tests, please return to us the Manual onA Catalog along

with the testing results for the post-test.

Instructicins for administration of this Playground Problem will have been

reviewed in detail at your Observers' Training Workshop. However, if you have

any further questions when you are ready to administer the test, please call

the USMES Evaluation Team, collect, at (617) 353-3312.

Dr. Mary H. Shann
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ADMINISTRATOR'S MANUAL

for

THE PICNIC PROBLEM

A Measure of Problem Solving Ability for

Use in the Evaluation of USMES

Prepared by

The USMES Evaluation Staff
Boston University

Mary H. Shann, Ph.D.

USMES EvalUation Project DirEdror
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TO THE OBSERVER:

This Manual and the accompanying materials consist .

of the following:

1. General instructions to help guide you in the
implementation of ,the picnic problem.

2. Observation sheets upon which all of your ob-

servations and notes should be made.

3. Park Map and Photograph of Picnic Foods for

use by thc children.

4. Cassette Tape for recording various segments

of the session.
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GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS

The problem solving behaviors of elementary school children constitute

one ol the most important areas for evaluation of the USMES program. The

Pirmic Problem is to be used as one means of assessing the success of the USMES

program in reaching its goals. This test is designed to enable the observer

to collect data on both verbal and non-verbal behaviors involved in problem

solving.

The Picnic Problem should be administered to designated USMES classes

and control classes. Five children are to be selected randomly from 'each

USMES class and stmilarly from each control class in the evaluation sample.

The test is to be given to each group of five children rather than to in-

dtvidnals.

Each group of children should be brought to a separate room if possible,

car some other quiet location, where they are to be given a common problem to

be solved, in this case, the Picnic Problem. The materials the children

are to use in solving the problem, the instructions you are to give them, and

the role you are to play as an observer will be explained in detail shortly.

We are interested in assessing the degree of co-operation and self or

group-motivated interest the children demonstrated during the entire problem-

solving period and the follow-up question period. We are equally interested

in :the degree to which the children employ practical considerations in solving

the-problem.

Our analysis of the Picnic Problem Test results.will be based on three

kinds of records: (a) a tape recording of the childrents verbal presentation

during the follow.-up question period; (b) your observations Of the childreWs

behaviors as recorded on the observation form accompanying this Manual; and

(c) the pieces of scrap paper on which the children recorded measurements

or made calculations.
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Your role as an observer will be to organize the test session, to in-

.

struct the children on what to do, and to observe and record their behavior.

Specific instructions for administration of the Picnic Problem are given in

the following sections of this Manual.

ORGANIZATION

1. Selection of Children

A random sample of five children should be picked from each control

class and each USMES class in your school. In the past, children have not

always been picked randomly, and this is not acceptable. When children are

picked on the basis of good academic performance on the one hand. or on the

basis of "getting rid of the troublemaker" on the other, the entire session

will have to be disregarded.

It would be best for you to pick the children yourself, but the teacher

can also make the selections if the correct procedures are used. The easiest

appropriate method is to write the names of each child of a piece of paper,

throw each piece in a hat, and then select five.

2. When to administer the Picnic Problem

This can be a critical factor. Oftentimes, children are more restless

and less attentive at certain times of the day, and especially at different

times of the year,--for example, the day before Christmas vacation.

Try to run your test sessions at approximately the same time of day--

that includes the control classes as well as the USMES classes. The recommended

time of day is as close to the beginning of the day as possible.

Secondly do not run your sessions on the day before or after vacation

periods, or on the days when special school events are to take place. In the
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past Some sessions have had to le discounted bacause of confounding factors

of this nature.

In all of these considerations, use your own good judgement. A test

administered under somewhat less than ideal conditions is probably better

then no test returns at all for i class.

3. Where to fRitAgt_gr the Picnic Problem

The instructions given to the children, the actual problem solving

period and the follow-up question period should all take place in the same

area and it should bethe same area for all groups of children (i.e. both

USMES and control groups).

The ideal location for the sessions would be a quiet room where there

is minimal possibility for distractions.

items:

4. Materials to Accompany Test Administration

Prior to the testing session, you will need to gather together the following

allaation Enuinment

Observation form
Tape recorder and blank cassette

Watch

Tools (In a cardboard box)

Yard stick

12" rulers
Ball of string
Scissors

Pencils

Scrap paper
50 foot tape measure

Other Materials

Map of parks

Photograph of foods
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INSTRUCTIONS TO THE CHILDREN

After the children are in the test area and you have their attention, you

should give the children the following instructions and you should record your

instructions on tape.

"You have been picked to take part in a game to see how well you can plan a

picnic, as a group." (Try to get the children's enthusiasm and inutrest by

asking them a few questions about their own experiences, if they went on

any picnics last summer, etc).

"Let's suppose that you are asked to plan a picnic for 25 children and that

you will have $50 to spend."

"Let's suppose that none of the parks allows Bar-13-Qing, but that you can order,

food for your picnic from a food service which has stands at the picnic areas i

each park." (Point out the picnic areas on the map). "You must place your

order 2 (two) days ahead of time so that they will have enough food on hand."

"Here is a picture showing the foods you may order and the price of each

item: Hamburgers are 500 each; hotdogs are 300 each;soda is 200 a can;

potato chips are 100 a bag; and ice cream cones or i.ce cream sandwiches are

200 each."

"This map shows the areas you can choose for the picnic. Each park charges

admission." (Review the map of the picnic areas with the children. Point

out the admission charges per person for each park, and explain the various

symbols on the map). For example,'"This symbol indicates a playground, and

here are the playgrounds in each park." (Do likewise for all the other symbol!

"Notice that the map is drawn to scale, and 1" on the map equals 10 miles."

"Your transportation will be provided via school bus free of charge. You

may spend from 10:00a.m. to 4:00 p.m., from the time you must board the

bus until the time you must be back at the school."

"Please work together to decide where you would choose to go for this

picnic, and what foods you would buy."

"You have forty minutes to.work together to make your plan. Here are some

things you may use if you want. (Hand one child the box containing the

rulers, pencils, etc.) "Remember, you can spend up to $50 and, that your

time is from 10:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. including time spent traveling in the bus."

DO NOT GIVE THE CHILDREN ANY SUGGESTIONS AS TO WHAT OTHER 'CONSIDERATIONS THEY

SHOULD KEEP IN MIND. In prior Years, some of the test results had to be inval-

idated because of suggestions or clues given to the children. Any evidence

of intentional or unintentional bias unfortunately results in invalidation of

the test session. The instructions should be as similar as possible for
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USMES groups and for control groups.

Let the children know that they will have forty minutes to figure out

their plan. Tell them that at the end of this period, you will ask them

questions about their plan, and that their answers will be recorded on tape

(mOre about taping later).

OBSERVATIONS

During the forty minute problem solving period, Stay in the area in

view of the children. You can repeat the instructions, if necessary. How-

ever, you should not participate in the problem solution by answering other

questions or suggesting possible strategies. It is up to the children to decide

whether or not to use the measuring equipment. Do not demand that any partic-

ular child help out in planning the picnic if he or she does not want to.

After thirty minutes of the problem solving period have expired, tell

the children that they have ten minutes to complete their plan if they have

not already done so.

During the forty minute problem solving period, the observer should

make notes on the observation form describing the children's activities. Please

write clearly. Each activity should be noted under the appropriate category

heading. These notes should be specific and numbered sequentially. For

example, under the heading "Measuring" the observer might note:

"4. Two kids measured the distance to each park with string.'

"5. Two kids measured the string distances against a ruler."

The numbers "4" and "5" indicate that these are the fourth and fifth notes

the observer has made on the observation form. The next note might be:

"6. One child converted string lengths to distances in miles."

This observation would be placed under the heading "Calculating."

You will have received intensive training in the use of the observation

form for the Picnic Problem at the Observers' Training Workshop.
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PREPARATION FOR TAPING

After the forty minute problem solving period is completed, you should

call the children togetIver to prepare for tape recording the ten minute

question period.

Children are often shy or giggly when they first speak into a microphone.

Inaudible responses make our work of analysis very difficult. To get around

this problem, please ask each child to recite a sentence into the microphone,

such as: "This is our plan," or "My name is..." Tell the children that they

must speak one at a time, and ask them to speak slowly and clearly.

Play the tape back to the'children. This will give them some chance to

get used to recording their voices, and it will give you a chance to see how

well their voices are being pickediup. (Note: this part of the recording is

not important to us and can be erased).

When the entire session is over, we would like to have the following

recordings returned to us:

Part 1: the instructions as you gave them originally to the children.

Part 2: the ten minute question period given after the forty minute

problem solving period and after the practice taping.

QUESTION PERIOD

This period during which the children explain their plan and outline

their reasoning should be tape recorded in its entirety. The children's pre-
,

sentation may be up to ten minute$ long. You should record the date and the

group at the beginning of each question period taping.

It is very important to remember that the questions you ask the children

and the procedures you use in soliciting their answers MUST be as similar as

possible for the USMES groups and for the control groups. Again, any evidence

of bias may invalidate the results.
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Although you may have 'to use your imagination and various strategies

to encourage the children to respond, or to explain what they mean in greater

detail, use the following "script" as a guide to the specific questions you

should ask. It is very helpful, we are sure you know, if you show interest

and enthusiasm in what the children have done. Remind the children to speak

slowly and clearly so that other people can understand what they have said

later. Do not rush the children but rather-gently encourage them to say what

they want.

FIRST QUESTION SERIES (Directed to the entire grou *) .

- - "How did you do?"

- - "Was it

SECOND QUESTION SERIES (Directed to the entire group*)

- - "Explain your plans for the p4nic."

"Which park did you choose? law?"

- - "Which foods did you choose? WW1"

OM.

OM.

"Do you know how much the picnic-1mill cost?"

"What kinds of information did you need to help you make your decisions?"

THIRD QUESTION SERIES (Directed first to the entire group, and then to each

child in turn who has not yet responded )

-- "Were there any other important factors you had to consider in making
-

your decisions?"

- - "Is there anything anyone would like to say before we finish?"

While it may be necessary to structure the children's report by asking

questions, you as the observer should not suggest rationale to the children

by means of your questioning. For example, if there has been no mention of

distance factors or indications that the traveling time has been taken into

consideration, the observer should not bring it up during the tape recording.

*. When the question is directed to the entire group make sure that everyone talks

who wants to, not only the "spokesman" for the group. Be sure they talk

one at a time so that it is easy to understand what is being said.
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The Picnic Problem does not have one solution. However, in the Picnic

Problem, a certain approach to problem solving is valued. An excellent response

to the Picnic Problem would include:

1. Measurement and calculation of the distances to each park.

2. Meaningful, efficient use of measuring equipment.

3. Careful consideration of the advantages of each park.

4. Consideration of reasonable quantities and the variety of foods chOsen.

5. Weighing the admisSion costs to parks against the costs of the foods

desired.

6. Consideration of budget limitations

7. Consideration of human elememots such as taste preferences and activiity

preferences

8. Logical and clear presentation of rationale.

However, particularly on
thepre-test, the children-may not respond in this

manner.. This in itself is interesting and important data and should not be

interpreted as resulting fram the format of the problem.

After the testing session is over, review theE-tape on your own. If

you think.any.part of the conversation will be difEicult for us to understand,

please make a note of what was said and attach it to the observation form.

Please besure to return to us all tapings,
observation sheets, and scrap

papers the students wrote on. The pre-test results should be sent to us soon

after they have been,,completed. The Picnic Problem Manual, map and photograph

should be retained by you after administration of the pretests. They should

be used again for administration of the posttests. Upon completion of the

posttests, please return to us the Manual, map and photograph along with the

tes-.ting results for the posttest.

Instructions for administration of this Picnic Problem will have

been reviewed .*.n detail at your Observers' Training Workshop. However, if.

you have any further questions when'you are ready to administer the test,

please call the USMES Evaluation Team, collect, at (617) 353-3312.

Dr. Mary H. Shann
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APPENDIX F

Scoring Protocol for the Playground Problem: A Manual

for Rating and Coding Students' Performance

On a Test of Complex Problem Solving

Prepared by

Mary H. Shann,,Ph.D.

USMES Evaluation Project Director

Boston University

1974
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Section I.--IDENTIFICATION (Columns 1-20)

code records the teacher grade level, unit and other descriptive

information related to reliability and validity issues.

Column 1:

Column 2:

Column 3:

identifies form of the problem-solving test.

6 Playground

7 Picnic

identifies time obtesting.

1 Pre-test

2 Post-test

identifies treatment.

1 = USMES

2 = Control

Columns 4,5: identify teacher.

(See master list for teacher cOdes)

Column 6,7,8: identify grade level.

-(See master liSt for grade level codes)

In columns 9 and 10 enter the unit code as follows:

Advertising
01

Bicycle Transportation
02

Burglar Alarm Design (now called Protecting Property), 03

(may also be called Security by some teachers)

Classroom Design
04

Classroom Management
05

3 3 '3
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' Community Gardeniqg

Consumer Research

Describing People

Designing for Human Proportions

Design Lab Design

Dice Design

- Eating in School

Getting in Shape

06

07

08

09

10

12

13

Getting There (fortherly Finding Your Way,.Gettiu From 14

Place to Place)

Growing Plants 15

Lunch Lines 16

Maikialia School Safer 17

ManuEacturing 18

'Vass- Communications (formerly Mass Medii5a) 19

Nature Trails 20

Orientation (formerly Student mizE211.22) 21

Pedestrian Crossings 22

Planning Special Occasion& 23

Play Area Design and Use 24

School Rules (formerly School Rules alid Decision Makinz) 25

School Supplies (formerly Manazing and Conserving School 26

Resources), (or lecycli2s)

School Zoo (formerly Outgrowth of Animal Behavior, and 27

Ecosystems which are no longer units)

Soft Drink Design 28

Sound in the Environment (formerly Outgrowth of Music which 29

is no longer a separate unit)
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Traffic Flow
30

Using Free Time (formerly Designing, Indoor/Outdoor Games) 31

Using Free Time After School (After School Activities) 32

Ways to Learn
33

Weather Predictions
34

[Am a zt-- 1 I I IB,ad

1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Column 11: Leave Blank
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Based on your review of the audio tape and observer14 tinbUhi iII
whether you think any oT the following factors may render this testing

session invalid. Code your response 0 = No, 1 = Yes in the appropriate

column.

Probleth Column

Biased selection of students 12

Prompting by observer 13

Prior student experience.wi,th this test 14

Inclement weather (0 for picnic problem) 15

Noisy testing environment 16

Outside interference/interruptions 17

Observer deviated from standard procedure 18

Blank 19-20
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Section II.--BEHAVIORAL ASPECTS (Columns 21-24)

there are four factors which are considered in this segment.. The scoring

of this group shall proceed as follows:

Factor: I.

Motivation: to accept the problem and attempt to solve the.problem.

Scoring:. 0" No one accepts problem or trys to solve problem.

1 1 Student aCcepts/trys to solve problem.

2 .2 Students accepts/trys to solve probLem.

3 3 Students accepts/trys to solve problem..

4 4 Students accepts/trys to solve problem.

5 5 Students accepts/trys to solve problem.

Enter the proper score in column 21.

Factor: 2

Gommitment.to task: the level of itensity of the group to continue working

toward a solution.

Scoring: 0 No effort.

1 Disinterested, fooling around, little input.

2 Some positive input (one or WO interested in problem

and working with little progress).

3 Group is interested but efforts are not organized, and

time is being wasted.

4 Group is interested, working and not wasting time or effort.

Enter proper score in column 22.

Factor: 3

Organization: allocation of responsibilities for efficiency of manpower.

Scoring: 0 No effort.

1 Unplanned, haphazard, or chaotic (students do their own

thing - do not allocate item or all work on the same thing)...

2 No all students involved (either by choice or flat). Some

are working on problem some are not - may be arguing among

each other.
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3 Students have allocated some tasks - may have some working
on same item; or possibly I may not be involved.

4 Tasks are allocated and students working efficiently-how-
ever students may have trouble with their item and seek
help.

5 Tasks allocated and all are working productively.

Enzer proper score in column 23.

tor: 4

Structure: Group leadership

Scoring: 0 None

1 Autocratic--one person dominates who does not listen to
other students ideas.

2 Minority Leadership--one or two persons listen to others
and then lead or direct.

Plurality--general agreement of several members leads to
direction and leadership; most contributions are recognized
and evaluated.

4 Democratic--all students contribute; no one's suggestions
are ignored or ridiculed. One spokesman may arise but
sources of ideas/efforts are recognized.

Enter proper score in column 24.

21 22 23 24
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Section III.--COGNITIVE ASPECTS (Columns 25-56)

Data for this section can be derived primarily from the observer form and

the tapes. It will be necessary to read the observer form and listen to the

tapes to bridge any apparent gaps or vague statements found in either the form

or the tape.

. The cognitive aspects shall include variables considered in solving the

problem and the level or method of measuring the variables. The implementation

of the measurement in terms of calculation and the recording of the data will

be collected and encoded.

A total of 10 variables can be accommodated by the scoring protocol. For

each variable, its identification, measurement, calculation and recording will

be scored.

3 4 2
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IIIA. Factor: COST OF EQUIPMENT

Identification:

Scoring:: 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in Column 25.

Measurement:

Scoring 0 No measurement done.

1 Vague or very general estimates.

2 Estimations by imprecise methods or by eyeballing. It does
not provide enough information to arrive at a decision.

3 Useful information which can be used to arrive at a decision
but the data should be more accurate or precise.

4 Precise measurement or clearly appropriate J.,ta that can lead
to solution.

Enter in column 26.

Calculations:

Scoring: 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or very general calculations that do little quantification.
2 Calculations are imprecise or guessesare arrived at by trial

and error and are not sufficient to provide necessary data to
arrive at a solution.

3 Useful calculations which can be used t-o arrive at a solution.
It may not be accurate or have considered totals or balances.
It should be more precise.

4 Calculations are appropriate, precise and can lead to a solution.
Enter in column 27.

Recordina:

Scoring 0 records.

1 "ery general or impreciie records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in column 28.

1 1

29 26 27 28
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IIIB. Factor: SIZE 00 EQUIPMENT VS. SIZE OF CHILDREN

(i.e., larger scale equipment for older

children; smaller scale equipment for

younger children)

Identification:

Scoring: 0 No

1 .Yes

Enter in column 29.

Measurement:

Scoring: 0 No measurement.

1 Vague or general estimates, i.e., big equipment for big kids.

2 Express need to know proportion of big and small kids in

their school.

Enter in Column 30.

Calculations:

Scoring: 0 No calculations.

General or arbitrary assignment of equipment for size of

children i.e., for example "lets get half big equip ent;

half small."

2 More careful estimates on how many big and small kids

attend their school and selections of equipment reflects

distribution of size of students.

Enter in column 31.

Recordins:

Scoring: 0 No records.

1 Very general or imprecise records.

Enter in column 32.

29 30 31 32
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IIIC. Factor: .SIZE OF EQUIPMENT VS. AREA AVAILABLE
(e.g., a swing will use 100 sq. feet
and we have 1000 sq. feet all together
to use.)

Identification:

Scoring: 0 No

I. Yes

Enter in column 33.

Measurement:

Scoring: 0 No measurement done.

1 Vague or very general estimates.

2 Estimations by imprecise methods or by eyeballing. It does

does not provide enough information to arrive at a decision.

3 Useful information which can be used to arrive at a decision
but the data should be more accurate or precise.

4 Precise measurement or clearly appropriate data that can lead
to solution.

Enter in column 34.

Calculations:

Scoring: 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or very general calculations that do little quantifica-
tion.

2 Calculations are imprecise or guessesare arrived at by trial
and error and are not sufficient to provide necessary data
to arrive at a solution.

3 Useful calculations which can be used to arrive at a solution.
It may not be accurate or have considered totals or balances.
It should be more precise.

4. Calculations are appropriate, precise and can lead to a

solution.

Enter in column 35.

Recording:

Scoring: 0 No records.

1 Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in column 36.
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Identification:

Scoring: 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in column 37:

Measurement:

Scoring:

-315-

IIID. Factor: CAPACITY OF EQUIPMENT
(e.g., 4 kids can use a swing
czet with four seats; more kids
can use a big jungle. jim.)

0 No measurement.

1 Vagme or general estimates; i.e., big stuff can be used by

more kids.

2 Express need to know specific number of children who can

,
use each piece of equipment at one time.

Enter in column 38.

Calculations:

Scoring: 0 No calculation.

1 General estimates of capacity (e.g., most of the kids in a

class could use something at the same time).

2 Precise figures on capacity (e.g., altogether, the equipment

we choose will handle 25 kids at one time).

Enter in column 39.

Recordins:

Scoring: 0 No records.

Very general or imprecise records.

2. Adequate records.

Enter in column 40.

1-TT-1-1
37 38 39 40

346
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111E. Factor: DURABILITY OF EQUIPMENT
(i.e., stronger, lasts longer)

Identification:

ScOring: 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in column 41.

Measuement:

Scoring: 0 No measurement.

1 Vague statements, i.e., its better.

2 General/precise, i.e., stronger, lasts longer.

Enter in column 42.

Calculations:

Scoring: 0 No calculations.

1 Calculations in a general or vague sense.

Enter in column 43.

Recording:

Enter 0 in column 44.

41 42 43 44

347
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IIIF. Factor: PLACEMENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

Identification:.

Scoring: 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in column 45.

Measui:ement:

Scoring: 0 No measurement.

General or vague statements of more or less safety.

2 More precise measures of safety, i.e., more distance so

kids de not run into the other stuff.

Enter in column 46.

Calculations:

Scoring: 0 No calculations.

I. Vague as to placement, i.e., that close enough.

2 Some concept of 'calculaLion, i.e., about 6 ft. or the like.

Enter in column 47.

Recording:

0 No records.

1 Records.

Enter in column 48.

45 46 47 48
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111(4 .rnctor: 11.MT:1!..NT OF 1R2111PWNT FOR EFrielF!IT 11141,17.ATIM or

Identification:
Scoving:' 0 No

Yos

Enter in column 49.

Measurouent:
. . _ .

Scoring: 0 No measurement.

1 Vague or general statements, i.e., it fits.

2 Nore precise statrments of placement haF.;ed on size or shape
of equipment or terrain.

Enter in columa 50.

Calculations:

Scorini;: 0 No calculations.

1 General or vogue calculation boned on pl:lcor:ent. ond n'acticol
corriderotions, e.g., putting it there leaves us with more
svt;:e for playing hall.

Entet in coluwa 51.

Reccrdijia:

Scoring: 0 No records.

Very general or vague..records.

Enter in column 52.

(IF [111]
49 . 5 0 5 1 5 2

349
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IIIH. Factor: OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Column:

53 Number of additional factors mentioned.

54 "Fun" mentioned as consideration (0=no,

55 "Appeal of equipment for all ages" mentioned as consideration (0:---mo.

1=--yes).

56 Blank

Enter in column 53-56.

53 54 55 56
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Section TV.--PRODUCT ASPECTS (Columns 57-60)

Evaluation of four product aspects shall be based on the students'

drawing of their playground design.

The Product - Plan

Scale:

Scoring: 0 No scale.

1 Approximate scale that indicated relative size of equip-

ment; representations of distances are reasonable.

2 Scale is precise or is coded.

Enter in Column 57.

Labels:

Scoring: 0 No labels-.

1 Labels are present and appropriate to equipment.

Enter in Column 58.

Landmarks:

Scoring: 0 No landmarks.

1
Landmarks are present.

2 Landmarks are present, appropriate and/or coded, i.e.,

enduring and relevant to playground area.

Enter in Column 59.

Area:

Scoring: 0 No area limitations.

1 Area is defined.

Enter in Column 60.

57 58 59 60

351
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APPENDIX G

Scoring Protocol for the Picnic Problemi A Manual

for Rating and Coding Students' Performance

On a Test of Complex Problem SolVing

Prepared by

Mary H. Shann, Ph.D.

USMES Evaluation Project Director

to-sEonUrii.veristy

1974

-321-
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Section I.--IDENTIPICATION (Columns1-20)

I.D. code records the teacher grade level, unit and other desctiptive

information related to reliability and validity issues.

Column 1:

Column 2:

Column 3:

identifies form of the problem-solving test.

6 = Playground

7 = Picnic

identifies time of testing.

1 = Pre-test

2 = Post-test

identifies treatment.

1 = USMES

2 = Control

Columns 4,5: identify teacher.

(See master list for teacher codes)

Column 6,7,8: identify grade level.

(See master list for grade lovel codes)

In columns 9 and 10 enter the unit code as Cottows:

Advertising Ot

Bicycle Transportation 02

Burglar Alarm Design (now called Prorectine, PrIlaf],rtv), 03
(may also be called Security by some toachers)

Classroom Dcaign

Clasroom Minosurf
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06Community Gardening

Consumer Research 07

Describing People 08

Designing for Human Proportions 09

Design Lab Design 10

Dice Design 11

Eating in School 12

Getting.in Shape 13

'Getting There (formerly Fincliliay2211, GettinC From 14

Place to Place)

Growing Plants 15

Lunch Lines 16

Making School Safer 17

Manufacturing 18

Mass Communications (formerly Mass Media) 19

Nature Trails 20

----_---
21

Pedestrian Crossings 22

Planning Special Occasions 23

Play Area Design and Use 24

School Rules (formerly School Rules and Doc Hision akinz) 25

2()

Orientation (formerly Student MiLyation)

School Supplies (formerly Managin&2nd Cons,:?:011.hool

Resources), (or R2E/E112L)

SchOol Zoo (formerly 2.21,12:21_,:th of Animal PNnvir, od
Ecosystems which are no longer units)

Soft Drink Design

Sound in the Environment (Formerly nur5,r11, e.r whirh

is no longor a scpnrtc unit)

251

27

28
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Traffic Flow 30

Using Free Time (formerly Desirling Indoor/Outdoor Games) 31

Using Free Time After. School (After School Activities) 32

Ways to Learn 33

Weather Predictions 34

FT-TIT fillIT 1114
1 2 2 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Column 11: Leave Blank
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. Based on your riView of the audio tape and observer's notes, indicate

whether you think any of the following factors may render this Lesiing

session invalid. Code your response 0 = No, 1 = Ves in the appropriate

column.

Problem Column

Biased selection of students 12

Prompting.hy observer 13

Prior student experience with this test 14

Inclement Weather (0 for picnic problem) 15

Noisy testing.environment 16

Outside.lnterference/interruptions 17

Observer deviated from standard procedure 18

14ank 19-M
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Section II: --BEM IOltAL ASPECTS (Columns 21-24)

There are four factor!. which are considered in this t.egment. The scoring

of this group shall proceed as follows:

Factor: 1

Motivation: to accept the problem and attempt to solve the problem.

Scoring: 0 No one accepts problem or trys to solve problem.

1 1 Student accepts/trys to solve problem.

2 2 Students accepts/trys to solve problem.

3 3 Students accepts/trys to solve problem.

4 4 Students accepts/trys to solve problem.

5 5 Students accepts/trys to solve problem.

Enter the proper score in column 21.

Factor: 2

Commitment to task: the level of itensity of the group to continue working
toward a solution.

Scoring: 0 No effort.

1 Disinterested, fooling around, little input.

2 Some positive input (one or two interested in problem
and working with little progress).

3 Group is interested but efforts are not organized, and
time is being wasted..

4 Group is interested, working and not wasEing time or effort.

Enter proper score in column 22.

Factor: 3

Organization: allocation of responsibilities for efficiency of manpower.

Scoring: 0 No effort.

1 Unplanned, hinzard, or ehentic (studnnts do their own
- (lo uot allocate item or oil wvrk on Ilw ;;amo t,hin8).

2 No all students involved (eit)er by choiee or flat). Some
ore working on problem soma are not - may be arguing tnawog
each othor.
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3 Students have allocated some tasks - may live u«ne woikin8

on same item; or possibly I may not be involved.

4 Tasks are allocated and stucknts working efficiently-how-
ever students may have trOUble with their item and seek

help.

5 Tasks allocated and all are working productively.

Enter proper score in column 23.

Factor: 4

Structure: Group leadership

Scoring: 0 None

Autocratir--one person domi n.ALes who does not listen to

other students' ideas.

2 Minority Leadershipone or two persons listen to others

and then lead or direct.

3 Plurality--general agreement of several members leads to
direction and leadership; most contributions arr reconiv.ed
and evaluated.

4 Democratic--all students contribute; no one's sofzetionn
are ignored or ridiculed. One spokesman may ari5u but
sources of ideas/efforts are reeognLled.

Enter proper score in column 24.

91 22 23 24

4

0 rt
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Section III.--COGNITIVE ASPECTS (Columns 25-68)

Data for this section can be derived primarily from the observer form and

the tapes. It will be necessary to read the observer form and listen to the

tapes to bridge any apparent gaps or vague statements found in either the form

or the tape.

The cognitive aspects shall include variables considered in solving the

.
problem and the level or method of measuring the variables. The implementation

of the measurement in terms of calculation and the recording of the data will

be collected and encoded.

A total of 13 variables can be accommodated by the scoring protocol. For

each variable, its identification, measurement, calculation and recording will

be scored.

359
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III A Factor: COST OF ADMISSION

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in Column 25.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement.

1 Vague or very general estimates of the cost of admission at

each park.

2 Estimations by imprecise methods or by eyeballing. It does

not provide enough information to arrive at a decision.

3 Useful information which can be used to help select park but

data should be more accurate or precise.

4 Precise measurement of cost of admission for whole class at

each park.

Enter in Column 26.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or very general calculations-of cost of admission to

each park.

2 Calculations are imprecise or guesses used as an estimate of

cost. This is not sufficient to provide necessary data to

arrive at a solution.

3 Useful calculations which can be used to arrive at solution,

but the data should be more accurate or precise.

4 Calculations are appropriate and precise. Correct calculation

of price of admission to each park for entire class.

Enter in Column 7.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

I Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 28.

25 26 27 28
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ITI B Factor: COST OF FOOD

Identification:
Scoring. 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in Column 29.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement done.

1 Vague or very general etimates of cost of food per person
or for entire class.

2 Estimations by imprecise methods or by eyeballing. No
attempt to plan menu. It does not provide enough informa-
tion to arrive at a decision.

3 Useful information which can be used to help select food
but data should be more accurate or precise. There is an
attempt to plan menu for the class.

4 Precise measurement of cost of food for the eutire cla
is made, staying within budget limitations. A menu is
planned.

Enter in Column 30.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or very general calculations of cost of food per
person or for eneire class.

2 Calculations are imprecise or guesses used as an estimate
of cost. No considerations of menu for each person or for
entire class. This is not sufficient to provide necessary
data to arrive at a solution.

3 Useful calculations which can be used to arrive at solution,
but the data should be more accurato or precise. Consider-
ation of menu takes place.

4 Calculations are appropriate and precise. Correct calcu-
lation of cost of food for entire class. Menu well planned
out, which can lead to a solution.

Enter in Column 31.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 32.

n
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III C Factor: COST OF FOOD vs. COST OF ADMISSION

Identification:
.Scoring 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in Column 33.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement.

Vague or general awareness that cost Of food and cost of

admission must not exceed the $50. budget limit.

2 Estimates relationship of cost of food to admission cost by

imprecise methods,or by eyeballing it does not provide enough

information to arrive at a decision.

3 Useful information which can be used to judge what proportion

of money should be allocated-to the food and to the cost of

admission respectively, but the data should be more accurate

or precise.

4 PreciJe measurement of relationship between cost of food and

cost of admission. Allocates certain proportion of $50. to

food and certain proportion to admission fee.

Enter in Column 34.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

Vague or very general calculations that do little quantifi-

cation.

2 Calculations are imprecise or guesses used as an estimdte of

cost of food and admission. Little awareness of relationship

between cost of food and cost of admission. This is not suf-

ficient to provide necessary data to arrive at a solution.

Useful calculations which can be used to arrive at solution,

but the data should be more accurate or precise. Is aware

that certain proportion of money should be allocated to food

and a ce-tain proportion to admission.

4 Calculations are appropriate and precise. Correct calculation

of both food costs and 'admission costs, keeping within a

budget of $50.

Enter in Column 35.

Recordinii:
Scoring 0 No records.

1 Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 36.
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III D Factor: TIME AVAILABLE FOR PICNIC

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in Column 37.

Measurement:
.Scoring 0 No measurement.

11 Vague or very general awareness of time limit.

2 Acknowledges time limitation of 6 hours, including travel

time and time at park, and makes plan according to this time

limit.

Enter in Column 38.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or very general calculations involving travel time to

each park. General awareness of time limitation as a consider-

ation in choosing a park.

2 More precise calculations of relative times to get to each

park, and then relating travel time to time limitation of

6 hours.

Enter in Column 39.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

I Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 40.

37 38 39 40

363
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III E Factor: TRAVEL TIME vs. PLAYTIME

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in Column 41.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement.

1 Vague or very general awareness that both time factors
should be taken into consideration in choosing park.

2 More precise measurements of travel ilime to each park and
judging what proportion of time should be spent travel'ng
and what proportion of time should be spent for playing in

in the park.

Enter in Column 42.

'Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or general estimates of relative travel times to each

park by eyeballing or guessing and then consideration and
general estimation of time left over for play at each park.

2 More precise calculations of relaEiVe travel times to each park,

and time left over for play at eachpark.

Enter in Column 43.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

1 Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 44.

41 42 43

364

44
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III F Factor: CONSIDERATION OF FOOD COST, ADMISSION COST AND TIME RELATIONSHIPS

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

1 Yes

Enter in Column 45.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement.

1 Vague or general statements regarding the relationship 0 f the

3 factors,'which are used to help lead to a solution.

2 More precise statements and/or estimates of the relationship

of the three factors, which can help lead to a solution.

Enter in Column 46.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

Very general estimates of the relationship et food costs,

admission costs and time. Weighing of the pros and cons of

different alternatives occurs.

2 More precise calculations of different alternative solu(ilin

(regarding selection of food and a specific park), recognitfon

of the relationship of the 3 factors, and sel.eetion, of ono

alternative (e.g., calculates travel time, and aMount of money

left for food at each of the 3 parks).

Enter in Column 47.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 48.

1J I
45 46 47 48
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III G Factor: DISTANCES TO PARKS

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

I Yes

Enter in Column 49.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement.

1 Awareness that distance to each park should be taken into con-

sideration. Vague or very general estimates are made.

2 Estimates by imprecise methods or by eyeballing.

3 Useful information which can be used to arrive at a decision.
Recognition of the use of the map scale, but measurement should

be more accurate or precise.

4 Precise measurement of distance to each park made, and recog-
nition that travel time within the park to particular facil-
ities should be included in the total distance to each park.

Enter in Column 50.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or very general calculations.that do little quatifica-

tion (e.g. Forest Valley Park looks twice as far away as

Pine Hill Park).

2 Calculations are tmprecise or guessing occurs and are not suf-
ficient to provide necessary data to arrive at a solution,
(e.g., Pine Hill Park looks about 30 miles away).

3 Uspful calculations using the map scale which can be used tb

arrive at a solution. It may not be accurate or have considered
distances to be traveled within the park to the facilities
in to the total distance to be traveled to each park.

4 Calculations are appropriate, precise and can lead to a solu-

tion.

Enter in Column 51.

Scoring 0 No records.

I Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 52.

49 50 51 52

r el
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III H Factor: SIZE OF FACILITIES

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

1 Yes'

Enter in Column 53.

Measurement:
Scoring No measurement. ,

1 Vague or general estimates (i.e., Greehill park is much
bigger than Pine Hill Park).

2 More precise measures of the size of each park (i.e., using
map scaleS to roughly measure the area of each park).

Enter in Column 54.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 General estimates of the size of each park, mainly by eye-
balling.

2 More careful calculations, using the map scale to figure
out the approximate areas of each park.

Enter in Column 55.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

I Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 56.

53 54 55 56

367
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III I Factor: PLAY EQUIPMENT (Brought along for children's use at

playground, e.g., baseballs and bats)

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

1 Yes

Enter inCoiumn-57.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement.

1 Vague or general estimates of type of amount of equipment

that should be brought to park.

2 Express need to know specific number of different pieces of

equipment to be brought to park, taking in to consideration

the number of children who would be using each particular

piece of equipment.

Enter in Column 58.

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 General or arbitrary assignment of equipment for children

participating in the picnic.

2 More careful estimates, with selection of equipment reflec-

ting individual child preferences, abilities and whether or

not the amount of equipment brought along is in proportion

to the number of children utilizing it.

Enter in Column 59.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

Very general or imprecise records.

2 Adequate records.

Enter in Column 60.

I [ I
57 58 59

368

60
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III J Factor: SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR TRIP

Identification:
Scoring 0 No

1 Yes

Enter In. Column 61.

Measurement:
Scoring 0 No measurement.

.1 General or vague considerations of safety precautions,

and more or less safety of each park, (e.g., in the

large park, there is a greater possibility of someone

gett.ing lost).

More precise safety measures taken, (e.g., specific

assignment of adults for supervision on the bus and

at the park.

Enter in Column 62.
.......

Calculations:
Scoring 0 No calculations.

1 Vague or general references to safety precauLions

should be taken.

that

2 More careful or precise calculations made in order to

have a safe trip, (e.g., number of supervisors needed).

Enter in Column 63.

Recording:
Scoring 0 No records.

1 Records.

Enter in Column 64.

61 62 63 64
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III K Factor: OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

Column:

65 Number of additional factors mentioned.

66 "Fun" mentioned as consideration, (0=no, 1=yes).

67 Blank.

68 Blank.

Enter in Column 65-68.

65. 66 67 68
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APPENDIX H

Teacher Interview

Spring, 1975
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Name

TEACHER INTERVIEW
Spring, 1975

School

Unit Just Finished (Or Currently Working On)

Total Number of Units Done This Year

Total Number of Different Units Ever Done

1. "What do you sep.as the primary goal of the USMES program?"
.rimrst)r it.wwwww,

a. Increased ability to soive problems

b. Teach math and science

c. Teach children to think and act independently

d. Other

0

2. If real life problem solving is not mentioned, "To what extend do you

see real life problem solving as a goal?" (lf teacher cannotrespond

to "real life problem solving" reask the question, "To what extent do

you see the 3olutici of problems which are meaningful to the child in

his environment, as a goal of USMES?")

a. It's a very important goal

b. Not very important

c. I don't know what real life problem solving is

d. Other

-341-
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3. "Have the problems you've solved (as part of USMES) come about naturally
or were they contrived?" If contrived, "How did you get the children
interested in the problems?"

a. Naturally

b. Contrived

c. Teacher perceives them as "natural" but her description is of
a contrived situation.

d. Other

4. "Was a solutiol: to the problem found?"

a. Yes

b. No

C. Unit still in progress

5. "Were the children satisfied with the solution?"

a. Yes

b. No

c. Unit still in progress

6. "Did they feel.the solution made a difference to anyone, that is, was
it implemented?"

a. Yes

b. No

c. Unit still in progress

373
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7. "Have you used the USMES approach to solve problems for which USMES

units don't exist?"

a. Yes

b. No

If "yes" briefly describe the nature of the prob!em.

8. "Who raised the problem?"

a. Teacher

b. Child

c. Other

9. "Was the problem solved successfully?"

a. Yes

b. No

10. "How many USMES units have you ever used?"

11. "How many had yoL seen presented before you used them?"

374
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12. For those not seen presented, "How did you learn to do the others?"

a. Manual

b. Just followed the natural direction of the problem as I had
with the others

c. Talked it over with someone who had done the problem

d. Other

13. Have the manuals (or has the manual) been helpful?

a. Yes 13a. If "yes," in what ways?

b. No 13b. If "no," why not?

What would you like to see in the manual to make it more useful?

a. Logs are too wordy

b. A.list of activities that I can do

c. Other

14. "Are you currently supplementing USMES with other math, science?"

a. Yes Math only

No Science only---

c. I have to: we don't have a self-contained classroom and someone
teaches math

d. Same as "c" except for "science"

15. "What math are they learning from the (-II-rent unit?"

a. Measuring d. Makes them see that math is
useful in real world

b. Graphing
e. Scale drawing

c. Reinforces math skills

375
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16. "What science are they learning from the current unit?"

a. This unit doesn't really have any science in it

b. Other

17. "Where is the tiwe coming from that you use for 0SMES7"

a. Regular science class

b. Project time

c. Other

18. "What is happening to children as a result of USMES?"

ango,/ a. Nothing

b. They're more independent

c. They're more responsible

d. They enjoy school more

e. Other

19. "Do you feel that USMES is appropriate for all children or do you see
some students who probably do not benefit from it at all?"

....

a. They all benefit from it f. Not motivated

b. Immature g. There are enough activities
so that something is bene-

c. Inner-city ficial to each child

d. Irresponsible
h. It's too soon to tell

e. Lacking in self-direction
i. Other

20. "Do you find that as you use more units you handle them diffenently?"

a. Yes (how?)

b. Used only one

c. No

d. Other

3 't 6
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21. "Do you see a cumulative effect on children as they are exposed to
more units?"

,a. Yes (what?)

b. No

c. Question not appropriate

d. They know what to do: They're more independent and go ahead
and do what they should

22. "Has your perception of the program changed as you conLinue to use it?"

a. I like it more

b. I like it less

c. No

d. I thought of it as very non-directive but now see it is neces-
sary to give some guidance

e. Other

23. "Do you see yourself as becoming more or less directive in the USMES
units as you continue to use the program?"

a. More directive

b. Less directive

c. Not any more or any less, but I see direction as crucial at
certain points

377
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NAME

GRADE

SCHOOL

TEACHER

SEX

Child Interview
Spring, 1975

Units worked on this year (into from observer before interview)
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I. "Ras your teacher told you why you've been asked to talk to me?"

Yes, you want to talk about USMES.

"Yes, that's right, but I'd also like to ask you about other things you do in school,"

OR

2. No, I don't know why I'm here.

"Well, I'd like to know what children like or don't like about school."

3. "What did you do in school this year that you enjoyed?"

a. Science g. Gym

b. Math h. Lunch

c. USMES i. Nothing

d. Solve problems j. No USMES activity mentioned

e. Work in groups

Design Lab activities

k. Other

f.

4. If no USMFq activity is mentioned in response to question #3, ask iE they did each
USMES related ;,ctivity, if they enjoyed it and if they didn't enjoy it, why not.

Not Done tivity

a. Science

b. Math

c. USMES

d. Solve problems

e. Work in groups

f. Design Lab activities

Enjoyed Reason Not Eniojed

380

Terminate the interview for anystudent who claims-he has not done_my USMES.
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5. Using the U$MES unit mentioned by the child, "Tell me about the
unit. "Tell me what you did."

If the child responds by telling what he did, ask him, "What were the other children
doing while you were doing those things?"

Eased on the above information, the interviewer must make the following judgements?

a. The child can see where his work fits into the group effort
Yes No

b. The chil( :nows the problem e:n;1 understands be is performing a series of
activities

Yes No

2_1(;y2Liasill_azias

6. "When you work on USMES, do you work alone or with others?"

a. Alone

b. Others

c. Sometimes alone, sometimes in groups

7. "When you work with others, do you always work with the s:Ime pooph. or wirh lots ur
different people?"

a. Same

b. Different

c. Work just with my friends

8. Who chooses the people you work with?

a. Teacher

b. Each child

c. A leader

381
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9. a. "What kinds of things did you learn in Math when you were working with

b. "In science?"

c. "About solving problems?"

10. a. "Would you enjoy spending more time on things like

and less time doing other kinds of things?"

Yes

No.

Other

b. "What would you like to spend less time on?"

(unit)

c. "Did you learn anything in doing
that

you could use in class in any other way."

No

Yes (what?)

382
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If the child has not mentioned the problem being solved to this point, ask, "Why did
you do all of this; why are you doing all this work and studying about

you cannot get the child to state a problem, do not ask questions li-l3 but go directly
to question 14,

3 3 3
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(problem)

11. "Do you really think that needod

to be changed?"

a. Yes

b. No

(problem)

12. "After you worked on and

solved the problem, what happened to your solution?"

a. It was used

b. Nothing

c. Other

13. "Do you think children can solve problems like the
problem, or do you think it's best if parents and teachers solve

those problems?"

a. Children can solve them.

b. Adults should solve them.

c. Other

384
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_Design Lab.

14. If a Design Lab was used, "you mentioned using a Design Lab. How often was it used?"

a; Times a week11.
b. When we are scheduled to use it (how often)

c. Whenever we need to use it

d. Other

15. "What was the Design Lab used for?"

a. USMES only

b. Crafts

c. Other

16. "Do you use it as often as you'd like?"

a. Yes

b. No

c. Other

How-to-Cards

17. "Have you ever seen a How-to-Card?"

a. Yes

b. No

18. If "yes," "Do you know how to use them?"

a. Yes (if "yes," ask him to describe how)

b. No

"How helpfulLara_thay2"

a. Not at all

b. Very

385

c. Not very

d. Other
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Attitude Scale - Pilot Test

Form 0
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5

Teacher's Name:

6 8 9 1 f)

Grade:
101.101111,

DIRECTIONS:

..111,

Please write your teacher's name and your grade on the lines above.

The sentences on the next pages tell how some children feel about
things you do in school.

1. Read each sentence.

2. Decide which phrase tells how 22a feel. Here 'are the phrases:

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot AlAttle Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

3. Check the phrase that tells how iciu feel about each sentence.

Here are some examples we'll try together:

a. Listening to music on the
radio is fun.

b. Recess ib6rfg.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

If yOU have any questions, ask them now.

Start on the next page. When you get to page 4, you will see.the word
STOP. Put you pencil down and wait for the instructions Lor Part 2.,

Now turn the page. You will see the number 2 in the upper right hand
corner. Begin.

-356-
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Agree
A Lot

Agree
A Little

Not
Sure

Disagree
A Little

Disagree
A Lot

1. I avoid arithmetic because I am not very
good with numbers.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2. I enjoy arithmetic. ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )

3. Arithmetic is not useful to children.
, ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagrce
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot.

4. Studying science bores me. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

5. Science is necessary to improve the world. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

6. What you learn in science is often the basis
of a good hobby.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

,

Agree
A Lot

Agree
A Little

Not
Sure

Disagree
A Little

Disagree
A Lot

7. I like to read history books. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

8. Social studies is boring. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

9. I like to have meetings in school to discuss
school problems.

( ) ( ) ( )

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

10. I like to chosse what I want to learn. ( ) ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( )

11. I don't like to talk to the whole class about
my ideas.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

12. Talking with other students in small groups
i, fun.

( ) ( ) ( )

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

13. I like to help other students learn. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )

14. I don't like to listen to other students
talk to the class.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

15. I. like my teachers to tell me what I'm
supposed to learn.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Agree' Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

16. I enjoy doing school work by myself.
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

17. I like to decide for myself what I study in
school.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

18. I have a lot of questions I never get a chance

to ask.
( ) ( ) ( )
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19.-

20.

21.

When I hear the word arithmetic, I have an un-
pleasant feeling.

Arithmetic is as important as any other subject.

I won't need arithmetic when I grow up.

Agree
A Lot

( )

( )

( )

Agree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Not
Sure

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Lot

( )

( )

( )

22.

23.

24.

I wish I had more science in school.

I am interested in learning more about science.

Sctence has little value for children.

Agree
A Lot

( )

( )

( )

Agree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Not
Sure

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Dislagree

,A Lot

( )

( )

( )

25.

26.

27.

I don't like to discuss current events.

It is important to learn about the people
of other countries.

Everyone should know how government works.

Agree
A Lot

( )

( )

( )

Agree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Not
Sure

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
-A Lot

( )

( )

( )

28.

29.

30.

I prefer to choose the people I want to work
with in class.

Ilike to talk in a small group about my ideas.
.....

I like to listen to the teacher talk to the ----.
whole class.

Agree
A Lot

( )

( )

( )

Agree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Not
Sure

)

( )

( )

Disagree
A Little

( )

... (

( )

Disagree
A Lot

( )

( )

( )

31. I enjoy talking with other people in large
groups.

32. I like to learn by working with other students.

33. I like to go on to new topics, even if I
---.--h-aven't-learned much about the topics I

studied before.

Agree
A Lot

( )

( )

( )

Agree
A Little

( )

)

( )

Not
Sure

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Lot

...

( )

( )

( )

-34.

35.

36.

I get confused when I don't know why I'm
studying some things.

I like to work at mv own speed no matter what
others are doing.

I hate to make a mistake in class.

Agree
A Lot

Agree
A Little

( )

( )

( )

Not
Str:e

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Little

-.--.

( )

( )

( )

Disagree
A Lot

( )

( )
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STOP

Wait for more directions.,

PART 2

DIRECTIONS:

Let's rdad this story.

Some engineers want to run a heavy television cable through a pipe.

'4 The pipe is 500 feet long and 6 inches in diameter. The pipe is about

IP feet below the ground. It is open at both ends so the engineers can

work on it. The pipe is not straight, but is made up of sections that

twist and curve.

The engineers have already tried to push the television cable through

the pipe from either end. Each time they try, the cable twists and gets

stuck after only a few feet.

The problem is to think of ways to run this television cable through

the_pipe,without ripping up the pipe or digging' down to it.

Some other children have also read this story about the engineers.

Then they wrote sentences about the story. Now we want to know whether

you egree with their ideas.

The directions are the same as for the first part.

1. Read each sentence.

2. Decide which phrase'tells how 222 feel.

3, -Check-the phrase that-tells how-yaa_feel.

Now turn this page. Begin.

390
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37. There is probably only one answer to a
problem like this one.

38. If someone gets an idea that no one else
has thought k,f, he should keep it tohimself.

39. In a problem like this one, the best answer
will be the one that most of the class de-
cides is right.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (. )

( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

40. An idea for solving a problem could lead to
a.wrong answer but still be a good idea.

41. The best answer is the one that the teacher
thinks is right.

42. It is best to make sure that an idea is a
good one before sharing it with the class.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )

43. There is probably only one best way to
solve a problem like this one.

44., 1 wuuld like to work on a problem like this
OHO.

45. If I worked on this problem, I would get a
lot of good ideas.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

46. I don't think I should ask too many ques-
ti^ns about problems in class.

47. Other students know more about problems
like this than I do.

48. If I already have one good idea, I would
rather stick with it than look for more
ideas.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
.A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

49. I would like to work on a problem like
this, even though I might not be able
to solve it.

50. I think that my ideas for solving this
problem would be better than ideas given
by other, students.

51. I am very good at thinking and solving
problems.

Agree Agree Not Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Disagree
A Lot
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Attitude Scale - Pre-Test

Form 1
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1

Teacher's Name:

Grade:

DIRECTIONS:

2 4 5 6 7 8

111.11.001=1

9 10

Please write your teacher's name and yobr grade on the lines above.

The sentences on the next pages tell how some children feel about
things you do in school.

1. Read each sentence.

2. Decide which phrase tells how zoit feel. Her...! are the phrases:
_

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

) ) ) ) )

3. Check the phxase that tells how icat feel about each sentence.

Here are some examples we'll try together:

a. Listening to music on the
radio is fun.

b. Recess is boring.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

If you have any questions, ask them now.

'Start on the next page. When you get to page 3, you will see the word
STOP. Put you pencil down and wait for the instructions for Part 2.

ow turn the page. You will see the number'2 in the upper right hand
corner. Begin.

-362
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1. I avoid arithMetic because I am not very
good with numbers.

2. I enjoy arithmetic.

3. Arithmetic is not useful to children.

4. Studying science bores me.

5. Science is necessary to improve the world.

6. What you learn in science is often the basis
of a-good hobby.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disavce
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lc.

) ) ) ) )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disag!ee
A Lot A'Little Sure A Little A Lc.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( i) ( ) ( )

7. I like to read history books.

8. Social studies is boring.

9. I like to have meetings in school to discuss
school problems.

Agree Agree Not Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little

( ) ( ) ) ) )

Di"S'ag;:ee

A Lo

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

10. I like to chosse what I want to learn.

11. I don't like to talk to the whole class about
my ideas.

12. Talking with other students in small groups
is fun.

Agree Agre Not Disagree Disaglec
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

13. I like to help other stu ents learn.

14. I don't like to listen to other students
talk to the class.

1 . I like my teachers to tell me what I'm
supposed to learn.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagtec,

A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

) ( )

16. I enjoy doing school work by myself.

17. I like to decide for myself What I study in
school.

I have a lot of questions I never get a chance ( )

to ask.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagtec
A Lot A Little Sure. A Little A Lot

( ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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STOP

Wait for more directions.

PART 2

DIRECTIONS:

Let's read this story.

Some engineers want to run a heavy television cable through a pipe.

The pipe is 500 feet long and 6 inches in diameter. The pipe is about

10 feet below the ground. It is open at both ends so the engineers can

work on it. The pipe is not straight, but is made up of sections that

twist and curve.

The engineers have already tried to push the television cable through

the pipe from either end. Each time they try, the cable twists and gets

stuck after only a few feet.

The problem is to think of veays to run this television cable through

the pipe, without ripping up the pipe or digging down to it.

Some other children have also read this story about the enginee

Then they wrote sentences about the story. Now we want to know whether

you agree with their ideas.

The directions are the same as for the first part.

1. Read eachsentence.

2. Dccide which phrase tells how .4.2. feel.

3. Check the phrase that tells how mu feel.

Now turn this page. Begin.

395
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L . If someone gets an idea that no
one else has thought of, he should

keep it to himself.

In a problem like this one, the
:bestanswer will be the one that
:most of the class decides is right.

A. An 4dea for solving a problem
.cOUld lead to a wrong answer but
'sLll be a good idea.

Not Disagree
Sure A Little

Disagree
A Lot

( ) ( ) ( )

) ( )

2 . There is piobably only one best
--way-to-solve e problem like this
one.

Other students know more about
problems like this than I do.

Vt. I am very, gocid at thinking and

solving problems.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree

A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( )

If I already have one good idea,
I would rather stick with it than
look for more ideas.

f26. If I worked on this problem, I
would get a lot of good ideas.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree

A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

396
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1

Teacher's Name:

Grade:

DIRECTIONS:

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Please write your teacher !, nnmE- d your grade on the lines above.

The sentences on the next pages tell how some children feel about
things you do in school.

1. Read each sentence.

2. Decide which phrase tells how you. feel. Here are the phrases:

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

3. Check the phrase that tells how zou feel about each sentence.

Here are some examples we'll try together:

a. Listening to music on the
radio is fun.

b. Recess is boring.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

If you have any questions, ask them now.

Start on the next page. When you get to page 3, you will see the word
STOP.. Put you pencil down and wait for the instructions for part 2.

Now turn the page. You will see the number 2 in the upper right hand
corner. Begin.

-367-
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1. When I hear the word arithmetic, I have an un-
pleasant feeling.

2. Arithmetic is as important as any other subject.

3. I won't need arithmetic when I grow up.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

4. I wish I had more science in school.

5. I am interested in learning more - 'it science.

Science has little 1.N., ckJld

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

7. I don't like to discuss current events.

8. It is important to learn about the people
of other countries.

9. Everyone should know how government works.

Agree Agree Not -Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) . ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

la. I prefer to choose the people I want to work
with in class.

11. I like to talk in a sr 1 group about my ideas.

12. I like to listen to .the:teacher talk to the
whole cla-ss.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little tire A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ( ) ( )

13. I enjoy talking with other people in large
groups.

14; I like to learn by working with other students.

15. I like to go on to new topics, even if I
haven't learned much abdilt the topics I
studied before.

Agree Agree t: Disagree Disagree
A Ldt A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) I ) ( ) ( )

.16. I get confused 11.7henq ;.6%.in't know why r'm

studying some things.

17.1 I like to work at my mwi speed no matter what
others are doing.

18. 1 hate to make a mistake in class.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
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STOP

Wait for more directions.

PART 2

DIRECTIONS:

Let's read this story.

Some engineers want to run a heavy television cable through a pipe.

The pipe is 500 feet long a/..,1 6 inches in diameter. The pipe.is about

10 feet below the ground. It is open at both ends so the engineers can

work on it. The pipe is not straight, but is made up of sections that

twist and curve.

The engineers *gm* alrcady triedL tn push the television cable through

the-pipe from eithea 4n4t. Each time they try, the cable twist and gets

stuck after only a 44P4A:t.

The problem is to Oda ol ways to run this television cable through

the pipe, without rippil)§ up the pipe or digging down to it.

Some other chil4ran have also read this story about the engineers.

Then they wrote serftentcts about the story. Now ,me: meat to know whether

you agree with theit

The directions ere the sAme as for the first part.

I. Read each sentence.

2. Decide which phrane ds how 22.seel.

3. Check the phrase, them tells howzona feel.

Now turn this page. Begin.

400
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It is best to make.sure that an
idea is a good one before sharing
it with the class.

20. The best answer is the one that the
teacher thinks is right,

21. There is probably only one ansvtx
to a problem like_this one.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree

A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

22. I would like to work on a problem
like this, even though I might not
be able to solve it.

23. I think that my ideas for solving
this problem would be better than
ideas given by other students.

24. I don't think I should ask too many
questions about problems in class:

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree

A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ') ( )

( ) ( )

25. I would like to work on a problem
like this one.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree

A Lot A Little___Sure__A_Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

401
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APPENDIX M

Attitude Scale - Post Test

Form 3

p .
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2

Teacher's Name:

3 4 5 6 7 9

Grade:

DIRECTIONS:

Please write your teacher's name and your grade on the lines above.

The sentences on the next pages:_tell how some children feel about
things you do in school.

1. Read each sentence.

2. Decide which phrase tells-how 2:22 feel. Here are the phrases:

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

3. Check the phrase that tells how you feel about each sentence.

Here are_some_examples we'll try-together:

a. Listening to music on the
radio is flan.

b. Recess isAl-oring.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
,A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

If -youA.tave any questions, ask them now.

Start;mn the-next7;page. When you get to page 4, you will see the word
STOP. Put you pencil down and-wait for the instructions for Part 2.

Now turn the:page.. You will see the number 2 in the upper right hand
conner. Begin.

403
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I try oot to do much arithmetic because I

I enjoy arithmetic.

Arithmetic is not useful to children.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disof,ee
A'Lot 'A Little Sure A Little A 1.)r.

( ) ? ) .

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

. 'When 1 hear the word arithmetic, I have an
unpleasant feeling.

75- Arithmetic is as important as any other
subject.

. I won't need arithmetic when I grow up.

Agree Agrtce Not Disagree Disc 72e.
A Lot A.L.*==rle Sure A Little A

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

7- I wish I had more science in school.

.181.- I am interested in learning more about
science.

g- Science is not useful for children.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disa,::;.e

A Lot A Little Sure, A Little A L i.

( ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

10. Studying science bores me.

Hll. Science helps to improve the world.

What you learn ia science is often the basis
of a good hobby.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Diss;;:e
A Lot A Little Sure A Little. A L. r

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

C ) ( ) ( ) ( ) c )

( ). ( ) ( ) ( ) ( i

M. I like to choose what I want to learn.

14. I don't like to talk to the whole class
about my ideas.

It5, 'Talking with other students in small gro.ips
Is fun.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disare
A.Lot , A-Little ,Sure__A Little. A L.:1.

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

( ) ( ) ) ( )

, I like tcrhelp other students learn.

.don't like to listen to other studenrs

talk to t`io class.

teachers to :ell me what P.m.
4slOpased-jv..learp. 404

Agree .Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A. Little Sure A Little A Luz

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) )
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1 . I like to study lots of things, even if I
don't learn them well.

20. .1 enjoy doing school work by myself.

I like to decide for Myself wht I study
in school.

_Agree. Agree Not: ..Disattee:.

A Lot A Little Sure A .Littl.o.. ..A.Lot

( ) ( ) ) ) ( )

.22. I have a Ict of questions I never get a
chance to ask.

I prefer to choose the people I want-to
work wit:h in claSs.

24. I like to talk in a small group about my
ideas.

Agree, Agree. Not DiSagree-, Disagree.;
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

25. I like to listen to the teacher talk to
the whole class.

26. I enjoy talking with other people in large
groups.

2 . I like to learn by working with other
students.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disairee''
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ( ) ( )

( )

28 T like to o on to new topics, even if
I haven't learned much about the topics

studied before.

29. I get col.fused when I don't know Why.
studyng sone things.

30. I like to work at my own speed no matter
what others are doing.

3 . I hate to make a mistake in class.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ) ( ) ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
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STOP

Wait for more directions.

PART 2

DIRECTIONS:

Let's read this story.

Some engineers want to run a heavy television cable through a pipe.

Mhe pipe is 500 feet-long and 6 inches in diameter. The pipe is about

10 feet below the ground. It is open at both ends so the engineers can

work on it. The Ope is not straight, but is made up of sections that

-twist and curve.

The engineers have already tried to push the television cable through

the pipe from either end. Each time they try, the cable twists

stuck after only a few feet.

and gets

The problem is to think of ways to run this television cable through

the pipe, without ripping;up the pipe or digging down to it.

Some other children have also read this story about the engineers.

Then they wrote sentences about the story. Now We.want to know whether

you agree with their ideas.

-11m directions are the same as for the first part.

.. Read each sentence.

Z. Decide which phrase tells how you feel.

3. Check the phrase that tells how lou. feel.

Nlowv:tarn this page. Begin.
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1. There is.probably only one answer to a
problem like this one.

If SoMeone gets an idea that no one else
has thought of, he should keep it tohimself.

. In a problem, like this one, the best answer
be the one that must of the class de-

(ides is right.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

An idea for solving a problem could lead to
a wrong answerbut still be a good idea.

The hest answer is the one that the teacher
thinks is right.

6. It is best to make sure that an idea is .6
goA one before sharing it with the class.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree '

A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot-

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) (

7. Th-re. is probably only one best way to
solve a problem like this one.

I would like to work on a problem like this

If I worked on this problem, I would get a
iot of good ideas.

TO. I d-n't think I should ask too many ques-
tions about problems in class.

°titer students know more about problems
like this than I do.

If I alreJdy have one good idea, I would'.
rather -s:ick with it than_ look .. for-more--

ideas.

13. 1 wuld like to work on a problem like
evet though 1 might not be able

to solvt. it.

I think that my ideas for solving this
problem w...uld.be better than ideas given
by.other students.

15. I am very good at thinking and solving
problems.

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree'
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )

Agree Agree Not Disagree Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little A Lot

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

) ( ) ( ( ) ( )

) ( ) (

4 0 7

Agree Agree Not Disagree
A Lot A Little Sure A Little

) ( ) ( ) ( )

) ( ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )

Disagree
A LOC


